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PREFACE

By the time of his death in 1892, Ernest Guiraud had established
himself as a distinguished member o f the French musical community.

A

native of New Orleans, where he was born in 1837, Guiraud traveled to
Paris to complete his musical training.

After he won the Prix de Rome in

1859, Guiraud's compositions earned him the reputation as one of the
brightest hopes o f the Ecole fran?aise.

He was appointed to the faculty of

the Paris Conservatoire in 1876, named Chevalier o f the Legion d'honneur
in 1878, and elected to the Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts o f the Institut de
France in 1891.

Although Guiraud was widely recognized and highly

regarded during his lifetime for his own works, his name is best
remembered today for his contributions to Bizet's C arm en and Offenbach's
Les contes d'Hoffm ann. and as Claude Debussy's professor of composition at
the Paris Conservatoire.

No com prehensive study of Guiraud's life has been published in
either French or English.

The most significant treatment o f this subject is

found in the m anuscript of Branks Orlic's unfinished monograph "Ernest
Guiraud et son oeuvre musicale," located at the Institut de M usicologie of
the University de Paris.

Georges Favre devotes sixty pages to Guiraud in

his 1983 publication Compositeurs francais mdconnus (Ernest Guiraud et
ses amis: Emile Paladilhe et Theodore D ubois!.

Brief articles about Guiraud

appear in many o f the English-language encycopedias and dictionaries of
m usic.

In the absence of a significant body of personal correspondence, our
understanding o f Guiraud's character is limited to the observations of those
who knew and wrote about him.

In this regard, Orlic's work is especially
ii
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important, as he was able to interview Henri Busser (one o f Guiraud's
students) and Ad&le Guiraud-Dam art (Guiraud's daughter, who was only
eight when Guiraud died).

Fortunately, Guiraud's association with many of

France's most celebrated musicians (Bizet, Debussy, Saint-Saens, Massenet)
offers documentation o f many details of his life.

I am especially indebted to the grandchildren o f G uiraud's step-sister,
Jeanne Guiraud Pool, who currently reside in Louisiana and
M ississip p i—-Mrs. Shirley Farrell Egge of Gulfport and Mrs. Audrey Farrell
McCrary, Mrs. Adrienne Farrell Kepper, and Mr. Thomas C. Farrell, Jr of
New Orleans.

Not only did they share information and recollections about

their family pertinent to my investigation, but they also extended me a
generous grant in memory of their mother, M ildred Pool Farrell, and
grandmother.

This grant facilitated research in Paris at the Biblioth&que

Nationale, the Bibliot&que de l'Opera, and the Institut de M usicologie of the
U niversite de Paris.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to Dr.
Jan H erlinger, whose generosity, patience, and encouragem ent provided
inspiration, and whose impressive literary skills and professional guidance
offered invaluable assistance in shaping and structuring this monograph.

I

am also grateful to Drs. Daniel Sher, Jack Guerry, Wallace M cKenzie, Richard
Kaplan, and Richard Cox for their time spent in examining this monograph
and for their helpful suggestions for improving it.

Many people have contributed to the completion of this project.

I

would like to express my appreciation to Jean-Pierre Marty for introducing
me to the music of Ernest Guiraud; to Sr. Loyola Weilbaecher, O.S.U. for
tutoring me in French and her assistance in translating; to Cecile Daliniii
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Hagar and Dr. Harry Redman whose knowledge of the French language also
proved helpful; to Pascale St. Andrd and Philippe Bianconi for their
research assistance in Paris; to Alfred Lemmon of the Historic New Orleans
Collection; to Dr. William Loring o f Scarecrow Press; to Catherine Masip of
the Biblioth&que Nationale; to Dr. Robert Curtis of Tulane's Maxwell Music
Library; to Robert Bledsoe of Tulane's Howard Tilton Library; to Drs. Peter
Hansen and John Baron of the Tulane Music Department; and to Dr. David
Beveridge of the University of New Orleans.

For their general

encouragement and assistance I would like to extend special thanks to Joan
Landry, John Belsom, George Van Hoose, Raymond Gitz, Julianne Nice, Brian
Eschette, M aurice Stouse, and Anne Simpson.

iv
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ABSTRACT

Ernest G uiraud (1837-1892) was born in New Orleans, where he
received his early musical training from his parents, both graduates of the
Paris Conservatoire.
Rome in 1827.

His father, Jean-Baptiste Guiraud, had won the Prix de

Ernest's first opera, D a v id , was staged at the Th6Stre

d'Orleans in April 1853.

Later that year Ernest entered the Paris

Conservatoire; he studied piano with Marmontel, harmony with Barbereau,
and composition with Haldvy.

He won the Prix de Rome in 1859.

During the three years (1860-1862) Guiraud spent in Italy as a Prix
de Rome laureate, he composed a mass, an opera-buffa (G li avventurieriL
and an op6ra-comique (S y lv ie l that would be produced in Paris in 1864.
Guiraud's En prison was staged at the Th6Stre-Lyrique in 1869, Le kobold
at the Opdra-Comique in 1870.

His first orchestral suite premiered in

January 1872; the fourth movement "Carnaval" firmly established his
reputation as one of the best of France's new generation of composers.
M adame T urlupin was presented at the Opdra-Comique in November 1872,
his ballet G re tn a -G re en at the Opdra in May 1873, P icco lin o (his most
succesful opera) at the Op6ra-Comique in 1876, and G alante

aventure at the

Opera-Comique in M arch 1882.

second

Durand published Guiraud's

orchestral suite in 1886, his tone poem Chasse fantastique in 1887, and
Traitd pratique

d'instrum entation (which served as a textbook for several

generations of music students in France) in 1890.

F rd d d g o n d e . unfinished

at the time o f Guiraud's death, was completed by Saint-Saens and Dukas
and presented at the Opdra in 1895.
vi
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Guiraud began teaching at the Paris Conservatoire in 1876; he was
named Chevalier of the Legion d’honneur in 1878, and was elected to the
Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts of the Institut de France in 1891.

Although

Guiraud was widely recognized and highly regarded during his lifetime for
his own works, his name is best remembered today for his contributions to
Bizet's C arm en and Offenbach's Les contes d'Hoffm ann. and as Claude
Debussy's professor o f composition at the Paris Conservatoire.

This m onograph surveys G uiraud's biography and catalogues his
w orks.
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CHAPTER 1
EARLY YEARS IN NEW ORLEANS

W hen France transferred the Louisiana Territory to the U nited
States in 1803, New Orleans was a city o f some ten thousand inhabitants,
fewer than one thousand o f whom spoke English.

The Creoles

(descendants o f the original French and Spanish settlers), already
apprehensive at the transfer o f the territory from Spain to France less
than a m onth before, feared the imposition o f E nglish as the official
la n g u a g e .1

D espite its volatile political situation, New Orleans was already one
o f the New W orld's im portant cultural and com m ercial centers.
Positioned near the mouth of the M ississippi R iver, New Orleans served
as the gatew ay for trade betw een the com m unities along the M ississippi
and Ohio R iver Valleys and the rest of the world.

W ith the transfer o f

the Louisiana Territory cam e the elim ination o f restrictive trade barriers
that both France and Spain had imposed on colonial New Orleans.

This

m ore open trade policy encouraged the m igration o f English-speaking
Am ericans to the city, eager to exploit its obvious com m ercial potential.
The appearance o f the first steam boats in 1812 m ade upstream
navigation a m ore com m ercially viable proposition and contributed

1W orks P rogress A dm inistration,

N ew O rleans C itv G u id e. 16.

1
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significantly to the accelerated growth o f New Orleans.

By the 1840s the

city rivalled New York as the premier port o f the United States.2

The earliest docum ented perform ance o f an opera in New O rleans
was a production o f Grdtry's S ilv a in in 1796 at the Thdatre St. Pierre.
During the first decades o f the nineteenth century the Thdatre St. Pierre
and its rivals, the Theatre St. Philippe and T h ia tre d'Orldans, provided
the city w ith regular operatic seasons perform ed by the com bined forces
o f local musicians and those recruited from Europe.

The repertoire

included works by D alayrac, Mehul, and Grdtry among others.

The

A m erican prem ieres o f m any operas took place in New Orleans,
including II barbiere di Siviglia by Paisiello in 1805 and Cherubini's L e s
deux journdes in 1811.3

The completion o f the new Theatre d'O rleans in 1819—the original
theater was destroyed by fire in 1816, less than a year after it
o p e n e d — saw the beginning o f a period of gradual expansion and
strengthening o f operatic activity in the city to the point that New
O rleans earned the reputation as being A m erica's leading center o f opera
and having, arguably, the finest French opera com pany outside o f Paris.
The Theatre d'Orleans would outlive its com petition in the French section

2 N ew Orleans C itv Guide. 19, 21, 47.
3 B e lso m , 1-2.
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3

o f the city; in 1859, follow ing a dispute between Charles Boudousquie
(the m anager o f the operatic troupes that perform ed there) and the
m anagem ent o f the theater itself, Boudousquie decided to construct his
own building, the French Opera House.4

The TheStre d'O rleans found a healthy challenge in the new
theaters constructed in the American section o f the city.

The Camp

Street Theatre was opened in 1824, followed eleven years later by the
opening o f the St. Charles Theatre.

During this period, New Orleans

theaters continued to afford American audiences their first hearing of
many operas including B oieldieu's La dame blanche (6 February 1827),
H erold's Z a m p a (February 1833), and M eyerbeer's Les H uguenots (29
A pril 1839) .5

In the summer o f 1827, the Thdatre d'Orldans troupe set out by
boat for the major cities o f the northeast.

Each summer from 1827 to

1833 (w ith the exception of 1832, the year o f the yellow fever and
cholera epidem ics in New Orleans) the company o f the Thdatre d'Orldans
presented repertoire from its preceding season to audiences in New York
and Philadelphia, occasionally perform ing in Baltim ore and Boston as
w e ll.6

M ore impressive than this troupe's average o f more than forty

4 B elsom , 4 , 5, 7; H itchcock, 93; Howard and B ellow s, 82.
6B elsom , 5, 6.
6 A cco rd in g

to H itch cock

(9 3 ),

"Northern c itie s — B o s to n ,

P h ila d e lp h ia ,

B a l t im o r e — heard their first grand opera w hen the N ew O rleans com p any toured
during the seven sum m ers from 1827 to 1833."
In fact the N ew O rleans troupe
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perform ances o f approxim ately ten different w orks during each
sum m er's tour is that it introduced northern audiences to many o f these
operas for the first tim e.7

Som e sources m istakenly credit northern cities as the sites o f the
A m erican prem ieres o f works presented there by the New O rleans
com pany when, in fact, the company had produced them previously at
the New Orleans house during the preceding season.

Boieldieu's La dam e

b la n c h e was premiered in New Orleans on 6 February 1827, not in New
York on the 24th of A ugust that same year as A lfred Loewenberg's
A nnals o f Opera has it.8

Other operas whose prem ieres have been listed

incorrectly include R ossini's La donna del lago (New York: 25 A ugust
1829, New Orleans: 25 June 1829); Rossini's Le Comte Orv (New York: 22
A ugust 1831, New Orleans: 16 December 1830); Rossini's L 'ltaliana in
A lg eri (New York: 5 Novem ber 1832, New Orleans: 24 April 1832);9
A uber's Fra D iavolo (New York: 17 October 1831, Philadelphia: 16
S eptem ber 1831);10 Herold's Z am pa (New York: 12 August 1833, New
O rleans: February 1833).

played in these cities only six sum m ers sin ce it did not tour during the sum m er o f
1832.
7B e lso m ,

15-16.

8 T he c o n flic tin g dates are d ocu m ented

in B elsom

and

L oew enberg.

9 T he N ew York prem iere o f this opera w as not presented by the Theatre d'O rleans.
^ A c c o r d in g to B elsom (2 3 -2 4 ) the schedu led perform ance o f this work in N ew
Orleans on the 28th o f June, 1831 was cancelled.
A s a resu lt, the prem iere w as
g iv e n b y the Theatre d'Orldans com p any in P hilad elp h ia.
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Jean-B aptiste Guiraud, the father o f the com poser who is the
subject of this study, was bom in Bordeaux in 1803.

As a student at the

Paris C onservatoire, he studied counterpoint w ith Jean-Frangois Lesueur
and com position with Anton Reicha.

In his first attem pt to win the Prix

de Rome in 1826, Jean-Baptiste had to settle for the Second Grand
P riz e .11

The following year, when Berlioz was one o f the competitors,

Jean-B aptiste succeeded in winning the First Grand P rize with the
cantata O rp h e e . his musical setting o f the compulsory text by B erton.12

M any o f the standard biographical references are vague, or even
incorrect, w hen presenting inform ation about significant events o f JeanB aptiste's life .13

None o f them mentions the perform ance o f Jean-

^ F a v r e (9, n. 1) cites Jean-Baptiste's tw o com p osition s w ritten for the 1826 contest,
a Fugue i trois sujets (W. 32.12) and the cantata H c r m in ie (M s. 7 0 3 9 ). Both o f these
w orks are in the co lle c tio n o f the Bibliothfcque N ationale.
^ J e a n -B a p tiste 's fe llo w students in both Lesueur's and R eich a 's c la ss in cluded
H ector B erlioz and A uguste Barbereau, both o f w hom w ould later play a part in
Ernest Guiraud's life .
A ccording to O rlic (6 ), Barbereau w as a friend o f JeanBaptiste as w e ll as h is classm ate.
A sid e from his abilities as a com poser (winner o f
the Prix de R om e in 1824), Barbereau w as a conductor, p ro fesso r o f harm ony and
com p osition, and a m u sicologist.
A ccord ing to Hugh M acdonald (N e w G rove, s.v.
"B erlioz, Hector," 2 :581) the cantata subm itted by B erlio z ( La m ort d'Orphdef for the
1827 Prix de R om e w as considered unplayable by the jud ges.
S e e the citation in
Favre (1 0 -1 2 ) o f F ran?ois-Joseph Fdtis’s account o f the 6 O ctober 1827 public
m eetin g o f the A caddm ie R oyale des B eau x-A ris at w h ich Jean -B ap tiste's w in nin g
cantata w as perform ed (R evu e m u sica le . 1827, 2 :2 5 3 -2 6 0 ).
13T h e standard en cy c lo p ed ic b iograp hical sou rces ex a m in ed in clu d e L io n el d e la
Laurencie, ed ., E n cvclop gd ie d e la m usiqu e et dictionnaire du C o n serv a to ire. (19131931); F ran fois J. F6tis, B iopraphie u n iv e r se lle d es m u sicie n s e t b ib lio g ra p h ic
ggpftalg .-de .la nm siqus, (1866-1870); its S u p p lem en t et c o m p le m e n t, ed. Arthur
P ougin (1878-80); E m ile H araszti, "Guiraud, Jcan -B ap tiste/E rnest," D ie M usik in
G esch ich te und G eeen w a rt. (1949-1967); G eo ffrey H in d ley , e d ., L a r o u s s e
E n cyclop ed ia o f M u sic. (1971), based on French ed ition (1965); H ugh M acD onald,
"Guiraud, Ernest," T he N ew Grove D ictionary o f M usic and M u sicia n s. (1980);
Francois

M ich el, e d ., Encvclopddie de la m u siq u e. (1958-1961);

M. P rev o st,

R om an
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Baptiste's one-act opera, Charles V et Duguesclin. in Paris at the Odeon
on 3 November 1827.

Most, in fact, state that Jean-B aptiste em igrated to

New Orleans because he was discouraged by his inability to find a
theater willing to stage his w ork.14

Among the passengers who arrived at the port o f New Orleans
aboard the vessel L o u isv ille on 16 November 1832 were a M r. and Mrs.
G uiraud who both gave "artist" as their occupations on the passenger list
of the U. S. Bureau o f Custom s.15 Le courrier de la Louisiane (a New
Orleans new spaper w ith both French and English sections) o f 15
D ecem ber 1832 provides further evidence of G uiraud's presence in New
Orleans and his m arriage, and informs us o f a professional association
that probably best explains Jean-B aptiste's decision to em igrate.

The

paper's "Revue de la semaine" lauds a M adame G uiraud for her abilities

d'Am at, and H. de M orem bert, ed s., D iction naire de biopraphie f r a n p a is e . (1 9 8 6 );
N ic o la s S lo n im sk y , e d ., Baker's B iographical D iction ary o f M u sic ia n s. (1 9 8 4 ), 7th
ed.
A s an exam p le o f m isinform ation found in several references, so m e sources
m istak en ly id en tify R u g g iero e Bradam ante as the com p osition w ith w h ich JeanB aptiste w on the Prix de R om e in 1827.
In fact, the w inning co m p o sitio n w as the
cantata O r p h e e . based on that year's com p ulsory libretto by Berton; R u g g iero e
B r a d a m a n te is the Italian opera seria that Jean-Baptiste sent to the A caddm ie des
Beaux-A rts in Paris from the V illa M edici as on e o f the three e n v o i s required o f
Prix de R om e w inners.
The two other e n v o i s , both in the co llec tio n o f the
Biblioth&que N aiionale, are a D u e tto (M s. 7 3 5 4 ) and M e s s e (D. 5292). The
Biblioth&que N ation ale also has tw o o f Jean-B aptiste's so n g s, "A llons aux champs"
(V m 7 63113) and "Le Bal" (VM 7 63115). AH o f these works are cited in Favre, 13.
14T he reference to Jean -B ap tiste’s opera b ein g perform ed at the O ddon is from
C harles Parsons, 2:777; supporting evid en ce is found in W ild, 2 94.
15Inform ation pertaining to the Guiraud’s arrival in N ew O rleans, from the U. S.
Bureau o f C ustom s (Supplem ental Index to P assenger L ists), is located at the N ew
O rleans Public Library (M 3 3 4 -6 9 ).
There is a discrepancy in the a g e g iv e n for
Jean-B aptiste.
T h e card reports that "Mr. Guiraud" is tw enty-four, an ag e four or
fiv e years younger than w ou ld be exp ected o f one born in 1803, the year agreed
upon by m o st referen ces.
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as a pianist, as displayed in recent recitals, and refers to her as the wife
o f the assistant conductor o f the Theatre d'O rleans.16

Antoine M arm ontel, who was to be Ernest G uiraud's piano teacher
at the Paris C onservatoire, adds im portant inform ation to our
understanding o f the reasoning behind the G uirauds' journey when he
reports that Jean-B aptiste had accepted a one-year position as conductor
at the Theatre d'O rldans.

No m atter what their m otivations m ight have

been, when the couple arrived in New Orleans, the city was one o f the
largest French com m unities west o f the Atlantic as well as one o f the
m ost im portant cultural and com m ercial centers o f the New W orld.17

A lthough it can be assumed that Jean-B aptiste conducted during
the 1832-33 regular season o f the Theatre d'Orleans, it is certain that he
led the orchestra during its 1833 sum m er tour of northeastern cities
that included perform ances in New York, Philadelphia, B oston, and
B a ltim o re .18

M arm ontel tells us that Jean-Baptiste's talen t and personal

16Le_ courrier de la L ou isian e (15 D ecem ber 1832), 2.
translations are m y ow n .

U n less in dicated otherw ise, all

1 7 M arm ontel, 110.
M arm ontel d oes not m en tion a sp ecific year and refers to the
Thdatre d'Orldans as the T heatre-Franfais.
H is account o f Jean -B ap tiste's
em igration sh ould b e reliab le for, as w ell as b ein g Ernest's teacher and the
d ed icatee o f one o f Ernest's first published w orks (Sonate pour p ia n o , op. 1),
M arm ontel had k now n both o f Ernest's parents as students at the Paris
C o n s e r v a t o ir e .
18C h e v a lle y (6 4 -6 5 ) con firm s Jea n -B a p tiste's co n d u ctin g p o sitio n w ith the Th6atre
d'Orleans for the 1833 tour.
C hevalley states that Guiraud replaced "Milon" as
conductor, i.e ., F61ix M iolan , concertm aster o f the Thdatre d'Orldans and
G ottschalk's v io lin teacher (Behrend, x v ).
M iolan w as the brother o f the fam ous
F rench soprano C arolin e C arvalh o-M iolan w h o m arried L6on C arv a lh o , the
ren ow n ed director o f se v era l P arisian opera h o u ses.
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attributes w ere well appreciated in New Orleans and that "le courageux
artiste" was able to attract a num ber o f students in a short period o f
time after his arrival there.19

Som etim e after his 1833 tour, Jean-B aptiste G uiraud returned to
France.

M arm ontel attributes G uiraud's decision eith er to an eagerness

on his part to be united with his friends in his hom eland or to the
possibility that he was "secretly tormented" by a need to succeed as a
c o m p o s e r.20

W hatever his reason, as the assistant conductor o f

A m erica's m ost im portant opera com pany, Jean-B aptiste G uiraud was in
a position to profit from his association with the Theatre d'Orleans.

To

have held such a key position in an organization acclaim ed in many o f
America's m ajor cities speaks well for his ability as a perform ing
m usician, an ability not m entioned in biographical sketches.

On the

other hand, his decision to return to France may have been due to
nothing more than the fact that his contract with the Theatre d'O rleans
had come to an end at the conclusion o f the summer tour o f 1833.

There is another possible explanation for Jean-B aptiste's decision
to return to France— the death o f his wife.

As I have been unable to

determine the m aiden name o f the M me Guiraud who arrived In New

1 9 M arm ontel's c h o ic e o f the word "courageux" is interesting.
D id he u se this
ad jective in a casu a l fash ion or w as he im plying a certain bravery on JeanB ap tiste's part for eith er em igrating across the A tlan tic, for arriving in N ew
O rleans during the y ello w fever outbreak, or both?
A ccord ing to the N ew O rlean s
C itv G uide (2 7 ), ten thousand p eop le lo st their liv e s during the 1832-33 epid em ic.
2 0 M arm ontel,

110.
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Orleans w ith Jean-Baptiste in 1832, it is im possible to say with any
certainty that she, in fact, was Ernest's m other.

The standard

biographical references indicate that a m arriage took place in Paris in
1836, shortly b efo re'Jean -B ap tiste returned to New O rleans and the year
before E rnest's birth in that city.
m arriage.

They m ention nothing about an earlier

M armontel writes, "If he did not have the satisfaction o f

finding a libretto with a chance o f being played, he did have the good
fortune to marry Mlle Croizilles [sic], an excellent m usician, a skilled
virtuoso, and a very charm ing woman, in 1836."21

A bout the couple's arrival in Louisiana, M arm ontel writes that the
people o f New Orleans, already admirers o f Jean-B aptiste's m usical
know ledge and accom plishm ents, joyfully greeted "the arrival o f his
charm ing wife."

Adele quickly acquired a class o f students from the

better fam ilies o f the city's Franco-A m erican society, students who were
attracted by her "graceful and delicate talent and by her correct and
b rilliant execution."22

2 M a r m o n t e l, 11 0 . Adfcle C ro isille s, w as an outstanding m u sicia n in her o w n right;
she w as born in Paris on 11 N ovem ber 1813 and, as a student at the Paris
C onservatoire, sh e received m any aw ards including the se co n d p rize in so lf^ g e in
1823 and the first prize in 1825.
In 1826, when she w as o n ly thirteen years o ld , she
w on first prize in piano at the C onservatoire; she also w o n seco n d and then first
p rizes in harm ony and accom panim ent in 1827 and 1 828.
Jean -B ap tiste, ten years
her senior, w as a student at the C onservatoire at the sam e tim e (L e C o n se rv a to ir e
N a t i o n a l. 7 2 8 ).
Marmontel (1 1 1 ) refers to Adfcle as "one o f the brilliant students o f
L. Adam."
L ou is Adam (1 7 5 8 -1 8 4 8 ), p rofessor o f p iano at the Paris C onservatoire
from 1 7 9 2 -1 8 4 2 , w as the father o f A dolphe-C harles A dam , com p oser o f such w orks
as the ballet G is e ll e (1 8 4 1 ) and the popular Christmas carol "O H oly Night."
2 2 M arm on tel,

1 1 0 -1 1 1 .
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Ernest G uiraud was born on June 23, 1837.23

Signs o f Ernest's

m usical interest and talent revealed them selves early on.

He spent his

entire boyhood in New Orleans in a rich musical atmosphere.

He studied

com position with his father, who had won the Prix de Rome, had
conducted the orchestra o f America's finest opera com pany, and who
now had several years o f teaching experience behind him.

Ernest

studied' piano with his mother, who had won the Paris C onservatoire's

23

T his date has been q u estion ed by John B e lso m in h is M aster's th esis "R eception
o f M ajor O peratic P rem ieres in N ew Orleans during the N ineteenth Century," 165.
B e lso m d iscovered the B aptism al record o f an Ernest Guiraud in the St. Louis
C athedral A rchives in N ew O rleans (Baptism s B ook 19, A ct 8 1 7 , 112) that sh o w s a
birth date o f 10 April 1841; the baptism took place on 3 Septem ber 1 843.
A ccording
to in form ation p rovid ed by M rs. Shirley E g g e , Ernest Guiraud's g re a t-n iec e (taped
con versa tion in G ulfport, M ississip p i o n 2 July 1 9 8 7 ), Jean-B aptiste and A dble had
tw o m ore sons after the birth o f Ernest in 1837, M axim e b om in 1839 and E. Robert
Paul b o m on 10 April 1841. Fam ily records show that E. Robert Paul d ied o n 5
Septem ber 1843.
R ecords on file at the o ffic es o f St. Louis C em etery support this
ev id e n c e.
U ndoubtedly the record found by Mr. B elso m is a certifica tio n o f the
baptism o f E. Robert Paul Guiraud that took p lace tw o days prior to the child's death.
W h y the nam e Ernest appears on the docum ent is unclear.
B elso m , o n the basis o f
E dw ard L arocq ue-T in ker’s L es 6crits de langue frangaise en L ou isiana au X IX s i6 c le
(2 6 1 ), su ggests that the eld e st ch ild w as actually nam ed Eug&ne, that Ernest w as the
nam e o f a younger brother w h o died at an early age, and that the nam e "Ernest”
w as later added to the nam e o f the older brother. A listin g o f w inners o f the Prix de
R om e in the 1902 ed ition o f the G rove's D ictio n a ry g iv e s the nam e o f the 1859 first
p rize w inner as E ugene Guiraud.
In the m anuscript to the piano p ie c e "R osineV alse" (Bibliothfeque N ation ale M s. 60 9 9 ) Guiraud g iv e s the nam e "E ugene Guiraud"
b eneath the title, but sig n s the m anuscript "E. Guiraud."
U nderstanding the m ake
up o f the fam ily headed by Jean-Baptiste Guiraud is further co m p lica ted by the
entry foun d in the 1840 C en sus.
A ccording to this docum ent the fa m ily co n sisted o f
tw o m ales under 5, one under 10, one betw een 30 and 4 0 , one fem ale b etw een 2 0 and
3 0 , and tw o fem ale slaves (one betw een 10 and 24 and the other b etw een 2 4 and 36).
T h e m ale aged betw een 3 0 and 4 0 m ust have been Jean-Baptiste.
T he tw o m ales
b elo w the age o f 5 are, n o doubt, Ernest and his brother M axim e. T he listin g o f a
m ale under the age o f 10 (but older than 5) im p lies a ch ild born b etw een 1830 and
1835.
I f one assum es that the listin gs are o f im m ediate fam ily m em bers, then it is
p o ssib le that this child w as the offsp ring o f an earlier m arriage; but it is also
p o ssib le that this boy aged b etw een 5 and 10 m ight have been a m ore distant
relative or no relation at all, perhaps the ch ild o f a friend entrusted to the care o f
the Guiraud fam ily.
N o sou rce (inclu din g the records and re co llec tio n s o f
G uiraud’s relatives liv in g in the N ew Orleans area today) has ever m en tion ed a
ch ild born to Jean-Baptiste and Adfcle prior to Ernest's birth in 1837.
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highest honor in piano perform ance, who had been acclaim ed as a
brilliant pianist, and who also had developed a reputation as a fine
teacher o f the instrum ent.

In the absence o f evidence docum enting the degree o f JeanB aptiste's continued affiliation with the Theatre d'O rleans after Ernest's
birth, it seems safe to assume that even if he were no longer directly
involved w ith the com pany's productions, he and his fam ily would
certainly have the opportunity to attend perform ances, and perhaps
rehearsals as well, at the Theatre d'O rleans.

D uring the first twelve years o f Ernest G uiraud's life, the Theatre
d'Orldans presented the U.S. prem ieres o f many operas including
Adolphe Adam's Le postillion de Longjum eau (1838); D aniel Francois
A uber's Le domino noir (1839); M eyerbeer's Les H uguenots (1839);
D onizetti's Anne de Boulen (1839); Donizetti's Lucia di Lam m erm oor
(1841); Bellini's B eatrice di Tenda (1842); Donizetti's M arino Faliero. U
furioso nell' Isola di San Domingo, and B elisario (1842); Donizetti's L a
fa v o rite and La fille du regim ent. (1843); Bellini's I puritani (1843);
Jacques Frangois H alevy's La iuive (1844); Donizetti's Don Pasquale
(1845); Halevy's La reine de Chvpre (1845); Donizetti's Les m artvrs
(1846); Haldvy's C harles VI (1847)2*

2 4 B e lso m , 4 8 -1 2 2 .
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The m usical environm ent of E rnest G uiraud's youth afforded him
the opportunity to learn com position and piano from acknow ledged
experts in these fields, to

hear opera by America's finest com pany on a

regular basis, to observe the m echanics o f opera production, and to hone
his com positional skills by experiencing first-hand the special
capabilities and requirem ents o f the human voice in concert w ith the
instrum ents o f the orchestra.

About E rnest's early years and training, M arm ontel w rites that the
child's parents nurtured his intellectual, m oral, and artistic developm ent
w ith loving care.

M armontel refers to Jean-Baptiste and Ad&le as "noble

souls passionate about art" and as "lovers o f beauty and goodness."

The

boy learned to play the piano from his m other, and harm ony,
com position, and basic musicianship from his father.

Ernest was "keenly

attentive to the theater orchestra" and "filled from the tim e he was
barely adolescent w ith the beauties o f the dram atic art."25

His youth, however,
5 Septem ber 1843, few er

would not be without its

share o f tragedy. On

than three m onths after Ernest's sixth

birthday, he suffered the loss of his youngest brother, E. R obert Paul.

2 5 M arm ontel,

111.
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T hen on 20 May 1848, less than one month before his eleventh birthday,
his m other died.26

The following year Jean-Baptiste took Ernest to visit Paris for the
first tim e.

Details o f this trip are sketchy at best, but from m ost

accounts Jean-B aptiste and Ernest rem ained in France for about two
years.

Several questions arise.

Since the journey took place so soon

after Ad&le's death, was it Jean-Baptiste's intention to settle
perm anently in his native land and raise his children there?

Did

M axim e, Ernest's younger brother, accom pany his fam ily to France?
W hen did the Guirauds return to New Orleans?

Fetis claim s that Jean-

B aptiste's intention was not to make arrangem ents for Ernest to rem ain
in Paris but rather to broaden his horizons and to pave the way for the
boy's future.27

Besides availing themselves o f the opportunity to hear

the concerts and latest operas that Paris had to offer, no doubt JeanB aptiste introduced Ernest to a wide circle o f professional contacts in
addition to the Guiraud and Croisilles families.

2 6 Le courrier (2 0 M ay 1848) reported: "Deceased this m orning, at 8 o 'clo ck , M adam e
A dble Guiraut (sic ), nee C ro isilles.
Her friends and acquaintances, and those o f her
husband, are in vited to attend the funeral, which w ill take place tom orrow at 10:30.
T he body m ay be view ed on St. Peter St., betw een R oyal and Bourbon." Four days
later, the sam e n ew spaper printed this secon d an n ou n cem en t o f Ad&le's death:
" D eceased 2 0 M ay 1848, M adam e C rosisse (sic) Guiraut (sic).
Her ex q u isite taste, her
graciou s m anners, the e leg a n ce o f her spirit, endeared her to all those w h o knew
her.
S h e w as admired for her enorm ous talent w h ich sh e bore w ith m o d esty and
sim p licity .
She gave o f h erself eq u ally to her friends as she did to her students.
S he p assed lik e the shadow o f a dream; but her m em ory rem ains a sou rce o f tears
and o f adoration."
2 7 F 6tis, 43 6 .
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The G uirauds arrived in Paris the same year that Louis M oreau
Gottschalk, a fellow New Orleanian, made his public debut there.

The

possibility that G ottschalk m ight have introduced E rnest into his
glamorous circle o f famous acquaintances is an intriguing one indeed.
W hether or not such introductions were ever made, Ernest would later
find his nam e linked with a good number of the artists with whom
Gottschalk associated, including V ictor Hugo, A lexander Dumas, A lphonse
de Lam artine, H ector Berlioz, Jacques Offenbach, Georges Bizet, and
Cam ille S aint-S aens.28

In all likelihood the Guirauds returned to New Orleans in 1852.

A

listing for J. B. G uiraud reappears in the New Orleans City Directory o f
1853 follow ing a hiatus going back at least as far as 1849.

Chances that

the fam ily w aited as long as the beginning of 1853 before returning
seem rem ote since Ernest's first recorded public success as a com poser
took place on 14 April o f that year when his one-act opera D av id was
presented in New Orleans.

W hen he returned to New Orleans, Ernest carried with him a
libretto by A lexandre Soumet and Felicien M allefille.

This libretto had

already been set to music by Auguste Mermet; M erm et's opera, R o i
D a v id , had been produced at the Opera in Paris in 1846.29

The 14 April

2 8 Behrend, x v , xxi.
2 9 0 r lic , 3; Favre, 13.
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1853 edition o f L'abeille de la Nouvelle-O rl6ans announced that
evening's perform ance at the Thdatre d'Orldans: V ictor M assd's G a la th d e
and the one-act opera D a v id by Ernest Guirot [sic].

In addition to

M asse's w ork and "the opera by the young E rnest G uiraud that everyone
will w ant to hear," the program also included some songs sung by a M.
Feitlinger (who had been appearing on a series o f concerts given by
Gottsch'alk in New Orleans during this time) and a dance by Mme Ducy
Barre.

The writer continues, "Is it possible to offer a spectacle m ore

fascinating and with m ore variety?"

Elaborating on the variety, the

article gives us an indication that the people o f New Orleans considered
Ernest A m erican rather than French: "Serious m usic and light m usic, a
work by a French composer and one by one o f our young com patriots on
his w ay to a beautiful artistic future, who could ask for anything more?"
The announcem ent assures us that perform ers o f the first rank w ill be
in terp retin g both operas.30

From all accounts, D av id was quite a success.

The review in

L 'abeille de la N ouvelle-O rleans claimed, "A lthough still very young, M.
G uiraud set out in his debut to win an honorable place in Louisiana art,
and we are certain that he will one day become one o f its glories.

The

triumph given this artist last night has fulfilled his obligations; all
indications are that he will acquit him self nobly."

The review tells o f the

3 0 L 'ab eille d e la N ou velle-O rld an s (1 4 April 1853), 1.
Interestingly, Guiraud's work
shared the b ill w ith a work by M assd, the man w hom Ernest w ould one day su cceed
as p rofessor o f com p osition at the Paris C onservatoire.
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rousing reception given the young boy.

"The audience received M.

Guiraud's work enthusiastically and called back to the stage w ith loud
cries the author who, for the first tim e in his life, had come to bow to
bravos and flow ers."

The review er comments on Ernest's well developed

melodic sense and his uncommon feel for sonority and instrum entation.
In closing, the article states, "The path that has opened itself before M.
Guiraud is well marked; may he follow it with a bold step.

There is in

this young man the stuff of an artist—his first work indicates it, his
second should prove it."31

Even the New Orleans Bee (the English-language section o f that
paper, which did not even carry advertisem ents for the Th6atre
d'Orldans) exclaim ed, "This production won im m ediate and unqualified
favor.

It exhibited talent o f extraordinary scope and decided character.

It abounded in m usical inspirations, fresh, warm, original and
captivating, while the harmonic structure o f the score, the orchestral
m ovem ents, and the concerted pieces developed a fam iliarity w ith the
difficulties of com position that is perfectly amazing."

N ear the

conclusion o f the article we find, in addition to further praise for Ernest's
abilities, an interesting insight into how the com m unity m ust have
perceived Jean-B aptiste: "He (Ernest) has a brilliant future before him,
and from the training he has received by the instructions o f his father,
who is one of the ablest composers o f the day, we may anticipate the

3 1 L 'abeiIle de la N ouvelle-O rld ans (15 April 1853), 1.
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m ost splendid results in riper years."32

Not long after Ernest's successful

presentation o f his first opera, the decision was made to send the boy to
Paris to pursue his m usical education.

3 2 T he N ew Orleans B ee (16 April 1853), 1. The manuscript o f D a v id has n ot been
located .
Marmontel's com m ents on the opera lead on e to b eliev e that he was
fam iliar
w ith the w ork, su g g estin g that Ernest had carried the m anuscript w ith
h im w hen, by the end o f the year, he had returned to Paris.
On the other hand,
M arm ontel m ight have based his v iew s on the reports o f som eo n e w ho had heard
D a v id in N ew O rleans.
M arm ontel observed (1 1 1 ) that this "juvenile score"
re v ea led "a p rom isin g m u sician with sin cere m elo d ic ideas
in w h ich , bordering on
nai'vetS,
on e sen se s the pouring forth o f exuberant outbursts and a ffe c te d
e m p h a s e s ."
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CHAPTER 2
STUDENT YEARS IN PARIS

The next we hear of Ernest is his enrollment in Antoine-Fran?ois
Marmontel's class at the Paris Conservatoire on 26 December 1853.
W hether the sixteen-year-old boy had undertaken the voyage by him self or
in the company o f his father (there is conflicting evidence), arrangements
had been made for him to stay with his uncle, Louis Croisilles, who assumed
the responsibilities of overseeing Ernest's artistic developm ent as well as
providing food and shelter.

Louis proved to be a loving guardian who

treated his nephew as though he were his own son.1

Like his older sister Ad&le, Louis Croisilles was an accomplished
musician and prize-winning graduate of the Paris Conservatoire.

Born in

Paris in 1816, Louis won the Conservatoire's Prem ier Prix in violin in 1836.
By 1853, when Jean-Baptiste entrusted Ernest to his care, M. Croisilles held
the position of solo violinist with the Opdra-Comique.2 No doubt Ernest had
met his uncle during his visit to France with Jean-Baptiste in 1849, not long
after his mother's death in New Orleans.

Marmontel tells us that, when Ernest entered his class, the boy was
already an accomplished pianist who had received excellent instruction from

M a r m o n tel (111) su ggests that Jean-Baptiste accom panied Ernest w hile the other
sources say that he sent the boy there.
On his residing with his uncle (in addition to
the M arm ontel reference), P ougin, 437; Orlic, 4.
2Le C onservatoire

N ational. 728.
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his mother.

Ernest progressed rapidly, gaining a first a c c e ssit3 in 1855,

second prize in 1857, and first prize in 1858.4 Gifted as he was as a pianist,
his musical focus was firmly fixed on the composition of dramatic works.

In

commenting on Ernest's playing style, Marmontel shows a keen awareness
of the youth's musical priorities when he w rites, "Guiraud's execution was
expressive and colorful but, more a musician than a soloist, he never lost
sight of his first love, the theater."5

W hile public concerts were relatively rare in mid-century France,
performances given in the salons of some o f the finer Parisian homes began
to increase in frequency and in popularity.

The Revue et gazette musicale of

3 January 1858 reports:
If the num ber o f formal con certs given in sum ptuously illum inated hom es
are still few in number this year, these fine m usical practices are spreading.
A taste for intim ate chamber m usic, for both the fam ily and for so ciety , as

3 Prizes awarded in piano in the m en's d ivision were Prem iers Prix, Seconds Prix, Iers
A ccessits, 2 e sA ccessits, and 3 esA ccessits. It was not uncommon for tw o pianists to tie
for any o f these awards.
In the 1855 com petition D uvcrnoy and F issot received
Premiers Prix, R em bielinski the Second Prix, and Guiraud the l erA ccessit.
In 1857
Paladilhe w on the Premier Prix and Guiraud the Second Prix.
In 1858 Guiraud w as the
sole recipient o f the Premier Prix (L e C onservatoire N a tio n a l. 587).
4 R evue e t gazette m usicale (23 July 1858), 248.
An announcem ent o f Ernest's Premier
Prix in the R evu e et . gazette m usicale indicated that the d ecision had been a unanimous
one.
The article m entions that the Conservatoire's com petition in piano was open to
the public.
W ith his su ccess in w inning the Premier Prix, Ernest had duplicated his
mother's feat o f 1826.
5 On dates o f acceptance into Marmontel's class and o f awards, Orlic, 4 -6 and L e
C on servatoire N a tio n a l. 587; on Ernest’s preparation by h is mother and the quote about
his playing, M arm ontel, 111.
During the nineteenth century, cla sses at the Paris
C onservatoire w ere segregated by gender.
The required p ieces for the men's Piano
C om petition during the three years in w hich Ernest placed w ere the M osch eles
Concerto No. 3 in g (1855), the Chopin Concerto No. 1 in e (1857), and the A llegro
m ovem ent o f Chopin's Sonata in b, op. 58 (1858). T he required p ieces for the women
contestants during the sam e three years were the Chopin C oncerto N o. 1 in e , the
Concerto N o. 5 o f H. Herz, and part o f the first m ovem ent o f the Hummel Concerto in b
(Ls_ -Conservatoire N ational. 586, 589).
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has been cultivated in Germany for at least a century, is making
progress in France, esp ecially in Paris, but w ith a bit more touch o f
g la m o r .6

It was Marmontel's custom to arrange for his students to perform at
such recitals.

The same issue of Revue et gazette musicale quoted above

describes a performance of a sonata for piano and violin by Mme Farrenc
performed by a M. Chaine and "Monsieur Guiraud, the young and brilliant
pianist."

Both performers "distinguished themselves with an elegant and

pure style o f execution."7

Amateur and professional musicians took part in

these soirdes, often events o f considerable prestige, which frequently
offered com posers the opportunity to present their compositions for a first
h e arin g .8

The 13 February 1859 edition of the Revue et gazette musicale offers
favorable mention of an appearance by M. Guiraud, who performed one of
his own compositions at a soirde given by a Mlle Horst de Passardi, a student
of Henselt.

The review does not mention which composition Guiraud

performed; Orlic speculates that he played selections from his first dramatic
work written in France, En prison.

But since a singer performed on the

program (the review states that Guiraud's performance took place after
several "morceaux de chant") but is not mentioned as collaborating with
Guiraud, it is more likely that he played one of his piano works, two of
which had already been published—Sonate pour piano, op. 1 and
"Aragonaise," op. 2 .9

6R evue et gazette m usicale (3 January 1858), 5.
7 Ib id .
8Orlic, 6-7.
9 R evue et gazette m usicale (13 February 1859), 54.
Henri V ieuxtem ps, the com poser,
also performed on this program as a member o f an en sem b le that performed a quintet
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At the Conservatoire, Guiraud studied harmony with Auguste
Barbereau and composition with Jacques-Fran?ois Haldvy.

In 1824, Auguste

Barbereau (1799-1879) had won the 'Prix de Rome with his musical setting
of the text Agnfes Sorel by Vieillard.

Three years later his friend and fellow

classmate in Reicha's composition class, Jean-Baptiste Guiraud, would also
win the Prix de Rome.

Recognized as a composer, professor of harmony, and

conductor, Barbereau became professor of music history at the
Conservatoire in 1872.

Marmontel describes Barbereau as "le tr&s drudit

thdoricien" and says that "le jeune artiste" Guiraud followed Barbereau's
outstanding instruction "avec passion."

Having completed his study of

harmony with Barbereau, Ernest entered the composition class o f Haldvy on
19 March 1856.

Jacques-Franqois-From ental-Elie Haldvy (1799-1862),

winner of the 1819 Prix de Rome, had been a professor at the Conservatoire
since 1827 when he taught classes in harmony and accompaniment.

In

1833 Haldvy became professor of counterpoint and fugue, and began
teaching classes in advanced composition in 1840.

Haldvy's reputation was

founded most solidly on the success of his most widely acclaimtjd^opera L a
juive (1835).10

The focal point of symphonic activity during the middle third of the
nineteenth century in Paris was the Socidtd des Concerts du Conservatoire,

by Hummel. En prison, which the Thdatre-Lyrique had accepted prior to Guiraud's
departure for Rom e in 1860, w ould not be produced there until 5 March 1869.
Guiraud's
Sonate pour piano, op. 1 was published by Heugel in 1857. The dedication o f the sonata
reads "h son cher et ex cellen t professeur
M onsieur
M armontel
Professeur au
Conservatoire de Paris."
The "Aragonaise," op. 2 (subtitled "Morceau de Salon pour
piano") w as published by Leduc in 1858. It bears the less effu siv e dedication "h mon
cher M aitre M onsieur A . Barbereau."
Nearly thirty years after its publication,
Marmontel (1 1 2 ) describes Guiraud's sonata as "having an ex cellen t structure and all
the feverish excitem en t o f Weber."
10Orlic, 6; Marmontel, 111-112; on Haldvy, Macdonald CNew G rove, s.v. "Hal6vy,
Jacques,"), 8:43.
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which had begun presenting symphonic music in 1828.

It was these

concerts that introduced the Beethoven symphonies to Parisian audiences;
Wagner, indeed, is said to have heard the Ninth Symphony for the first time
at one of these performances.

The Soci6t6 des Concerts du Conservatoire

also programmed chamber music, religious music, oratorios, and operatic
selections.

However, it was opera that dominated the musical life of

nineteenth-century France: enthusiasm among French composers for
orchestral writing rem ained dormant until the establishment o f the Soci6t6
Nationale de Musique in 1871.

Grand opera was represented by the works

of Meyerbeer and Haldvy; Italian opera by Bellini, Rossini, and Donizetti; and
opdra-comique by Auber and Adam.11

W hile Ernest was refining his compositional skills as a student at the
Conservatoire, he was involved in various performance activities, including
service as timpanist with the Op6ra-Comique; no doubt these activities
taught him much, even as they helped him support himself.

The date that

he assumed his orchestral duties with the Opdra-Comique is not certain, but
he held this position at least up to the time he entered the competition for

11 Orlic, 4 -5 .
Orlic speaks o f the high caliber o f th ese performances which were
conducted by Habeneck and then by Girard. A ccording to two works cited by Orlic
(Elwart's L'histoire de la Soci6t6 des concerts du C onservatoire and La m usique h Paris
by de L asalle and Thoinan [Paris: 1863]), the fo llow in g breakdown o f w orks presented
between the years 1828 and 1859 is given:
Sym phonies: 408 tim es (B eethoven, 280; Haydn, 58; Mozart, 37; etc.)
Overtures: 178 tim es (W eber, 64; Beethoven, 33; M endelssohn, 19; R ossin i,
15; M6hul, 11; Mozart, 9; etc.)
Chamber Music: 73 tim es (Beethoven, 41; Haydn, 27; etc.)
R eligious Music: 221 tim es (Cherubini, 62; Mozart, 40; M arcello, 15; etc.)
Oratorios: 104 times (Handel, 38; Haydn, 24; B eethoven, 23; etc.)
Operatic Selections: 313 tim es (Weber, 60; Gluck, 42; Mozart, 16; Cherubini,
16; Gretry, 15; Spontini, 13; etc.)
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the Prix de Rome in 1859.

Certainly Ernest's guardian, solo violinist with the

Opdra-Comique, must have helped place the boy in this post.12

Emile Paladilhe, Ernest’s lifelong friend, tells us that Ernest needed to
work in order to make ends meet and that his m eager means prevented him
from attending the operatic performances he was so eager to see.

The

position with the orchestra of the Opdra-Comique was obviously the solution
to both o f these problems.

As Paladilhe pointed out, it allowed Guiraud to

hear a broad selection of works, both old and new.

By becoming familiar

with these operas, which he performed on a regular basis, he was able to
analyze them, to take note of the effect that the music had on the public,
and to develop his theatrical instincts.13

Besides his work at the Opdra-Comique, Ernest found other ways to
utilize his skills as pianist and conductor.

In 1855 Hector Berlioz wrote a

letter to a friend in New Orleans in which he mentions how helpful "JeanBaptiste's son" had been to him in two performances of L'enfance du C hrist,
accompanying the chorus in rehearsals and even conducting it during the
finale of the first part.

Berlioz found Ernest "a charming boy who is

becoming a man." 14

12Orlic, 7.
13Paladilhe, 3-4.
Paladilhe suggests that Ernest was fo llo w in g the exam ple o f B erlioz,
who had been a m em ber o f the chorus o f the Th&itre-Italien early on in his career.
14Bernard, 222.
Berlioz's letter to Tajan-Rog6 was written from Paris on 2 March 1855;
Guiraud conducted the chorus in perform ance at the point that, b ecau se o f their
placem ent, they were unable to see the conductor.
B erlioz asks Tajan-Rog6 to offer
Jean-Baptiste "mes plus cordiales amit6s."
Curtiss (146) says that Guiraud alternated
with Bizet as rehearsal pianist for the so lo ists in L'enfance du C hrist.
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By 1859, Ernest was ready to try for the Prix de Rome.

This

prestigious award, administered by the AcadSmie des Beaux-Arts, was
offered each year in the fields of painting, sculpture, architecture, engraving,
and m usic.15

The winner of the Grand Prix de Rome from each category

received a pension from the French government for four years, at least two
of which were to be spent at the Villa Medici in Rome, home of the
Acaddmie de France.

Musicians were expected to spend one year in

Germany, although this regulation could be waived to let the pensioner
remain in Rome for an additional year or return to Paris.16

The contest for the Prix de Rome in music consisted o f two parts—the
concours d'essai (preliminary competition) and the concours ddfinitif. The
concours d'essai required the competitors to write a fugue and a work for
chorus and orchestra.

On Saturday morning, 7 May 1859, members of the

music section o f the Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts assembled at the Institut de
France to select a fugue subject and a text for the choral work.

When the

selections had been made, the eight contestants took dictation of the fugue
subject and the choral text, and then went to their individual loges (studios)
at the Institute where they would spend the next six days working on their
compositions, forbidden any form of communication with the other entrants
and denied access to any musical documents that could assist them in their
work.

On 14 May 1859 the same members of the music section met again to

15The Acaddm ie des Beaux-Arts was but one division o f the Institut de France. The
other d ivision s were the Acaddm ie Fran?aise (founded in 1635 by R ich elieu ), the
Acaddm ie des Inscriptions et B elles-L ettres (1 6 6 3 ), the A caddm ie d es S cien ces (1 6 6 6 ),
and the Acaddmie des Sciences Morales et Politiques (1795).
Each o f the Acaddmies had
forty mem bers w ith the exception o f the Acaddm ie d es S cien ces w hich had six ty -six .
The Acaddmie des Beaux-A rts, created by Mazarin and Colbert, w as united into one body
in 1795. The m usical section o f the Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts w as made up o f six French
com posers, six foreign com posers, and "membres correspondants."
La dranria

16L e C onservatoire

N ation al. 278.
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examine- the compositions submitted by the eight contestants and voted to
send Dubois, Paladilhe, Pillevesse, Guiraud, and Deslandres on to the
concours ddfinitif.17

On 20 May the committee met again to review over forty-one poems
that had been submitted for consideration as possible texts for the cantata.
The next morning, they selected Baiazet et le ioueur de flQte by Edouard
Monnais.

The five candidates, after taking the dictation o f the poem,

entered their loges once again, this time for a period o f twenty-five days in
seclusion.

On 1 July members of the Acaddmie's section de musique gathered at
the Ecole

Impdriale des Beaux-Arts to hear the

performances o f the five

cantatas.

At the conclusion of the

retired to

deliberate this iugem ent p r6 p arato ire. The first vote o f the

final entry, the committee members

committee resulted in a unanimous decision in favor of granting the Premier
Grand Prix de Rome to Guiraud.

After two more ballots, the committee

voted Dubois the winner of the Second Grand Prix, and Paladilhe an
Honorable Mention.

At noon the next day, members of all sections of the Acaddmie
assembled for the jugem ent ddfinitif.

After each of the cantatas had been

1 7 Information about the sp ec ifics o f the 1859 com petition are from the "Registre des
Concours" located at the A rchives de l'lnstitut (C6te: lh ); general inform ation about the
Prix de R om e com petition is from Le C onservatoire N a tio n a l. 275-278.
The Bibliothfcque
N ationale houses Guiraud's fugue (Ms 16 614) and choral work (Ms 16 6 1 5 ).
After each
o f the attending members had submitted a subject for the fugue, they voted to use
Reber's. The group then ch ose a text taken from
the opera A h e n c e r a p e s by a M. de
Jouy for the choral com position.
The candidates drew lots
for the lo g e s, so m e o f which
w ere located in the dom e o f the Institut. At the end o f the
allotted tim e, each o f the
candidates submitted his finished score (bearing a designated number in lieu o f a
nam e) to the secretary o f the Conservatoire.
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performed, the candidates were ushered from the hall while the members of
the general assembly voted.

Once again Guiraud received a unanimous

decision granting him the Premier Prix de Rome.

The Second Grand Prix

went to Theodore Dubois (student of Thomas and Bazin); Emile Paladilhe
(student o f Hal6vy) and Adolphe Deslandres (student of Leborne) received
Honorable M entions.18

As was customary, the winning cantata was performed at the annual
public meeting of the Acad6mie des Beaux-Arts.

On 1 October 1859, the

meeting began with a performance of selections from a symphony by the
1855 winner of the Prix de Rome, a M. Conte; this performance was followed
by a report of the work done during the year by the current pensioners at
the Villa Medici; the distribution of the prizes in painting, sculpture,
architecture, and music; a tribute to Adolphe Adam who had died in 1856;
and the performance of Guiraud's cantata, Baiazet et le joueur de flQte.
Ernest could take great pride in his achievement.

Not only had he won the

Grand Prix de Rome on his first attempt, but in so doing he had duplicated
his father's triumph of 1827.19

The Revue et gazette musicale of 9 October 1859 reported that, in the
unanimous opinion of the artists, Guiraud's Baiazet et le ioueur de flflte was
the finest cantata heard in some time.

Guiraud received credit for having all

18Guiraud's m anuscript o f the cantata is located at the Bibliothfcque Nationale (M s.
9324).
Marmontel (112) attributes Guiraud's success on his first try for the Prix de
Rom e to h is superior practical exp erience (acquired during h is childhood in New
Orleans), com pared to the other com position students.
Paladilhe won the grand prize
in 1860 and D ubois won the follow in g year. The three w ould be together in Rom e
during Guiraud's last year there.
19This was the only instance o f a father and son both w inning the Grand Prix de Rome.
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the necessary qualities of the dramatic composer: an understanding of
ensemble, an attention to details, intelligence, taste, and scholarship.20

In the last weeks o f 1859, Baiazet et le ioueur de flflte received two
more hearings, at a private salon on the Left Bank, and a few days later (11
December) on a program given in conjunction with the annual meeting of
the Societd Philanthropique Savoisienne in the Saint-Jean room o f the Hotel
de Ville.

Three days after this performance Guiraud departed for Rome

along with that year's other laureates.21

2 0 R evue et gazette m usicale (9 October 1859), 333.
21R evue et gazette m usicale (18 D ecem ber 1859), 421.
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CHAPTER 3
PRIX DE ROME

In 1803, when proprietorship of the Villa Medici in Rome fell to
France, the Acaddmie de France h Rome had been established there.

The

villa, which commands a panoramic view of the city from its perch atop the
Pincio hill and could boast of its magnificent gardens and a facade designed
by Michelangelo, became the home of the Prix de Rome laureates during
their stay in Rome.

It was customary for the winners

in all branches of the

Prix de Rome to travel together from Paris to Rome, each with a 600-franc
advance and each carrying a passport in the name o f Napoleon III.1 An
article in the 18 December 1859 Revue et gazette musicale states that
Guiraud departed with the other laureates on W ednesday 14 December.2

The laureat.es lived together at the Villa M edici, sharing meals and
lodging with prize winners o f the preceding year or two, not only in their
own disciplines, but with those o f the others as well.

Such an

was, no doubt, a fertile one, conducive to the exchange

atmosphere

of ideas as well as to

the sharing of reflections on the Italian experience.

1 Orlic, 9.
In that sam e year (1803) the Acaddmie des Beaux-A rts inaugurated the Prix de
R om e for
m usic. Orlic describes the m odifications o f the regulations governing the
laureates' itinerary that took place over the years.
The stay in Germany was
eventually elim inated and the tim e spent in Italy was shortened as it was felt that
France had more to offer m usicians than Rom e. By the 1950s, the sojourn in Italy was
considered
m ore a time o f rest and relaxation for the m usicians after their years o f
study. The long history o f the Concours du Prix de Rome cam e to an end in 1968 with
the decision to abolish the com petition itself.
Though the Prix de Rome is still awarded,
worthy recip ien ts are chosen by com m ittee rather than through a com p etitive p rocess.
2 Revue et gazette m usicale (18 Decem ber 1859), 421.
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G uiraud must have looked forward in particular to spending time with
his friend Georges Bizet, who had won the Prix de Rome in 1857.

Bizet

certainly looked forward to seeing Guiraud; exempted from having to spend
his third year as a pensioner in Germany, he remained in Italy and was able
to introduce its many splendors to his friend.

He wrote to Marmontel, "I am

delighted about Guiraud's prize, he is a true musician."

Evidently, Bizet did

not get on well with the other musician pensioners at the Villa Medici; in the
same letter he mentioned the antipathy existing between "ce pauvre X. et
moi," and continued, "Truly, I haven't any luck with musical friends."

In

another letter to Marmontel in January 1860 Bizet wrote that he awaited
Guiraud's arrival "day by day" and that he looked forward to having an
"intelligent musician to talk with."3

Bizet and Guiraud had known each other as piano students in the class
of Antoine Marmontel, who tells us that it was then that the "bonds of
friendship united Guiraud and Georges Bizet"; the two classmates, indeed,
"loved each other as brothers."

Marmontel continues:

B ize t w as an accom plished virtuoso and a fearless reader
("intrdpide lecteur").
He wanted his friend, w hose rich m usical
tem peram ent he appreciated, to b en efit from the exp erien ce he
had already acquired.
From that time on, my two young artists
devoted them selves to a mutual affection which the years spent in
R om e at the V illa M edici further deepened.
T his deep-rooted

3 B izet’s letter to Marmontel o f 17 January 1860 is found in Marmontel's "Les
com positeurs virtuoses," L e m dnestrel. 25 July 1880 and is quoted by Orlic (10); Curtiss
(96-97) sa y s about Guiraud's arrival in R om e, "Fortunately for h is equilibrium , B izet
found during his last six months in Rom e the friend he had longed for, a man who
w ould rem ain devoted to him throughout his life and even after his death."
Curtiss
describes B izet's d isillusionm en t with C olin and D avid (the other m usic pensioners) and
tells o f the d eligh t with w hich B izet received his more congenial friend.
Shortly after
Guiraud's arrival, the two enjoyed p layin g duets.
Regarding Guiraud's effect on B izet,
Curtiss states, "His phlegm atic, good-hum ored in d olen ce com plem ented B izet's quick
temper and abundant nervous energy; his naturally gen erou s, warm nature and his
real in te llig e n c e made him a d eligh tfu l com panion."
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frien d sh ip , strengthened through the years by the co n fo rm ity o f
their perceptions, was not dim inished by a sin gle day, nor w as it
broken by Bizet's death in June 1875.
D ifficulties and
disapp oin tm en ts alw ays found these two valiant hearts fraternally
united, m utually devoted, and sym pathizing with a ll the em otion s
inseparable from the life o f an artist.4

Hugues Imbert gives further evidence of the special relationship
between Bizet and Guiraud.

W riting about Bizet, Imbert says that

"friendship" was not just an idle word.
If La B oStie was Montaigne's p assion, one could rightly say that
Guiraud w as Bizet's. It is this brotherhood by which one can judge
the d eep ly lovin g spirit o f the com poser o f C a r m e n . H e did nothing
w ithout con su lting "ce frfcre," h is senior by only one year and
several m onths.
C onstantly, there are notes— notes in v itin g him to
dinner, n otes rem inding him o f m eetin gs, seek ing h is a d v ice,
g ivin g new s o f his health that w as often bad, recom m ending this
or that artist to him. He never addressed him without u sing "cher"
or "vieux."5

Imbert also quotes a letter that Bizet wrote to his mother describing
Guiraud's arrival at the Villa Medici:
Guiraud has arrived; he is kind, m odest, frank, and loyal; w e share
the sam e ideas about music. He played his cantata for m e, w hich is
very good; it is infinitely superior to mine; it is better written,
more heartfelt; it is more the work o f a man.

Imbert claims that the most striking thing about Bizet's effusiveness about
Guiraud is the respect and admiration with which he regards him, beyond
mere affection.6

4 MarmonteI, 112.
A lthough Guiraud was sligh tly more than a year older than Bizet, the
latter had been a student o f the C onservatoire for at least fiv e years prior to Ernest's
enrollm ent there near the end o f 1853, B ize t having entered the C onservatoire in 1848
when he was only nine years old. By 1852, more than a year before Guiraud was to
enroll in M armontel's class, B izet had already won first prize in piano.
5Imbert, M d d a illo n s . 28-29.
6Ibid., 29.
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Bizet's letters tell us that Rome’s charms captivated Guiraud
immediately.

A knowledgeable guide, Bizet introduced Guiraud and others

to many points o f interest both on and off the beaten path, often leading
them on excursions through the Roman countryside for ten miles or more, a
distance the energetic Bizet thought nothing o f but for which the more
lethargic Guiraud needed considerable encouragement to stay the course.
"Guiraud has taken quite well to Italian life," Bizet wrote, "but perhaps a bit
too much to its unproductive idling.

He sleeps too much; I stimulate him

often, perhaps too much so."7

In another letter, Bizet assesses his friend’s talent and demeanor in
more detail.

"It is said that he plays coldly.

There is some truth to this; but

he is so nice, such a good friend, and so congenial that I overlook these slight
flaws. Unfortunately, the public is less forgiving and Guiraud in his life, in
his bearing, in his playing, and in his music is a little listless, a little
apathetic.

I attempt to warm him up a bit."8

Nonetheless, Guiraud was able to adhere fairly well to the schedule for
submitting his envois to the Acaddmie.

His first composition sent to Paris,

the Messe solennelle of 1861, was received favorably.

Minutes o f a meeting

held at the Institut on 5 October 1861 read:
M. Guiraud, for his first year's envoi, has
s o le n n e l le . The work satisfies the hopes
expect o f the young laureate.
The Kyrie
one finds in the Gloria som e passages o f

7Orlic, 11; Bizet's letter
quoted by Orlic, 12.

com posed a m e s s e
that w e had been led to
is o f a good style; although
a character more

to his mother o f 17 August 1860, from Lettres de G eorges B izet, is

8Letter to his mother o f 12 March 1860, from Lettres de G eorges B izet, is quoted by Orlic,

12.
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sorrow ful than austere ("plutOt triste que sdvdre"), this p iece
distinguishes itse lf w ith its large variety o f forms and a g r a tia s
agim us tihi (for so lo voices) w ell written and beautifully
expressive. Let us also cite the Credo, the et incarnatus est. and a
sw eetly unctuous B enedictus "en trio" that provides a happy
contrast to the grandeur and majesty o f the Sanctus.9

Sometime during May 1860, only five months after arriving in Rome,
Guiraud was concerned that he might have to return to Paris to direct
rehearsals of his one act opera En prison at the Th6atre-Lyrique, which had
accepted his score before he left for Rome.

Bizet persuaded Guiraud not to

return to France by offering to stage the work himself.

As Bizet wrote to his

mother, "I've offered to stage his work, if he would wait until January to
start rehearsals.

He accepted.

allows all kinds of confidence."

Together, we share a degree of intimacy that
It is unclear why Bizet insisted on the eight-

month delay; at any rate, Guiraud would wait nearly ten years to see E n
p riso n staged at the Thdatre-Lyrique.10

Towards the beginning of August, Guiraud and Bizet set out on a longawaited tour of northern Italy.

As Bizet intended to return directly to Paris

at the conclusion of the excursion, he bid what is described as a tearful
farewell to his many friends at the Villa Medici and to a lifestyle to which he
had become very attached.

Bizet’s sadness at leaving Rome was tempered

by the fact that he looked forward to what was planned as a four-month
expedition through various Italian cities including Venice, Verona, Padua,
Milan, Florence, and Genoa in the company of his closest friend.

Details of

9 "Registre des proces-verbaux," A rchives de I'lnstitut (Cote: 2E).
Haldvy read a sim ilar
report at the annual public m eeting o f the Acaddm ie des Beaux-A rts.
10Orlic, 13; letter from Bizet to his mother o f 12 May 1860, from Lettres de G eorges Bizet
is quoted by Orlic. A ccording to Orlic (13, n. 3), Louis Ganderax, who published the
Lettres de G eorges B izet, claim s (250, n. 1) that he thought the opera in fact w as S v lv ie
rather than En prison. Orlic contends that the work was m ost certainly En prison since
S v lv ie w as not com posed until 1862 and was performed at the Opdra-Comique in 1864.
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their excursion can be gleaned from Bizet's letters to his mother as well as
from a journal Bizet kept during the trip entitled Notes de vovage.11

The entry of 27 July 1860 mentions their departure from a station in
Rome for Palo and includes a reference to Bizet's swimming at the beach and
their efforts to lunch with some fishermen.

Bizet's enthusiasm for

swimming was not shared by Guiraud, a fact which Bizet would later
describe in a letter from Rimini.

As for the attempted lunch with the

fishermen, Bizet remarks only ". . . impossible.

It was too awful."

The two

companions traveled on foot to Cerveteri that same d ay .12

On the train the next day from Palo to Civita Vecchia, they met "two
sweeties," one o f whom Bizet refrained from pursuing further because he
was still "thinking of h e r." the girl he left behind in Rome.

After another

swim for Bizet at Civita Vecchia, they left by coach for Viterbo, having
persuaded the coachman to take them for 10 francs after he had initially
asked for 50.

By 3 August, they had arrived in Orvieto.

The following day the two

played the organ at the chapel of the Madonna di San Brizio, a refurbished
instrument with 32 pedals and 42 ranks.

The day's entry concludes, "We

returned to the hotel, drank a good deal, and now we long to go to bed with

11 Orlic, 13-14. N o te s d e . vovage is an unpublished journal in the personal collection o f
Mina Curtiss.
M ost o f the 15-page diary consists o f a description o f architectural details
o f various b u ild in gs encountered along the w ay, but it also con tains interesting
vignettes o f a m ore personal nature.
T he description o f this journey through
northern Italy is based on that found in Curtiss (9 7 -1 0 3 ) and u ses her translations, with
minor changes o f punctuation and the addition o f appropriate d iacritical marks.
12Bizet, w ho at this period o f his life seem ed prone to a nervous and m oody disposition,
often referred to his unhappy state o f mind in his N o t e s . This condition was
exacerbated by the fact o f his having taken leave not only o f the V illa M edici, but also
his Roman m istress, a girl known only as "Zeph."
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the fat padrona but the family has just come in. Zut!

Tomorrow will do."

The next day we find Bizet and Guiraud in Citt& della Pieve where they ate,
drank ("two carafes"), glanced "covetously" at the daughter o f the
proprietress, and managed to nap—all before noon.

They arrived in Perugia

on 8 August (after a night journey by stagecoach with a man who "would
tolerate neither tobacco nor fresh air") where they stayed for three days.

At Rimini, an Adriatic port on Italy's northeastern coast, Bizet was
again able to enjoy a swim and attempted in vain to interest Guiraud in the
sport.

The contrasting dispositions of the two musicians seemed ideally

balanced; whenever Bizet's short temper began to flare, Guiraud appeared
adept at defusing the situation, an ability that would soon be put to the real
test in Venice, but one that is hinted at in the following incident, related by
Bizet in a letter to his mother:
I have fussed a good deal the last few days because the servitors
o f the Pope are intolerable. . . .
I w ould have been delighted . . . to
beat up one o f these w retches, but the poor d evils are terribly
frightened o f the French. . . . Guiraud laughs when I scream at
them, which only makes me scream the louder.
On the w hole, w e are having a delightful journey.
W e sing
Mozart all day long. I am very happy to have such a charming
traveling com panion; his ex cellen t d isposition is m ore and more
sym pathetic to me.

From Rimini they went to Ravenna (where Guiraud suffered a throat
infection), Bologna, and Padua, and arrived in Venice on 5 September.

It

was here that Bizet's nervous temperament erupted, leading him into a
brawl with a gondolier.

When they arrived in Venice, Bizet and Guiraud

checked the post to see if any mail awaited them from home.

When Bizet

noticed that the first letter he opened, of the two he received from his
mother, was written from a hospital, he was overcome with emotion. Bizet
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describes what happened then, in a letter written to his mother several
hours later.13
It w as terribly rash o f you to date your letter from a hospital. That
letter was the first one the post o ffice em p loyee gave m e. I opened
it and saw those two lines. The blood rushed to my head and to my
heart. I could no longer read the rest o f the letter or throw o ff this
terrible state o f m ind. Then, after a quarter o f an hour o f rage, I
m anaged to find su ffic ien t provocation to quarrel with the
gondolier; I hurled m y self at him with the firm intention o f
strangling him.
M y kind Guiraud snatched him out o f my hands.
Tw o minutes later I arrived at St. Mark's. The sight o f this
enchanted splendor brought me to my sen ses, and I decided to leave
at once for Paris.
Again Guiraud was helpful.
"Read the letter
preceding that one," he said.
And in the earlier letter I found som e
sm all com fort.
I read the others, com pared the handwriting, and
could see no change.

Bizet would write twice more about this incident in his journal.

The final

entry in his diary is on 6 September; the next day, Bizet decided to cut short
the remainder of his planned travels with Guiraud and to begin his journey
home, leaving Guiraud to finish the trip by himself.

When Guiraud returned to Rome, he must have found some comfort in
dealing with Bizet's absence in the knov/ledge that another friend would
soon arrive.

Emile Paladilhe, who (like Guiraud) had also studied with

Hal6vy and Marmontel, had won the Prix de Rome in 1860 at the age of
six te e n .14

Alcide Paladilhe, a physician and amateur flutist, encouraged his son's
natural talents and had gone so far as to move his entire family from

13Orlic (14) g ives 5 Septem ber as the arrival date in V en ice.
14Curtiss
here, m y
the prize
kid is, I

(101) quotes a com m ent o f Bizet's: "When I think that this is my last summer
heart aches a little. . . .
I sym pathize sincerely with those who have not won
or who have received it before they are mature enough like Paladilhe.
The
think, too ignorant, m usically speaking, to profit now by a stay in Rome."
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M ontpellier to Paris in 1853 when Emile was accepted as a student at the
Conservatoire.

Alcide walked his nine-year old son to the Conservatoire

every day, attended Emile’s classes (taking many notes), and supervised his
practice.

Emile won the First Prize in piano in 1857.

When Emile received

the Grand Prix de Rome in 1860, it was hardly surprising that his father
accompanied the boy to Rome, arriving on 23 January 1861 and remaining
there until 22 M ay.15

On 23 May 1861, the day after Alcide Paladilhe left Rome, Emile set
out with Guiraud, and the architects Joyeau and Boitte for an extended tour
of Naples and southern Italy.

In letters to his parents, Paladilhe described

the group's travels through such cities as Palestrina, Terracine, Naples, and
Pompeii.

Much o f the trip seems to have been undertaken on foot unless the

day's journey was longer than twelve miles or if the terrain was
mountainous, in which case they would resort to riding mules.

Paladilhe

tells of an encounter with robbers and of anxious moments when the group,
on muleback, tried to negotiate a narrow path at the same time as a herd of
bulls going the opposite direction.16

15On the P aladilhe fam ily m ove to Paris and Alcide's accom panying Em ile to the
Conservatoire, Favre, 61-62; on the dates o f the Prizes, Trevitt (N ew G rove, s.v. "Paladile,
Em ile), 14:112-113; on A lcide's arrival and departure dates from R om e, Orlic, 16-17.
A lcide Paladilhe kept a journal (unpublished) from the tim e o f Em ile's birth in
1844 until h is ow n death in 1872.
Orlic exam ined this journal and prepared an
annotated list o f letters extracted from it that he appended to h is monograph.
Orlic's
monograph "Ernest Guiraud et son oeuvre musicale" is in the co llectio n o f the Institut
de M usicologie at the U niversity de Paris. It is catalogued as T .3 3 (A ), the extracted
letters from the Paladile journal are catalogued as T .33(B ).
T h ese letters present an
important source o f inform ation concerning Guiraud's days as a p ensioner at the V illa
M e d ici.
16The Paladilhe letters from N aples (13 June 1861) and Terracine (4 June 1861) are
cited in Orlic, 17; Terracine is the town in which Auber's Fra D ia v o lo (1830) is set. The
full name o f Auber's m ost famous op£ra-com ique is Fra D ia v o lo . ou l'hfitellerie de
T e r r a c in e .
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In Naples, the four pensioners were so taken with the frescoes,
paintings, and artifacts from Pompeii that they decided to leave Naples
ahead of schedule to view the ancient city at the foot o f Vesuvius for
themselves.

During the three weeks the group spent there, they lived on a

farm in the company of the local peasants, surrounded by farm animals.
According to Paladilhe's letters, Guiraud spent the days reading Homer, he
himself Horace; these readings were all the more enjoyable since they took
place in the ruins of ancient Pompeii.

Paladilhe writes that the evenings

were spent smoking pipes and learning songs and dances (especially the
tarantella), taught by three "excessively pretty" farm girls.17

Having decided to attempt the ascent of Vesuvius, they departed one
day at half past midnight.

After a three-hour trek on horseback, they faced

a difficult ascent due to the unsteady footing provided by the ashen cinders.
Arriving at the summit, the tired climbers were rewarded by the
spectacular view of the crater and all of its colors.18

While in Pompeii, Guiraud and Paladilhe learned that that year's Prix
de Rome had been awarded to their friend and classmate Thdodore Dubois.
Guiraud, on July 19 1861, sent Dubois a congratulatory letter.

This letter,

the earliest of the eleven letters of Guiraud in the collection of the
Bibliothdque Nationale, provides a glimpse into the warmth of Guiraud's
personality and also gives an idea of how much he enjoyed his Italian
sojourn:

17Letter o f Em ile Paladilhe to his parents o f 27 June 1861, quoted in O rlic, 18.
18Orlic, 19.
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Bravo, my dear D ubois, bravissimo!
I was very happy to hear o f your su ccess, which I never
doubted, and I look forward to spending several months w ith you in
Italy. I should have responded to your last letter a long tim e ago;
my natural lazin ess and the trip to N aples this year are partial
explanations for the delay; I had intended to write when I arrived
in N aples, but I waited impatiently for the results o f the con test so
that I could rejoice with you over such a happy outcom e for both o f
us.
M. P aladilhe had written his son about the new s from Paris that
your illn ess had forced you to withdraw from the contest; several
days later, P aladilhe and I received a letter from M. M arm ontel who
told us o f the extension that had been granted you.
Write as soon as you can, dear friend, not lik e me; g iv e m e the
details o f your health, the com petition, your su ccess, etc.
W ill your
[cantata] b e performed at the Opdra as our friend Paladilhe's w as
last year?
I strongly urge you to travel to R om e with the other laureates,
overland through N ice, Genoa, F lorence, etc.; it is the only w ay to
com e to R om e.
That w ay, you w ould have a delightful on ce-in -alifetim e trip, and you would be m aking a big m istake i f you didn't
take advantage o f such an opportunity. The arrival at the A caddm ie
is then a much more m emorable exp erience if all o f you arrive
there at the sam e time. I w ill write more on this subject and g iv e
you more details; I only want to let you know today the best way to
make the trip. T he few who have com e to Rom e individually or by
sea have regretted it the entire tim e o f their stay in Italy.
Y ou still have no idea how lucky you are, my dear Dubois;
prepare to enjoy here all the pleasures o f existence; your tw o years
in Italy w ill pass as so many days. It seem s to me that I have only
just arrived.
My pension, you k n o w ,.ru n s out at the end o f the
year; it is you, you rascal, who are kicking me out so that you can
have my place; but I am counting on staying at the A caddm ie until
June or thereabouts; from there I'll make a little excursion to
Germany, -and then I return to that dreadful Paris, to get back to the
daily grind.
What a happy mortal you are!
You are facing three
superb years.
In the meantime, I am not so bad o ff at the moment,
since I am spending my summer in and around N aples.
I have been
in Pompeii for a month and plan to return to N aples in a few days; I
am not planning on returning to the Acaddm ie before O ctober.
Paladilhe is my traveling com panion alon g with Boitte and Joyeau,
both architects.
Paladilhe has laid claim to the last page, so I end
this fragm ented letter, look in g forward w ith pleasure to sharing
good tim es n ext January.
A ddio dunque, caro am ico.
II tuo d evotissim o
E. Guiraud
Pom peii, 19 July 1 8 6 1 19

^ G u irau d 's letter is located in the Departcment de la musique o f the Biblioth&que
N ationale in Paris (Lettres autographes, no. 11). Paladilhe added a few w ords o f his own
at the end o f Guiraud's letter. Thdodore D ubois took second place to Guiraud in the 1859
R om e com petition and received no mention in the fo llo w in g year's con test.
In 1861
D ubois w as taken ill during the course o f his m onth-long "confinement" at the Institut.
H is fellow com petitors petitioned the members o f the Acaddm ie des Beaux-A rts for an
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Guiraud, Paladilhe, Joyeau, and Boitte returned to Naples at the
beginning o f August and remained there for another month; they were
joined by three others, Barthdldmy, Didier, and Paul Dubois.

Guiraud and

Paladilhe, the only musicians of the group, rented a piano and studied scores
of works that had been presented in Naples at the Teatro San Carlo.

They

sight-read works by Paisiello and Donizetti among others, enjoying in
particular D onizetti's Don Pasquale: they explored the catacombs, took walks
along the coast at Posilippo as far as the place where Virgil had lived, and
attended the Teatro San Carlo.

The other pensioners, several o f whom were

architects, worked at sketching, painting, and studying the buildings of
N aples.20

Guiraud, Paladilhe, and Joyeau departed Naples on 6 September for
Ischia.

The three laureates took pleasure in the natural beauty of the land

and seascape—the boulders jutting from the water, the orange and olive
trees, the women wearing native headdress.

An old priest (almost eighty),

whom the trio grew quite fond of, took them in as lodgers at his rectory at
Casa Micciola.
Paestum.

After Ischia, they visited Sorrento, Capri, Amalfi, Salerno, and

They arrived back in Rome at the beginning o f October.21

Upon their return to the Villa Medici, it was time for them to get back
to work and prepare their en vois to submit to the Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts.
Guiraud was preparing an Italian opera buffa, Gli avventurieri. Letters to

extension o f tim e to w rite the required cantata.
to finish his entry (Favre, 103-104).

D ubois was given an extra twenty days

2 0 Orlic, 19. D on P asq uale received its U .S. premiere in N ew Orleans in January o f 1845.
C ould Guiraud have heard this work as an 8-year-old in his native city?
21 Ibid., 20.
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his parents from Paladilhe indicate that he must have worked closely with
Guiraud.

For his first envoi. Emile Paladilhe went to work on a m esse

so le n n e lle . a composition that he had difficulty starting, as he had "the music
of Guiraud" in his head.

When Paladilhe finished the Kyrie, he showed it to

Guiraud who, in complimenting his friend on his work, embraced Paladilhe
with such enthusiasm that a domestic who was cleaning Guiraud's room at
the time asked if Guiraud were getting ready to return to France.22

It was the custom of M. Schnetz, the director of the French Academy,
to entertain guests, including local as well as visiting dignitaries, at a weekly
meal given at his residence.

To these dinners he would also invite two

pensioners chosen to complement the other invited guests.

On 18 January

1862, Paladilhe wrote his parents about the great excitement in Rome over
the visit of Franz Liszt to that city.

Liszt accepted an invitation to dine at M.

Schnetz's, who in turn invited Guiraud and Paladilhe.

Paladilhe described

the event, writing that. Liszt held himself "as stiff as a post."

After the meal,

they smoked and chatted with Liszt who, according to Paladilhe, was a
"spirited conversationalist."

Several days later, G uiraud and Paladilhe

delivered their calling-cards to Liszt, who subsequently visited Paladilhe
and listened to his Kyrie and Credo.

Liszt was, in general, complimentary to

Paladilhe and offered a few suggestions, including an idea for an
accompaniment figure to the text Et incarnatus est.

Lacking any

documentary evidence, it is a matter of speculation whether or not Liszt
helped Guiraud in like manner.

On 25 January 1862, Marmontel wrote a

letter to Alcide Paladilhe saying that he had heard from Emile about Liszt's
visit to the Academy.

Marmontel said that he had sent letters to both

220 r lic , 20; letter from Em ile Paladile to his parents o f 26 O ctober 1861, quoted by Orlic,

20-21.
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Paladilhe and "son bon camarade Guiraud"; he looked forward to hearing
their impressions of Liszt's recital at the Academ y.23

In the early part of 1862, Guiraud was again concerned with the
possibility of having to return to Paris for the rehearsal o f his one-act opera
En prison at the Thd&tre Lyrique; Paladilhe, according to Orlic, mentions this
fact in a letter to his family.

Once again, Guiraud seems to have made the

decision to delay his return to Paris, a decision Orlic credits as much to
Guiraud's indolence as to his attachment to Rome.

Guiraud was also

burdened with the im m inent prospect of his departure, then scheduled for
May, from the Villa Medici to spend his third year as a Rome Prize pensioner
in Germany.

No doubt he felt little joy at the thought of cutting his time in

Rome that much shorter by having to return to Paris for rehearsals.

The reasoning behind the regulation o f the Acad^mie des Beaux-Arts
requiring the Prix. de Rome laureates to spend a year in Germany had much
to do with the state of affairs of Italian music and theater.

The Italian

School, a dominant force throughout Europe during the Romantic period,
found itself in a rather pathetic state within its own borders, where the
important names had been neglected or forgotten in order to appeal to the
easier demands of public taste.

Religious music, which had reached its apex

with the music of Palestrina, continued its long decline.

While the architects

and sculptors found endless stimulation within their own particular areas of
interest, the Roman environment at this time provided less musical interest
to the pensioner than would a year in Germany.

Such, at least, was the

2 3 E m ile Paladilhe's letter to his fam ily (18 January 1862) and Marmontel's letter to
A lcid e Paladilhe, quoted in O rlic, 20-21.
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rationale behind the requirem ent that the musicians spend their third year
in Germany.24

According to Orlic, Guiraud spent what time remained to him at the
Villa Medici working on his env o i, tlay-dreaming, idling about, and traveling
frequently.

On 3 March 1862, Lundi Gras, Guiraud left the Roman carnival

celebration behind and headed for Etruria with his friends Paladilhe, Boitte,
and Girard; they planned to spend eight days there.

Sliortly after their

return to Rome, word reached them of the death of Haldvy on 17 March at
Nice.25

On 22 March, Guiraud once again set out from Rome, this time for a
journey o f fifteen days with his friend, Thdodore Dubois, who had recently
arrived with the Prix de Rome class of 1861.

When they returned to the

Villa Medici, they found the Acaddmie in a state of excitement over the visit
of Charles Gounod.

The composer was still basking in the glow of success

that greeted F a u st when it premiered at the Thdatre-Lyrique on 19 March
1859.

Gounod, who had won the Grand Prix de Rome in 1839, was revisiting

the place where he had spent his days as a pensioner and where he had first
read Goethe's F a u st.

During his visit to Rome, Gounod spent time with

Paladilhe and Guiraud and listened to their masses.26

Guiraud was scheduled to set out for Germany on 12 May; having little
enthusiasm for the thought of leaving Rome, he was able to postpone his

240 r lic , 13.
2 5 Ibid., 22; Orlic (23, n. 1) cites a letter from Paladilhe to his parents o f 15 March 1862
in which he describes various Etruscan sigh ts encountered during their sojourn there.
26Ibid., 25; on Gounod's introduction to Goethe's novel, Brody, 276.
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departure until 8 October.

Shortly before he was to take leave of the Villa

Medici, Guiraud received word from Paris that he should return there
immediately for discussions with the director of the Thddtre-Lyrique, who
had given his word that En prison would be staged that winter.

Guiraud

used this call for his return to Paris as the basis for a successful appeal for
the waiver of the regulation requiring him to spend his third year as a
pensioner in Germany.27

Of Guiraud's departure on 5 October, Paladilhe

wrote that no one "loved Rome more passionately than Guiraud" and that he
left with "an inexpressible heartache and eyes filled with tears."28

270 r lic , 26.
Orlic quotes a letter in which Paladilhe w rites his parents (10 October 1862)
that Guiraud had left Rome on 5 October and was in fact already in Paris by the 10th. As
things turned out, En prison w as not staged that winter.
It w ould not be until March
1869 that the Thdatre-Lyrique w ould stage the work.
R egarding the d ecision freeing
Guiraud from the obligatory German tenure, B izet had sou ght and received the sam e
w aiver several years earlier.
28P alad ilh e,

5.
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CHAPTER 4
EARLY SUCCESSES

When he returned to Paris, Guiraud continued to receive financial
support from the French government during the remaining years of his
pension; but the time was quickly approaching when he would have to
provide for himself.

Soon, in fact, Guiraud began giving lessons.1 Shortly

after his return, the report on Guiraud's second envoi from Rome, the opera
Gli avventurieri. was delivered at the annual public meeting o f the
Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts in October 1862:
The one act opdra bouffe that M. Guiraud has com posed entitled G li
a v v e n t u r ie r i is distingu ish ed by its straightforward m anner, and
by its light and easy touch. The author could easily do away with
som e repetition that w e draw his attention to in the aria (N o. 2) and
in the quintette (N o. 5), then nothing w ill sp oil the beauty o f a
score that is very satisfying, o f a pleasing style, full o f fresh ideas,
and one that exh ib its a skillful and sober w riting for the
o r c h e s t r a .2

During the early months of 1863, Guiraud continued to confront the
impending realities of the awkward transition from student to professional
composer.

Faced with the prospect that his government pension would soon

run out, Guiraud found it necessary to begin promoting him self and his
compositions.

In a letter to Alcide Paladilhe, Marmontel wrote, "Our dear

iO rlic, 26.
2 "Rapport de l ’Acaddmie d es Beaux-Arts sur les travaux d es pensionnaires de l'Acaddmie
de France de Rom e pendant l'annde 1861," in the annals o f the Acaddm ie des Beaux-Arts
coverin g the transactions o f the annual public m eeting o f 1862.

44
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Guiraud has begun his apprenticeship as a petitioner ("solliciteur").

I hope

that his experience in the theater will prove useful to him."3

G uiraud took a small apartment near Bizet's, whose counsel he
doubtless cherished.

Edmond Galabert, a student o f Bizet's, tells us that Bizet

and "son ami intime" not only consulted each other on their compositions but
that they often worked together at the same table. The two musicians could
once again discuss and debate the particular merits or problems of their
work in progress, as well as encourage each other to continue seeking a
company willing to produce their works.4

It was during this time that Guiraud began work on his third and
envoi required by the AcadSmie, which would consist of two
an overture and a one act op£ra-comique.

final

separate works,

The Acaddmie's report on these

compositions was delivered on 3 October 1863 as part of the transactions of
its annual public meeting:
In addition to an overture for full orchestra, o f a go o d sym phonic
sty le in w hich one can m ention som e distinguished
m elod ies, M.
Guiraud has com posed an opdra-comique in one act, entitled S v l v i e .
The work is w ell conceived.
One can single out som e attractive
rom ances, an excellen t trio from a theatrical point o f view , som e
funny couplets o f a very candid nature, and finally an elegant duet
that is joyfu lly interrupted by a colorfully picturesque chorus o f
v illa g e r s .5

3 Orlic, 27; Marmontel's letter, quoted by Orlic, is not dated but Orlic suggests 2 January
1863.
4 Ibid., 27; Galabert information found in his introduction (9) to Lettres h un ami (18651 8 7 2 1 . The painter Delaunay, a mutual friend o f both m usicians, also lived in the same
n e ig h b o r h o o d .
3 "Rapport de I'Acaddmie d es Beaux-A rts sur les travaux des pensionnaires de I'Acaddmie
de France de R om e pendant I'annde 1862," in the annals o f the Acaddm ie des Beaux-A rts
covering the transactions o f the annual public m eeting o f 1863.
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In fact, the first item of business at this meeting was a performance of
Guiraud's overture.

The critic who reviewed the piece in the 8 October 1863

edition of L 'art musical felt less kindly towards the piece than did the
members of the Acaddmie.

While allowing that the overture was a good

student work, the critic felt Guiraud's ideas lacked spontaneity.6 It would
not be long before the public had the opportunity to hear the other work
submitted as part of Guiraud's final e n v o i.

Guiraud's first Parisian success came on 11 May 1864, when the
Op6ra-Comique presented his one-act opera S v lv ie .

Based on a libretto by

Jules Adenis and Jules Rostaing, Sylvie consists o f an overture and eight
numbers, and requires only three singers and chorus.

For a composer to

have one o f his works produced in Paris so soon after returning from the
Villa Medici was the exception rather than the rule.

Speaking of Guiraud's

early success, La France musicale o f 15 May 1864 said, "For him, the waiting
had not been long.

It's hard to say if, after his return from the Eternal City,

he had time to shake the dust from his feet."7

L6on Durocher, writing in the

15 May 1864 Revue et gazette m usicale. also comments on Guiraud's good
fortune in having one of his works presented so soon after winning the Prix
de Rome.

"The music is the debut of a young composer who obtained the

Grand Prix de Rome at the 1859 competition.

He has waited only five years

for the solemn moment that places him before the public."8

6L'art m usical (8 October 1863) review cited by Orlic, 27.
7 La France m u sicale article quoted by Favre, 20.
8R evue et gazette m usicale (15 May 1864), 157-158. Adolphe de Leuven was the director
o f the O p6ra-Com ique when S v lv ie w as produced there. A decree appended to the
organization's charter in 1832 states, "The first prize w inners in m usical com position at
the C onservatoire w ill be given preferential treatment, at the co n clu sio n o f their tim e
as pensioners, for the representation o f one o f their com p o sitio n s at the royal theater
o f the Op6ra-Comique."
This decree seem s to have carried little w eight, if any, since
B izet waited fifteen years for the Op6ra-Comique to stage his D ia m ile h (1872) and
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The farcical plot centers around a pair of eyeglasses given the elderly
G6rome by his adopted godchild, Sylvie.

The glasses become central to

Sylvie's plan to prevent her godfather from going through with his
intentions to marry her him self and to gain his blessing for her marriage to
her lover, Germain.9 Durocher calls Svlvie a "pretty little piece, written with
spirit and without pretention, where the subject is clearly exposed, where
the incidents are skillfully prepared, where the action (sufficiently tied in
knots) is ingeniously unraveled, where all is simple, natural, and true."
Durocher comments on the score's "facile style and nimble allure" and
Guiraud's "affection for lively rhythm s."10 The review in La France musicale
finds the opera's melodic ideas "charming, fresh, and light as the loves they
c e le b ra te ." 11 S vlvie appeared on a triple bill between Donizetti's La fille du
re g im e n t (1840) and Niccoid Isouard's Les rendez-vous bourgeois (1807)
when it premiered at the Opdra-Comique.

Although it is uncertain how

many other performances S y lv ie might have received, it was staged in
Brussels at La Monnaie on 4 November 1864.12

M assenet's debut took place nine years after his 1863 Prix de R om e with the
presentation o f his Don Cdsar de Bazan (W ild, 330-331).
9For syn opsis and com m ent see Cldment and Larousse's D ictionnaire des opdras. 2:1 0 5 9 1060.
This article m entions the abundant supply o f short operas by previous Prix de
R om e w inners m ost o f which were based on redressed versions o f the sam e old plots.
For the first perform ance, Mlle Caroline Girard sang the title role; M. Charles SainteFoy played Gdrome; and the role o f Germain was sung by M. L ouis Antoine Ponchard.
10Revue et gazette m usicale (15 May 1864), 157-158.
11 La France m usicale (15 May 1864) article quoted in Favre, 21.
12The position o f S v lv ie on the program is m entioned in the "Bulletin des Thddtres et
des Concerts" o f the issue o f Le m oniteur univcrsel o f 11 May 1864, 659; Brussels
perform ance o f S v lv ie mentioned in Arthur De Gers's Th&itre R oval de la M onnaie (19)
is cited by Preston, 10. Curtiss (147) reports that S v lv ie prem iered b efore an audience
that "liked the little p iece, encored two o f the songs, and agreed that its com poser
show ed w it, restraint and taste."
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The importance o f this success to Guiraud's career was considerable.
Not only had he managed to break through the barriers o f the Parisian opera
stage with a work favorably received by the press, but he was also about to
reap financial rewards as well; Henry Lemoine offered him 3500 francs for
the rights to publish S v lv ie .13

W hatever hopes G uiraud might have had for further performance
opportunities engendered by the early success of S y lv ie, they were not
quickly realized.

It would be five years before another of his dramatic

compositions appeared in Paris, and that performance would take place
against his wishes.

In the meantime, Guiraud busied himself with

preparations for two competitions (discussed below) and saw the publication
of two of his mdlodies by Choudens, "Mignonne" (1866) and "S6rdnade de
Ruy-Blas" (1869).“

In 1867, both Guiraud and Bizet entered a competition held in
conjunction with the forthcoming Exposition Universelle.

The Committee for

13Orlic, 28.
14"Mignonne," dedicated to M mc Carvalho, was set to a poem by Ronsard. Mmc Carvalho
(C arolin e-M arie-F elix C arvalho-M iolan, singer at the Thdatre-Lyrique w ho created the
soprano roles in Gounod's F a u st a n d _Rom6o et Juliette') w as the w ife o f Ldon Carvalho,
director o f the ThdiUre-Lyrique during this tim e, and later director o f the OpdraCom ique.
Carvalho had presented Bizet's Lcs pccheurs de perles at the ThdiUre-Lyrique
on 3 0 Septem ber 1863.
A ccording to a letter from Paladilhe to his parents (11 October
1863) quoted by Orlic (27), Carvalho, w hose ThdiUre-Lyrique w as under contract with
the French governm ent to present works by winners o f the Prix de Rom e, was so
im pressed with the new generation o f laureate-com posers that he told Paladilhe, in
con fidence, that he wanted to put the works o f earlier Prix d e R om e winners asid e in
favor o f producing the work o f Guiraud and Paladilhe.
"Sdrdnade de Ruy-Blas" is set to
V ictor Hugo's text and is dedicated to Mme A nge Chabrier.
"Mignonne" was not the first
o f Guiraud's songs to be published. In 1855, while he w as still a student at the
C onservatoire, Cachau h Pau published a piece for v o ice and piano entitled
"L'espdrance."
Printed beneath the title are- the words "Harmonic R elig ieu se, Mars
1855, Hom m age au berceau d'Henri IV." The dedication at the top o f the first page o f
m usic reads, "Romance dddide h M lle Larriu, Bdarnaise." The words are by Mm e
Lamadon. The music is credited to "E. Guiraud, du Conservatoire."
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Musical Composition of the Exposition announced a 10,000-franc award for
the prize-w inning hymn (to be performed at international functions) and
another award o f 5000 francs for each performance o f the first-place
cantata set to Romain Cornut's libretto "Les noces de PromdtluSe."

Guiraud

and Bizet, who concentrated their compositional efforts during the month of
May in order to meet the early June deadline, entered the contest under
assumed nam es—Guiraud as Tdsern and Bizet as Gaston de Betsi.

While both

composers gave their finest efforts to the composition of the cantata, neither
took the hymn very seriously and, in fact, took delight in making their
entries as banal as possible.

Edmond Galabert, Bizet's student, abetted his

teacher's deception by allowing Bizet to use his Montauban address, by
copying Bizet's hymn so that his manuscript would not be recognized, and by
delivering Bizet's submissions to the Imperial Commission himself on the
afternoon o f the deadline.

The jury for the hymn, having received more
%

than eight hundred entries, canceled that competition claim ing they were
unprepared to deal with the judgm ent of so many works.

Of over one

hundred cantatas entered, Saint-Safins's work received the first prize;
Guiraud, M assenet, and Weckerlin were the first three runners-up; Bizet's
cantata was judged among the top fifteen.

Guiraud's cantata (written for

orchestra, chorus, and soloists) has not been found.15

The Opdra announced the winner of its libretto competition in April
1868— "La coupe du roi du Thuld" by Louis Gallet and Edouard Blau.

The

Op6ra then held another competition for the best musical setting of this

15Curtiss, 194-198; on the cancellation o f the hymn com petition, D ean, 66.
Dcun states
that Saint-Sadns received no m oney for his cantata because it w as never performed;
the authorities decided to use one by R ossini in its stead.
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three-act libretto, which both Guiraud and Bizet entered.16

By October 1868

Bizet had finished the first two acts and wrote Galabert that they were far
superior to anything he had written up to that time.
pleased with his efforts in the second act.

Bizet seemed especially

He also reported, "Guiraud has

also been successful in this act from a musical point of view, but to my
thinking it lacks color."17

By 1 September 1869, the last date for the competitors to submit their
works, forty-two composers had entered.

On 21 November the Op6ra

announced that the jury had decided to award the first prize to Eugfcne Diaz,
an amateur.

Massenet and Guiraud found themselves in second and third

place while Bizet had to settle for sixth or seventh.

Guiraud and Massenet

were so outraged over the decision that they refused to have their names
published in connection with the Opdra's competition.
score seems to have survived.

Nothing o f Guiraud's

The fragments that remain o f Bizet's efforts

indicate, in the opinion of Winton Dean, a score o f considerable significance
"second only to C arm en ."18

While Guiraud's protest with the Opdra took place quietly and behind
the scenes, he was soon embroiled in a highly public dispute with the
director of the ThdStre-Lyrique.

Immediately following the debut

performance o f Guiraud's one-act operette, En prison, at the Thd&tre-Lyrique

16Dean, 74. The title is taken from the song that Marguerite hums in Goethe's F a u st, a
song that Gounod and Barbier would later set as a ballade in their operatic version o f
G oethe's n ovel (C16ment, 2 7 1 ).
161-162.
18Dean, 78-79.
M ass6, member o f the jury and Eugfcne Diaz's teacher, faulted Massenet's
score as being too "Wagnerian"; Dean suspects that M ass6's criticism applied to Bizet's
work as w ell since B izet made greater use o f leitm otifs in La coupe du roi du Thul6 than
in any o f his other operas.
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on 5 March 1869, an extraordinary disavowal took place from the stage.
Paul Bernard, critic for the Revue et gazette musicale. recounts the scene.
One of the singers who had just taken part in the performance o f En prison,
a M.

Legrand, announced to the "rather cold, if not hostile" audience that

ThdiUre-Lyrique had held the rights to the score for ten years or more.

the

He

continued:
. If, on one hand, the prettiness o f the m usic might have led you to
hope for a su ccess, on the other hand, the feebleness o f the poem
should have led you to fear a deadly fall. This exp lain s, M essieurs,
the long sleep o f this score . . . a sleep that w ould have continued if
Prince Charming, in the gu ise o f our director, M. P asdeloup, had
not com e along to rouse it
from its torpor, a torpor with which
none o f the three

authors found o b jectio n .1 9

Legrand informed the audience that Guiraud, not wanting to risk his
reputation by

allowing the performance of this youthful

work, refused his

consent while Pasdeloup, under pressure to stage new works, insisted that
En prison be staged in

spite of the objections raised by almost

The "poorly constructed" libretto "of questionable taste"

everyone.

(tooth extraction is

central to the plot) by Chaigneau and Boverat gave Guiraud reason for
concern about risking his reputation with a work whose success was highly
in doubt.20

Pasdeloup, who directed the Thddtre-Lyrique from August 1868 to
January 1870, was in trouble with his board by the summer o f 1869 for his
concentration on the presentation of the "grand rdpertoire" to the relative
neglect of the production of new works as called for in his contract.

After

19R evue et gazette m usicale (7 March 1863), 79.
2 0 Ib id .
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all, the staging of works by young composers had been high among the
reasons for the establishment of the Thdatre-Lyrique in 1851.21

Legrand attempted to explain the reasons for Pasdeloup's
"unshakeable" resolve.

"Having presented nothing but revivals, he felt it

necessary to stage a new work.

To this end, he unearthed from his dusty

closet the piece, Messieurs, that we have had the honor of performing for
you, and upon which, in spite of the opinion o f everyone including the
interested parties, he has placed high hopes."

At any rate, the audience

signaled its sympathetic reaction to Guiraud's plight when it greeted
Legrand's announcement of the librettists' names with hisses and catcalls
while greeting his with prolonged applause.22

Addressing the merits of Guiraud's score, Bernard found "grace, a
sober and tasteful orchestration, a feel for the stage, a sustained melodic
interest, everything, in a word, thAt goes into the making of a dramatic
composer and bodes well for his success."

Bernard was particularly pleased

with the overture, which he pronounced "worthy of serving as a preface to a
work of more importance."23

Ernest Reyer wrote, "Guiraud's talent has

finesse and distinction, rare qualities that M. Pasdeloup ought to give this
young composer the chance to develop by offering him a good poem.

That

would be the best way for the director of the Thdatre-Lyrique to atone for a
m iscarriage."24

21W ild, 237, 239.
22R evue et gazette m usicale (7 March 1863), 79.
23Ibid„ 80.
2 4 Journal des ddbats (16 March 1869), quoted in Favre, 22-23. Favre (23) quotes the 20
August 1870 edition o f the sam e journal in which Reyer (in a review o f Le kohnld that
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Thinking back to the early years of the decade, one wonders how
differently Guiraud's career might have unfolded had he ignored Bizet's
pleas to remain in Rome rather than returning to Paris to pursue the
possibility o f staging En prison.

As fate would have it, S ylvie provided

Guiraud with a more auspicious introduction to the Parisian public, a solid
foundation upon which to build his reputation.

It seems certain that E n

prison would have been as much a fiasco in 1860 as it was in 1869, but with
graver consequences.

Would the public have been as forgiving o f Guiraud's

involvement were it not for the solid success he had established with
S v lv ie ?

Would the young composer have been able to recover from the

disastrous debut that En prison would have represented?

Besides his work on Les noces de Prom6thde and La coupe du roi de
Thuld during this period, Guiraud was working on two other stage works, as
he reported in a letter of 1870 written in response to an enquiry about what
works he might have available for performance.

G uiraud replied that

although his list of works was not a long one it would become so in time.
Describing his current portfolio, Guiraud wrote, "It consists of an op6racomique in two acts, entitled S te lla , and of a one-act work in two scenes
provisionally called E u b a rin ."

Guiraud informed the unknown addressee

that Adolphe de Leuven, director of the Opdra-Comique, had chosen him to
write the latter, personally delivering the poem some three years earlier
with "superbes promesses et paroles d'honneur."25

began with a summation o f Guiraud's accom plishm ents to that point) declared, "E n
p r iso n w ill hardly survive excep t as an insignificant detail in Guiraud's biography."
2 5 Bibliothbque N ationale, lettres autographes # 4.
C onsidering the condition o f this
letter and the nature o f Guiraud's handwriting, the titles o f the works represent as
accurate a determ ination as I was able to make.
Favre (2 5 ) includes only the m ention
o f T ab a rin [sic] in his citation o f Guiraud's letter.
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On 3 June 1869, Bizet married Genevifcve Haldvy.

Following their

marriage the couple moved to a house at 22 rue de Douai, which they shared
with Genevifeve's cousin Ludovic and his family.
rue de Douai), as did Gounod and Degas.

Guiraud lived nearby (39

Genevifcve maintained what can

best be described as a musical guest book, an album in which visiting
musicians could contribute a musical offering.

Guiraud's entry, dated

February 1870 (the first addition to the album following the wedding), was
a two-page "Allegretto" for piano.

The piece ends with the inscription "h

Madame Genevibve Bizet, Hommage bien affectueux, E. Guiraud."

Other

contributors to this collection include Gounod, Massd, Reyer, Auber,
M assenet, and Paladilhe.26

The events surrounding the debut of Guiraud's Le kobold on 26 July
1870 at the Op&ra-Comique provided anything but the stable conditions he
might have hoped for following the En prison debacle o f the preceding year.
Several years earlier, Saint-Saens had begun work on the opera T im b re
d 'a rg e n t. an unusual work in that the principal role was for a dancer.

As

Timbre d'arge n r was scheduled for presentation at the Opdra-Comique in
1870, the famous Italian dancer M1,e Trevisani (whose name changed to
Trdvisan for her appearances in France) was hired for the part.

When, for a

variety of reasons, Saint-Sagns was unable to finish the score on time, it was

2 6 Bibliothbque N ationale (M. 7757) "Album d'autographes de Esther Haldvy et
G enevibve Bizet," 3-4; on others livin g in the neighborhood, C urtiss, 254.
Genevifcve
Haldvy w as the daughter o f Jacques-From enthal Hal6vy (com p oser and p rofessor o f
com position to both B izet and Guiraud who had died in 1862) and cousin to Ludovic
Hal6vy (the librettist who w ould provide B izet with the libretto o f C a r m e n l. Esther
Hal6vy, G enevieve's sister, was engaged to Ludovic at the tim e o f her sudden death in
1864 (Dent, 82).
Guiraud's "Allegretto" is the secon d piece in this album and appears follow in g a
vocal extract from F a u st in Gounod's hand.
Gounod's entry dates from 1859 when Esther
was still alive.
Guiraud's contribution was made several m onths after G enevibve's
marriage to B izet and six years after Esther's death.
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decided that another work had to be found quickly that would feature Mlle
Trevisani, who had already been contracted.27

De Leuven, at that time the director of the Opdra-Comique, asked
Guiraud and the librettists Nuitter and Gallet to create a work in one act
about a k obold (a domestic ghost of Germanic legend who assumes the form
of an elf).

The title role would be that of the dancer.

Guiraud and the

librettists worked feverishly and, with rehearsals proceeding during the
composition o f the work, were able to finish the work in 10 days, completing
a scene a day.

Bizet, who had been staying with his wife in Barbizon,

returned to Paris to attend the premiere of Le kobold.28

The timing of the premiere of Le kobold was unfortunate in coming
exactly a week after France had declared war on Prussia.

The attention of

the audience, and indeed the attention of all France, was on the war.

Le

k o b o ld . presented together with Boieldieu's La dame blanche (1825), was
interrupted by shouts of "it Berlin!" coming from the audience as well as
from the streets; between acts, singers led the audience in singing patriotic
songs.

Galli-Marid, the soprano who would introduce the role o f Carmen to

the world five years later, began the practice at the Opdra-Comique of
coming to the footlights and, draped in the tricolor, leading the audience in
singing "La marseillaise."

This custom was carried out by different singers

from night to night and continued until the political turmoil forced the
closure of the Op6ra-Comique on 3 September.29

27Orlic, 31.
2 8 0 n the com position o f K o b o ld . Orlic, 31-33; on Bizet's attendance, Curtiss, 260.
2 9 Curtiss, 259-60.
There is con flictin g evidence as to whether L e kobold was ever
staged again. Favre (24) tells us that a revival o f the opera had been planned for the
follow in g year but, due to budget restrictions, never took p lace.
Curtiss (2 6 0 ) su ggests
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A fter the war, the A sse m b le Nationale cut its subsidy to the Op6raComique by 150,000 francs, forcing the company to eliminate its corps de
ballet.

Although a piano reduction of the work had been engraved and the

proofs read by Guiraud, Hartmann never actually published the work.30 In
addition to the overture, some fragments of Le kobold (couplets and airs de
danse) exist in the collection o f the Bibliothbque Nationale (Ms. 6089-6093).
A piano' reduction of the overture was published in 1875 in La chronique
m u sic a le . a "Revue bimensuelle de l'art ancien et moderne."31

Mention $)f Le kobold in the press was all but lost in the turmoil as
France prepared for war.

Almost one month after the performance, Ernest

Reyer found much to praise in Guiraud's work.

"M. Guiraud," he writes, "is

elegant not only in the shape of his melodies, but also in the way he
accompanies them.

He finds piquant harmonies and knows how to use the

orchestra with as much delicacy as skill."32

On 31 August 1870, the Prussians dealt a crushing blow to the Second
Empire with the capture of Napoleon III on the front-line battlefield of
Sedan.

This decisive battle cost the French 20,000 lives, the Germans 6,000;

80,000 French prisoners were captured along with their emperor.

The news

that Le k ob o ld had more than one performance. The opera is set in A lsace and,
according to C urtiss, de Leuven added a line to one o f the tenor's arias when false
rumors o f French victories reached Paris.
The line ("Le Rhin h traverser, ce n'est
qu'un pas") w as deleted when the fact o f German rather than French victory b ecam e
a p p a r e n t.
3 0 Soubies, 162 (as reported in Orlic, 33). The score o f Le kobold w as reduced for piano
by Soum is, accom panist for the Opdra-Comique.
After the war, the overture o f L e
k o b o ld w as performed on a concert given by the SociStd N ationale.
31 Favre, 24; La chronique m usicale N o. 37, 1 January 1875 (VII, 3rd Year), edited by
Arthur H eu lh ard .
3 2 Joumal de ddbats (20 August 1870), quoted by Favre, 24.
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of the defeat reached Paris on September 3.

The next day, Parisians flowed

into the streets in a massive demonstration demanding that the Corps
Ldgislatif dissolve the Second Empire and establish a republic.33

An order forcing the closure of all theaters went into effect on the
10th of September.

By 18 September the first rounds of cannon fire reached

Paris, and by 19 September the Prussians began a four-month siege of the
city.

During this time, the city's only means of contact with the outside

world was by carrier pigeon or balloon. The enforced ban on musical
performances not only made it difficult for those whose livelihood depended
on performance, but also contributed to the beseiged city's overall sense of
doom.

Despite the scarcity of musicians remaining in Paris and the lack of

heat in the concert halls, the performance ban was lifted when it was
realized that the resumption o f concerts would raise the morale of the
population, both civilian and m ilitary.34

Although the Prix de Rome exempted Guiraud from serving in the
military, he enlisted in a marching battalion and fought in the battles at
Champigny, Montretout, and, on 19 January 1871, Buzenval, where his
friend Henri Regnault, whom Saint-Sagns referred to as "the best musician of
all the painters," lost his life.

Nine days later, on 28 January, Paris

s u rre n d e re d —as much a victim of famine as of the Prussian army.35

33France in M odem T im es. 149-150; on the number o f casualties, Curtiss, 261-262.
34Curtiss, 263 , 267-268.
350 r lic , 35.
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CHAPTER 5

REPUTATION ESTABLISHED

M usical activity flourished after the war, most noticeably in the area
of symphonic music, which French composers had, for all practical purposes,
ignored in their zeal to write for the stage.
dependent on the Germanic repertoire.

French concert life had long been

Prior to the Franco-Prussian War,

France's two most important concert organizations were the Socidtd des
Concerts du Conservatoire and the Concerts Populaires of Pasdeloup.

The

programs o f the Socidtd des Concerts du Conservatoire featured Beethoven,
Haydn, and Mozart with only an occasional piece by Berlioz, Gounod, or
Auber.

For young French composers, the difficulties in finding an

organization willing to perform their music were considerable.

Even

Pasdeloup, whose Concerts Populaires had begun in 1861 and who would
eventually become a champion of the Ecole fran^aise, was quoted as saying,
"Compose symphonies as Beethoven did, and I will perform them!"

And

when a new French work did succeed in being performed, the press paid
scant attention as evidenced by Pasdeloup's presentation of Bizet’s
Symphony in C (Rom a) in 1869.1

The Prussian defeat of the French marked the beginning of one o f the
most significant national turnarounds in the history of music.

French music

began its journey down the evolutionary road that would free it from the

1Orlic, 36.
Pasdeloup's remark (quoted by Orlic) is from an article ("La Socidtd
N ationale d e M usique") by Saint-Sabns appearing in the R evu e et gazette m usicale (3
October 1880).
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shackles of a century of German dominance with the establishment of the
Socigtg Nationale de Musique on 25 February 1871, less than a month after
the war had officially ended with the signing of the armistice on 28
Jan u ary .2

Edward Hill credits the Franco-Prussian War with "focussing the

vague aspirations toward musical independence and in bringing about a
realization of the necessity for nationalistic affirmation. . . .
musicians arose to their feet with unanimous determination."

French
When Camille

Saint-Sagns and Romain Bussine, a teacher of singing at the Paris
Conservatoire, founded the Socigtg Nationale de Musique, the motto Ars
Gallica was chosen for the new organization.3 The board consisted of Camille
Saint-Sagns (president), Alexis de Castillon (secretary), J. Garcin (under
secretary), and Charles Lenepveu (treasurer).

Founding members included

Ernest Guiraud, Georges Bizet, Jules Massenet, Cgsar Franck, Thdodore
Dubois, Charles-Marie Widor, Gabriel Faurg, and Edouard Lalo.4 All of the
most important musicians in Paris rallied behind this new organization.
Interrupted by the bloody events of the Commune (the socialistic
government of Paris) from March 18 to May 27 1871, the meetings of the

2 Brody, xii.
3 H ill, 8-9; Hill g iv e s the charter o f the Socield Nationale de M usique as found in Romain
Rolland's M u sic ie n s d'auiourd’h u i. "Le Renouveau," 231: "The proposed purpose o f the
Society is to aid the production and popularization o f all serious w orks, whether
published or not, by French com posers.
To encourage and bring to ligh t, as far as lies
within its power, all m usical attempts, w hatever their form, on con d ition that they give
evidence o f lofty artistic aspirations on the part o f their author.
Fraternally, with
entire forgetfulness o f se lf, with the firm resolve to aid each other with all their
capacity, the mem bers w ill unite their efforts, each in his own sphere o f action, to the
study and performance o f the works which they shall be called upon to select and
in te r p r e t."
4 Orlic, 37; Curtiss (348, n. 2) states that Saint-Sadns founded the Socidtg N ationale de
Musique with the "cooperation" o f Bussine, Guiraud, Franck, Faur£, and Lalo.
Bizet,
M assenet, and W idor are not included in Orlic's list o f founding m em bers, but rather in
the list given by Brody, 18.
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society did not take place again until October of that year.

The society

presented its first concert on 17 November.5

The Socidtd consisted of approximately 150 members.

Meetings were

held in the Salle Pleyel, where the composers presented their works to
fellow members of the Society.

Orchestral scores were often rendered as

piano reductions, as it was difficult for the fledgling organization to assemble
an orchestra on a regular basis.

Composers performed their own

compositions, sometimes assisting in the performance of works by other
members.

Such an arrangement was consistent with the fraternal spirit of

the organization's charter, and lent an air o f relative informality to these
concerts compared to the performing pressures of the traditional
professional concert situation.

To this end we find Saint-Sagns and his

student Gabriel Faurd performing the former's "Marche hdroique" and R o u et
d 'O m p h ale on two pianos and composers such as Massenet and Lalo
accompanying their own mdlodies as well as those by other members.
Composers were eager to schedule auditions o f their works, eager not only
for the platform offered by the society but. also for the chance to present
their works to an audience of their peers.6

While on one hand the membership of the Socidtd Nationale
constituted what one imagines to be the toughest of audiences, the benefits
of offering one's music before such a forum were considerable.

To have a

work well received by the Socidtd was to increase the chances of having that

5 O rlic (36-37) states that Saint-Safins, B ussin e, and Franck had con ceived o f the idea o f
the Socidtd N ationale before the end o f the war and w aited for the h ostilities to cease
before taking action.
Orlic writes that the music o f Franck, Lalo, C astillon, and Garcin
appeared on this first program.
Brody (17) claim s the first concert w as given on 25
N ovem ber.
6Brody, 18.
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composition performed for the general public by one or more concert
organizations.

In a sense, the Soci6t6 Nationale functioned as a clearing

house for the latest products of the Ecole fran?aise.

Even works less than

well received by one's peers at least provided their composers the
opportunity to learn from hearing how compositions actually
so u n d ed —especially on those occasions when the Soci6t6 could assemble an
o rc h e stra .7

The formation of the Soci6td Nationale had an immediate impact on
Pasdeloup's Concerts Populaires, which began to include works by the young
French composers on its programs, thus breaking an almost exclusive tenyear German monopoly.

It was on one of these concerts (28 January 1872)

that Guiraud's "brillante" Suite d'orchestre achieved "a resounding success."8

Another concert series, the Concert National, conducted by Edouard
Colonne and co-founded by Colonne and the publisher Hartmann, was
inaugurated in 1873 unde: the auspices of the SociStd Nationale; it would
later become an independent organization.

The focus of its programming

was on new works by German as well as French musicians.

Composers of

the Ecole fran 9 aise, from Berlioz to Debussy, owe much to this concert
series.9

7Orlic, 37.
8Tiersot, 20-21.
9 ibid., 21-22; Bernard (New G rove, s.v. "Colonne, Edouard"), 4:583-584; Orlic, 38. The
first concerts o f the Concert N ational were presented at the Oddon.
Later, after having
established itse lf as an independent organization, the series m oved to the ChUtelet and
becam e know n as Concerts du Chatelet.
Eventually these concerts were called the
C oncerts C olon ne.
Edouard Colonne (1838-1910) was a violinist as w ell as a conductor. A cham pion
o f contem porary French and Germ an m usic, C olonne con d ucted in England, P ortugal,
Russia, and the United States. It is ironic that Colonne, who had done so much to
prom ote German music o f his day, w ould have his name rem oved from the concert
series by the N azis during the O ccupation (1 9 4 0 -1 9 4 5 ) b ecau se o f his Jewish heritage
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Even the conservative Socigtd des Concerts du Conservatoire, which
had never felt the need to include modern works on its programs, began to
include new works by Gounod, Franck, Dubois, and Saint-Sagns during its
1871-1872 season.

Guiraud, in a brief letter dated 5 August 1871, sought

the position of chef du chant with the Socidtg des Concerts du
C o n serv ato ire.10

Before the Franco-Prussian conflict, only the Thg&tre-Lyrique
exhibited any real enthusiasm for promoting the operas o f contemporary
Frenchmen.

Receiving a smaller subsidy than the two "official" operatic

theaters, the Opdra and the Opgra-Comique, the Thdatre-Lyrique offered the
first part o f Berlioz's Les trovens (1863), La prise de Troie: Gounod's F au st
(1859), Philemon et Baucis (1860), M irei'lle (1864), and Romgo et Juliette
(1867); Ernest Reyer's M aitre W olfram (1854) and La statue (1861); Bizet's
Les pecheurs de perles (1863) and La iolie fille de Perth (1866); Victorin de
Joncibre's S a rd a n a p ale (1867) and Le dernier iour de Pompgj (1869), and in
1869, Guiraud's En prison.11

After the war and the appearance of the Socigtd Nationale, only

the

Opdra maintained an aloofness from the changes prompted by the new
movement, calling itself the "musde de la musique."

The aquisitions in

(Brody, 298-299, n. 29).
Georges Hartmann w as a philanthropist as w ell as a publisher.
H is o ffice on the Boulevard de la M adeleine served as a m eeting place for the likes o f
B izet, Franck, Saint-Sa8ns, Lalo, and Augusta Holm&s.
Beginning in 1894, Hartmann
gave D ebussy an annual stipend o f 6,000 francs (Brody, 153).
Another series, the Concerts Lamoureux (known as Harmonie Sacrde from 1872
to 1875, when program s con sisted alm ost ex clu siv ely o f sacred m usic), has continued
sin ce
1882 in the
sam e format as it
had.
Of
lesser importance are the Concerts Danbd,
which began its series at the Grand H6tel in 1871, and the Concerts C ressonnois
(Orlic,
3 8 ).
10Brody, 20; Orlic, 38; Bibliothdque N ationale, Lettres autographes # 1 0 .
^ B r o d y , 16.
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which this "museum" took greatest pride were Donizetti's La favorite (1840),
Haldvy's La iuive (1835), and Meyerbeer's Robert le diable (1831).

These

aged staples o f the Opdra’s repertoire were sung by "worn-out singers"
surrounded by even more "worn-out sets."12

In 1872 Camille du Locle, director of the Op6ra-Comique, found his
theater in the midst of "graves difficultes administratives."

In an effort to

turn its fortunes around, he staged there, in a matter of a few weeks, three
one-act operas: Bizet's D iam ileh . Saint-Saens's La princesse jaune. and
Paladilhe's Le passant.

The public, its level of discrimination limited by

years of a steady diet of the tried and true, found these new works
"avancdes" and "wagndriennes."

Of only three works by Prix de Rome

laureates of the new generation staged between 1864 and 1870, two were
by Guiraud: Sy lv ie (1864) and Le kobold (1870); the third was Massenet's L a
gran d 'tan te (1867).13

The establishm ent of Guiraud's reputation as an important member of
the Ecole fran?aise was to a large extent the result of his affiliation with the
Socidtd Nationale de Musique and to Jules Pasdeloup's interest in promoting
promising young French composers by presenting their work on programs of
his Concerts Populaires.

When Guiraud was discharged from the military in

1871, he began work immediately on a symphonic work, the Suite
d'orchestre.

On 27 January 1872 the members of the Socidtd Nationale

gathered at the Salle Pleyel for a program that featured works by Dubois,
Massenet, Bizet, Bourgault-Ducoudray, and Guiraud.
piano transcription of his Suite d'orchestre.

Guiraud presented a

The very next day this same

12Tiersot, 19.
13Ibid., 19-20.
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piece was perform ed by Pasdeloup's orchestra at the Cirque d'Hiver, where
it received an enthusiastic response.14

The Suite (Guiraud's first major

orchestral composition) consisted of four movements: "Prdlude,"
"Intermezzo," "Andante," and "Carnaval."

Its success assured Guiraud's

position as one of the brightest figures of the Ecole fran$aise.

The reviewer

for Le m dnestrel described the work:
Last Sunday, it was M. E. Guiraud's turn, a man regarded highly by
the public. The orchestral suite that we heard is the work o f a good
m usician , and it show s that this com poser has been thoroughly
trained in the procedures o f the great masters.
The "Prelude" is in
an en tirely classical style; the "Intermezzo," slig h tly labored,
con tains many delightful details; the "Andante" seem s le ss w ell
inspired; but everything is redeem ed by the colorfu l and brilliant
"Carnaval" which insures the work’s success.
There, M . Guiraud
dares to shake his "schooling" and reveals his true personality; he
d isplays fire, warmth, and spunk, in a word the qualities o f youth
pushed to the point o f exuberance.
The audience, overcom e with
enthusiasm , applauded stupendously in spite o f som e protests
directed not to Guiraud's m usic but perhaps to the e x c e s s iv e , endless
b r a v o s .1 5

The "Carnaval," which Paladilhe described as "overflowing with
fantasy, color, and sweeping passion," was particularly successful.

It is this

movement w h ic h 'c a n clearly take credit for making G uiraud an overnight
sensation.

Julien describes the success of Guiraud’s Suite as a "beau miracle"

that had the "proportions d'un triomphe." The Suite was so successful that it
appeared again the very next week on the Concerts Populaires program of
February 6.

Pasdeloup performed the "Andante" and the "Carnaval" two

months later, on April 14th; in May, Guiraud's work received another
unequivocal success in Lyons on a program for the benefit of that orchestra’s

14Orlic, 37; Favre, 26.
Guiraud's name appears again on Socidtd N ationale concerts in
February and M arch, the Society's 7th and 9th concerts.
15Le m dnestrel (4 February 1872), 79.
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conductor E. Mangin.

The Suite (or selected movements) would appear no

fewer than five times on Pasdeloup's programs in the year 1872 alone.16

In April 1872 the French government granted Guiraud five hundred
francs to support publication of the Suite, which Guiraud dedicated to Jules
Pasdeloup.

The fourth movement, "Carnaval," quickly gained a widespread

popularity and firmly planted Guiraud's name in the public's consciousness.
The Suite was eventually transcribed for piano solo, piano duet, two pianos
eight hands, and for military band.

"Carnaval" is perhaps Guiraud's most

enduring musical legacy, other than the contributions he would soon make
to the works o f Bizet and Offenbach.

As late as 1943, Paul Landormy

observes that "the 'Carnaval' has been played often in concerts since then,
detached from the rest of the work."17

A year after the publication of the Suite, a new opera of Guiraud's was
presented at the Athdnde, his first opera of more than a single act.
acts of M adame
Grandvallet.

The two

Turlupin were based on a libretto by Cormon and

It is dedicated

"h.

mon ami, Nephtali Mayrargues."

Appearing

as it did in the wake of the grand success of the Suite d'orchestre, the new
work had been eagerly awaited.

When the premiere took place on 23

November 1872, it played to a public filled with great anticipation and high
e x p ec ta tio n s.18

16Orlic, 38; Paladilhe, 6; Julien, 292-293.
17O rlic, 38-39; Landormy, 141-142.
Orlic lists other performances o f the Suite,
including a performance by C olonne (2 March 1873); a perform ance at the Concerts
C resonnois (10 February 1878); at the Elysde for Marshal M acM ahon under the
direction o f C olonne (16 September 1878); Guiraud h im self conducted the work at the
Opdra (17 June 1879); at a special benefit concert for the retiring Pasdeloup (25 May
1880); on one o f the Soci6t6 des Concerts du Conservatoire programs (18 January 1891).
The work was a lso performed by provincial as w ell as foreign orchestras.
18Orlic, 39.
A reference to Nephtali Mayrargues appears in a note scraw led across the
top o f an inflamm atory letter that B izet had received from V ictor Chdri regarding
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"The enthusiasm afforded the Suite d'orchestre by the public at its
first performance

last winter at the Concerts Populaires is well known.

Consequently, M. Guiraud is justifiably classed among those composers who
bear watching."

Thus begins Henri Lavoix's review o f M adame Turlupin for

the Revue et gazette m usicale.

After praising Guiraud's solid theatrical

sense, his polished orchestration, and his "distinctive and spirited" rhythms,
Lavoix predicts that, should Guiraud maintain his current course, "We will
have in him a composer worthy of carrying on the best traditions of French
o p d ra-co m iq u e."19

Lavoix singles out the ensemble numbers as being particularly well
developed with a "real theatrical intelligence."
"drinking chorus"

He mentions specifically the

at the opening curtain with its bold rhythm and

interesting use of counterpoint.

Describing the high spirits of Madame

Turlupin's couplets, "Enfants de la balle," which are reprised as a quintet,
Lavoix says that "it is always with pleasure that one comes across this
[theme] again, scattered through the rest of the score."

The Cavatina was

beautifully rendered by Mlle Daram in the role of Maguelonne (Madame
Turlupin) and received loud applause; the audience was quick to hail the
"highly successful" score at the conclusion of the trio and chorus which end
the first act.
composer.

The finale of the first act brought "the highest honor" to the

A "classically styled" entr'acte opens the second act in a "highly

distinguished" manner.

Lavoix reports that the "Spring" scene ("Air de

bouton d'or"), though a "conventional sort of pastiche" was sung with "great

B izet's pro-B erlioz stand.
Bizet's note stated that he had sent N ephtali Mayrarques and
Ernest Guiraud as his "seconds" (Curtiss, 144).
19Revue et gazette m usicale (1 D ecem ber 1872), 379.
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style" by M1,e Daram.20

Despite some cavils,21 there can be no question but

that Lavoix's overall impression of Madame Turlupin is highly positive.
"Madame T urlupin is, in my opinion, far superior to M. Guiraud's other
works.

The music is amusing, fine, stirring, and perfectly written."

Lavoix

speculates that G uiraud had learned from the "three recent and successive
failures" of Bizet, Saint-Sagns, and Paladilhe at the Opgra-Comique.

In

Lavoix's opinion, M adame Turlupin deserves to succeed because of Guiraud's
"theatrical sense, his rhythm, and his simple and straightforw ard melody,
qualities which our long-standing musical traditions place above all
oth ers."22

Several months after the premiere of M adame

T urlupin. the Athgnge

presented Thgodore Dubois's La euzla de l'emir. This interest on the part of
the Athgnge in presenting operas by the new generation French composers
was, according to Julien Tiersot, its attempt "to take the place of the defunct
ThgStre-Lyrique," traditionally the m ost progressive o f the Parisian opera
hou ses.23

20 Revue et gazette m usicale (1 December 1872), 379.
21 Less favorably review ed is the Overture w hich although "com posed o f som e pretty
pieces" is "unfortunately bound together by som e rather bad ones."
N everth eless, the
overall im pression is pleasing.
Lavoix finds the chorus "La rccette" that fo llo w s the
Entr'acte to be "long and boring."
The trio between M aguelonne, Turlupin, and
Coquillard (M aguelonne's former admirer) is, although w ell staged , "too short" and
without su fficien t variety. The finale o f the opera "offers nothing o f particular
interest." R evue et gazette m usicale (1 D ecem ber 1872), 379.
22R evue et gazette m usicale (1 December 1872), 379; Bizet's D ia m ile h (May 2 2), SaintSadns’s La prin cesse iaune (June 12), and Paladilhe's Le passant (April 24) had been
staged earlier in 1872.
2 3 Tiersot, 20. Tiersot, less enchanted by M adam e T urlupin than L avoix, derogates both
Guiraud's and D ub ois’ efforts at the Athdnde.
"Nothing yet constitutes the awaited
m a s te r p ie c e ."
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Adolphe Julien found Madame Turlupin a "less ambitious work in
which the young composer . . . strove for a high-spirited work at the expense
of a distinguished one."

While recognizing Guiraud's talent, Julien wrote that

Guiraud "gives in too often to his natural facility" appearing "preoccupied
with the number rather than the quality" of his melodic ideas, ideas which
he "throws on the paper as soon as they pop into his head."24

Guiraud's standing as one of the brightest stars o f the Ecole fran?aise is
mentioned again by Clement and Larousse in the entry for M adame

Turlupin

in their Dictionnaire des operas. "The score of K obold had led me to expect
that the composer would take his place among the ranks of the masters;
because, in the eminent group of musicians who have won the Institute's
prize, it was my opinion that he wrote the best."

The overture o f M ad a m e

T urlupin is described as "charming, sober, and elegant."

Here again, the

couplets "Enfants de la balle" and the chorus "La retraite" are singled out.
The Entr'acte is "a little symphony, written with a delicacy and clarity which
speaks of a work as intelligent as it is meticulous."25

The success of the opera continued, and by 1873 Guiraud asked
Lauzi&res to translate M adame

Turlupin into Italian.

In order to tailor the

work to the formal requirements of an opera buffa. it was necessary to
replace the spoken dialogue with recitatives and to add a few pieces to the
tenor role.

Although this Italian version was published by Ldon Escudier in

1873, the project was ultimately abandoned.

On 8 March 1874, M ad am e

2 4 Julien, 292-293.
A ccording to Julien, Guiraud's inclusion o f too many banalities
"geared toward provoking the bravos o f the audience" cam e c lo se at tim es to reducing
M adam e Turlupin to an opiSrette or m usical com edy.
He characterizes Guiraud's music
as "facile and charm ing, but not very original, and not enhanced often enough with
orch estral color."
25 Cl<5ment, 675.
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T u rlu p in was presented at Berlin's Friedrich-W ilhelmstadt Theater, where,
as the Revue et gazette musicale of the same day commented, the work had
been less well received than it had been in Paris.

The Berlin critics blamed

its lack of success on the libretto, not on Guiraud's music.
M adame

Selections from

T urlupin were frequently heard in concert performances, and in

1881 it was presented by the Ecole de Musique de L6on Duprez.

The opera

was scheduled to be revived at the Op6ra-Comique in 1888.26

On 7 July 1872 the Revue et gazette musicale announced, "A
charming play by Alphonse Daudet, L 'a rl6 sien n e . which the Vaudeville
plans to present, will include a musical setting of considerable import:
symphonic pieces, choruses, ballets, etc.

The collaborator recommended

to Alphonse Daudet by M. Carvalho is the composer of S ylvie and o f the
Suite d’orchestre applauded last winter at the Concerts Populaires, M. E.
G u ira u d ."27

For whatever reasons, two weeks later the Revue et gazette

m u sicale reported that "the composer entrusted with the musical part of
L 'arldsienne . . . is definitely M. Georges Bizet," the adverb suggesting
either a correctiv'e reference to the mention of Guiraud's name earlier or
a final decision in a more extensive internal debate to which the public
was only partially privy.28

260 r lic , 39.
2 7 R evue _et gazette _m usicale (7 July 1872), 214. It is curious that neither o f Bizet’s
principal biographers m entions the fact that Carvalho first asked Guiraud to com pose
the m usic.
2 8 R evue et gazette m usicale (21 July 1872), 230. For more about L ’a r ld sie n n e see
Curtiss, 331-341; D ean, 199-210; Cooper, 88-100 (for plot summary). Orlic (40) cites
Charles P igot’s claim that Guiraud h im self also wrote a L ’arlSsienne S u ite , though no
such work has yet been discovered (Pigot, 1 8 In).
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When Ldon Carvalho took over the directorship of the ThdStre du
Vaudeville in 1872, two years after the bankruptcy o f the Thd&treLyrique, his plans included the restoration of the m d lo d ram e to its
original conception, a play with incidental music.

It was to this end that

the first performance of Daudet's L 'arldsienne took place on 1 October
1872.

Bizet's contribution to the play consisted o f some twenty-four

pieces scored for twenty-six instruments, including a chorus singing from
the wings and supported by a harmonium played, depending on the
evening, by either Bizet himself, Guiraud, or Anthony de Choudens, the
publisher's son.29

Although the play was not a major success, Bizet's music was.
reorchestrated four selections from the score for full orchestra.

He

This

L'arldsienne Suite enjoyed a rousing success when Pasdeloup
programmed it on 10 November; it was performed again at the Ch&telet
on 9 November 1873, on two different concerts on 18 January 1874, and
also on the 21 February 1875 program of the prestigious Concerts du
C onservatoire.30

After Bizet's death, Guiraud arranged some of the music from
L 'arldsienne as a second suite consisting of four movements, "Pastoral,"
"Intermezzo," "Minuet," and "Farandole."

The "Intermezzo" was based on

Bizet's E-flat Entr'acte, with the addition of twelve newly composed
measures by Guiraud.

Music from the third act of Bizet's La iolie fille de

Perth provided the basis of the "Minuet."

The "Farandole" is a synthesis

of material from Nos. 22-24 of the incidental music.

Guiraud uses the

290 r lic , 40; Reyer, 285 (cited by Curtiss, 339-340).
30D ean, 104.
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same orchestration as Bizet's rescoring but adds some percussion to the
"F a ra n d o le."31

Lockspeiser, in fact, claims that Guiraud is virtually the

composer of the "Farandole," noting that it is four times longer than the
sixty-eight measures found in Bizet's score, thus making this movement
"an original work of Guiraud on Bizet’s themes," and that the "Pastorale"
and the "Minuet" are also largely the work of Guiraud.32 But a precise
answer to the question how much did Guiraud compose will have to await
the anticipated publication o f a new edition of the second suite currently
under preparation by Lesley A. Wright of the University of Hawaii at
M anoa.

On 5 May 1873, Guiraud saw his first work produced at the Opdra, the
one-act ballet G re tn a -G re e n .

The ballet, originally announced as Le forgeron

de. G retna-G reen and based on the scenario by Charles Nuitter, was
choreographed by Louis Mdrante.

The leading role of the ballet was to have

been danced by M^e Sangalli, a Milanese already known in Italy, England,
and America.

This role was to have been her Parisian debut, but due to

delays in preparation of the ballet, Sangalli made her debut in Delibes's L a
source instead.33

Adolphe Julien commends the youthful quality and melodic wealth
which G retn a-G reen shares with Guiraud's earlier works, but once again
suggests that the composer's melodic facility would be better served were it
to be tempered by a more carefully discerning selective process.

He praises

Pretty's entrance and mazurka, the mournful oboe melody ("le triste chant

31 Dean, 2 0 9 -2 1 0 .
3 2 L ock sp eiser,

1:56-57.

330 r lic , 40.
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du hautbois") when Pretty mourns the death of the lark, the violin m otif
used during the entrance music of Jenny and Jackson (which had first
appeared in the overture), the musical contrast between the cello and
bassoon recitative during Toby's "graves interrogations" and the chordal
accompaniment to the responses of the fiancds, and especially the waltz of
the "Blindman's-buff" scene ("M. Mdrante has had an ingenious and comic
idea, and the musician knew how to express it with finesse").

Julien found

the "divertissement" in honor of the Duke the leastsatisfying section

o f the

score (noting that Guiraud had settled for a collection o f waltzes, polkas, and
galops rather than attempting to rise to the challenge of writing music to
depict such a scene), and felt that the ballet's finale, a military tableau,
should have been left out.

"The military tableau," he writes, "is nothing

more than a pretext to dress as Highlanders the entire corps de ballet, which
maneuvers with questionable precision and simulates the horrors of com bat
under the direction of Mlles Montaubry, Sto'fkoff, Piron, and Invernizzi,
whom I should delight in calling the
often does one see them dressed

"femmes-hommes" of the Opdra,

so

as men."34

Moreno's review in Le m^nestrel lauds Guiraud for avoiding the
common pitfalls in writing for the ballet, but reproaches him for a lack of
inspired ideas.

Where Madame Turlupin suffered, in Moreno's opinion, from

an overabundance of melodies, the problems in G re tn a -G re e n are their
scarcity and their excessive detail.

Moreno offers Delibes's C oppdlia as a

worthy model for Guiraud to emulate, while conceding that Delibes certainly
had a more substantial scenario to work with.

Like Julien, Moreno singles

34Revue et gazette m usicale (11 May 1873), 145-146.
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out the "Blindman's buff" waltz as one of the ballet's best moments, calling it
a "fragment symphonique d'une d^licatesse exquise."35

The reviewer for the Revue des deux mondes. F. de Lagenevais, finds
the plot wanting ("Would it be possible to come up with something less
unimaginative?") and joins Moreno in confronting Guiraud with the success
of Delibes's C oppglia ("The music is . . . comfortable, current, and well written
for the stage, but lacks the characteristic of a distinctive pen such as can be
found in Adam's G iselle and again in C oppdlia'").36

G re tn a -G re en was given ten more performances at the
fire destroyed that house at the end of October 1873.

Op6ra before a

It isFavre's

belief

that, had it not been for the fire, G retn a-G reen would have capitalized on its
solid reception in the press and found itself maintained in the repertoire of
that organization for a more extended period.

G re tn a -G re en was staged in

Brussels at the Monnaie on 5 January 1874.

Although the ballet itself was

not long lived, the "Blindman's buff" waltz appeared occasionally on concert
programs in various instrum ental transcriptions.37

Pierre Lalo, the son o f Edouard, relates an amusing incident that took
place at his home one evening during the period G retna Green was in
production at the Opdra.

At the time, Pierre was a six year-old boy.

35H. Moreno in Le mdnestrel

(11 May 1873), 187-188.

36Revue des deux m ondes (1

June 1873), 728-729.

He

3 7 0 r lic , 4 1 . A t the time o f the fire in 1873, the Op6ra w as on rue Pelletier. Garnier's
theatre w as already under construction and would be inaugurated on 5 January 1875.
The inaugural program included a scen e form D elib es’s La source with Sangalli in the
role.
Preston (15) m entions the 10 further performances o f G r e tn a -G r e e n and also lists
a performance in N ew Orleans at the French Opera H ouse on 22 January 1912 prior to a
perform ance o f L u cie de L am m erm oor. Preston speculates that the ballet m ight have
been a fairly staple work o f the N ew Orleans’s repertoire sin ce the 22 January
reference doesn't indicate the perform ance was a prem iere.
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describes a particular evening when his father had invited several friends
over, including Saint-Sagns, Massenet, Reyer, Bizet, and Guiraud, who as
usual was the last to arrive.

Sometime after Guiraud's arrival Massenet, who

was "always inclined towards flattery," approached Guiraud and began to
praise G re tn a -G re e n , "showering him with compliments and congratulations."
Upon overhearing this conversation, Bizet, who had been laughing and
playing with Pierre, took offense with what he interpreted as Massenet's
sycophantic remarks.

All of a sudden Bizet bolted from Pierre to Massenet's

side, interrupting his conversation with Guiraud.
disgust me.

"Shut up, shut up, you

Everyone here loves Guiraud just as much as you.

Guiraud is my brother.

But G retn a-G reen is a failed work.

sorry that Guiraud was not more successful.
admire G re tn a -G re en , because we don't.

And you, who do not think any

You make me sick."

tried, in vain, to defend himself.

All of us are

But we don't tell him that we

better of the work, go to him and speak of a masterwork!
more than a false friend.

As for me,

You are nothing

After this tirade, Massenet

In the meantime, "le bon Guiraud"

weathered this torrential outburst with "the air of a dog under the garden
hose."38
Towards the beginning o f the concert season 1873-1874, Pasdeloup
commissioned Bizet, Massenet, and Guiraud to write overtures for successive
concerts in his series at the Cirque d'Hiver.

Bizet's P a trie was heard on 15

February 1874, Massenet's Ph&dre on 22 February, and Guiraud's overture
A rtew elde on 1 March.

The press received A rtew eld e with mixed reviews,

in general praising Massenet's P hgdre as the best of the three overtures.39

3 8 Lalo, 111-113.
S ee Curtiss's citation (350) o f this story found in Arthur Pougin's
M a s s e n e t . 49. On the same page (107) that Dean describes this incident, he quotes a
comment o f B izet's to Guiraud: "Your place is atthe Opdra; I'm afraid o f making a poor
showing there, o f not having the necessary fullness.
I shall sh ine at the OpdraComique; I shall enlarge and transform the g e n r e ."
39 0 r lic , 4 1 .

The title o f Guiraud's overture is som etim es sp elled Arteveld or Artevelde.
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The Revue et gazette musicale of 8 March 1874 found Guiraud’s overture
less successful than his earlier orchestral works.

"The facility, the

naturalness, and the happy inspiration which distinguished his Suite are not
found again in this overture, where one certainly senses the hand of a
remarkable musician but where one misses clarity and cohesion."40

A more positive assessment is found in A. L. Fitz-Gdrald's article
appearing in L 'art musical of 5 March 1874:
O f all the new com posers, M. Guiraud is perhaps the one w ho best
com bines a m elodic g ift, an understanding o f how to d evelop m usical
ideas, and a know ledge o f instrumentation.
H is concert overture is on e o f
the m ost remarkable p ieces.
A brilliant allegro, an andante that includes
a superb clarinet m elody supported in a m ost unusual m anner by harp
arpeggios . . . a powerful conclusion . . . extrem ely clear and easy to
com prehend . . . that the public greeted with the m ost enthusiastic
a p p la u s e .4 1

On 3 March 1875, an event of great significance in the history of
French music took place, the premiere of Bizet's C a rm e n , the work with
which Guiraud's name is most widely remembered today.

For Bizet, who

had placed great hope in the success of this opera, the indifference of the
opening-night audience was difficult to accept.

That same evening, Bizet and

Guiraud walked the streets of Paris until dawn discussing the events of the
evening.

Guiraud, Bizet's unfailing ally, sought to restore Bizet's faith in the

value of C arm en and in himself, a faith which had been shaken by the
lukewarm reception of the public.42

40R evue et G azette M usical (8 March 1873), 78.
41 A. L. Fitz-G6rald review in L'art m usical (5 March 1874), 75. This review is quoted in
Favre, 32. In 1874 Durand, Schoenewerke & C*e published Guiraud's Ouvertnre de
C o n c e r t. Op. 10, arranged for piano duet by Guiraud him self. The title page bears the
dedication "h mon ami G eorges Bizet," but the name "Artewelde" does not appear in this
score.
4 2 0 r lic , 4 2. Orlic, in a footnote, credits the source o f this story to Charles Pigot in his
book, G eorges B izet et son oeuvre. C a r m e n , during its early days, w as not considered
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Bizet died three months after the premiere of C a rm e n , on 3 June. The
evening before Bizet left for Bougival (1 June), he and Guiraud met for the
last time.

Guiraud described this meeting to Bizet's biographer, Charles

Pigot:
It was the ev e o f his departure for Bougival; I was goin g to see him
that even in g after dinner; he asked me to play for him bits o f
P ic c o lin o which I had just begun to work on. I had scarcely begun
• to play the op en ing measures w hen, putting his hand on m y
shoulder, he said, "Wait, I'm hard o f hearing in this ear; I'm goin g
to sit on the other side o f you." He spoke in a shrill v o ice with such
a sad quality that it made me shudder. I turned around quickly; it
w as n o longer B izet, the friend full o f youth and vigor that I had
alw ays known; at that instant, I w as struck by his unhealthy, sick ly
bearing.
I had a horrible vision, but one quick and fleeting as a
flash. . . . B izet changed his place; he was now seated on m y left,
near the piano; he was ready to listen.
I had recovered my
com posure, and, without sh ow ing the sadness which had co m e over
m e, I began to play.
I played everything that I had com posed; he
listen ed a tten tiv ely , sharing his observations after each p iece w ith
that freen ess o f m anner, that charm ing frankness, that adm irable
sin cerity w hich endeared him to everyon e.
Then, having
exhausted that subject, w e spoke o f other matters, o f trifling
matters as w ell as more serious concerns, and the hours passed
quickly. . . . The clock struck midnight; I got up and shook his
hand. He lit a candle and came to light the way for me, as the gas in
the stairw ell w as out. I descended; but, when I arrived at the
bottom o f the stairs, I suddenly remembered som ething I had
intended to speak to him about but had forgotten during the course
o f our conversation; I lifted my head and the conversation took
p lace at som e distance— he, rem aining at the head o f the stairs
leaning towards m e, the candle in his hand, wrapped in his
dressing-gow n in spite o f the season; I, at the bottom o f the stairs,
my head stretched up in the air.
W e talked for nearly twenty
m inutes; then, after exchanging our final "bonsoirs," I le ft, not
givin g any more thought to the sudden ch ill which had com e over
me for that instant. . . . Three days later, I received a telegram . . .
My poor Bizet had died!43

Bizet's funeral took place on 5 June 1875 at the Eglise de la Trinit6 in
Paris.

Pasdeloup returned to Paris from a music festival in Caen to take

much o f a su ccess.
The morality o f the p iece proved shocking to a large segm ent o f the
public and the m erits o f the work were sharply debated; the press failed to rally to the
support o f the new work.
430 r lic , 42-43; Pigot, 245-246.
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charge of the arrangements for the music at the funeral service.

Mourners

in attendance included the musicians of the Concerts Populaires orchestra,
music critics, actors from the production of L 'arlg sien n e. and the entire
company of the Op6ra-Comique.
the funeral.

A throng of four thousand people attended

Guiraud’s contribution to the musical program was a setting of

the "Pie Jesu" text to the music of the duet from Les pgcheurs de perles.44

Shortly before his death, Bizet had signed a contract with the director
o f the Imperial Opera of Vienna to produce C arm en there.

Such a production

would involve setting the spoken dialogue to music, the recitatives thus
transforming the work from an opdra-comique to that o f an opdra or grand
opera, a form more suitable for the Imperial Opera.
G uiraud was entrusted with the transformation.

After Bizet's death,

For the Viennese premiere

on 23 October 1875, a last minute decision was made to present only certain
scenes with Guiraud's recitatives, the remaining scenes given in their
original form with spoken dialogue.

Until recently, almost all productions

outside the Opdra-Comique in Paris used Guiraud's setting.45

4 4 C urtiss, 422.
4 5 Orlic, 45. Winton Dean (129) says that Bizet signed the contract for the production o f
C a r m e n in Vienna the day before his death. The director o f the V iennese opera,
Jauner, seem ed to prefer a com bination o f Guiraud's recitatives and the original
d ialogu e.
Dean states that either Guiraud's version or Jauner's were the only on es used
ou tside o f France until 1928 when som e o f the German houses returned to the original
spoken dialogue.
Dean cites information contained in a letter from M assenet to Paul
Lacom be suggesting that B izet planned to write his ow n recitatives for B elgium and
Germany.
Dean claim s that it is from the date o f the V iennese premiere that the
popularity o f C a rm en actu ally begins.
Rumors that B izet had begun work on the oratorio G enevibve de Paris, based on
the libretto by Louis G allet, are vigorously denied by G allet him self: "It is quite sim ply
erroneous to have said that, at that time, the com poser 'was working' on G e n e v ib v e de
P a r is . N o such fragment ex ists in the m usical files left by the master— and the legend
that som e pages o f this work have been recovered and com pleted by Ernest Guiraud,
utilizing new words, is not based on fact." Gallet, 102.
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Oft 18 July 1861 the premiere of P ic c o lin o . one of Victorien Sardou's
earliest comedies, took place at the Gymnase.46

Several years later, Mme

Marie Grandval (a student of Saint-Saens) would set this play to music.

It

was 5 January 1869 that Grandval's P ic c o lin o . in Italian, appeared at the
ThdStre-Italien.

It received scant press attention.47

The task of setting P iccolin o as a French opdra-comique fell to Guiraud.
We know that he had been working on the composition as early as the first
half o f 1875, as he mentions playing through the work, still uncompleted, for
Bizet a few days before his death.

The press closely followed the

preparation of this opera and had great expectations for its success.

The

premiere was delayed several times due to operational difficulties at the
Op6ra-Comique, which, at the time, underwent a change of directorship from
Camille du Locle48 (to whom Guiraud dedicated Piccolino) to Perrin in 1876.
Perrin's addition of Boieldieu's La dame blanche, an extremely popular work
which received its 1,360th performance in March of 1876, alleviated the
Comique's financial difficulties to the point that rehearsals of P icco lin o could
continue.

The premiere was further delayed because of the stage director

Sardou's ill health.49

4 6 V ictorien Sardou (1 8 31-1908) was also the author o f the play upon w hich Puccini's
T o s c a (1900) was based (Loew enberg, 1222).
4 7 0 r lic , 46. Sardou's P ic c o lin o also served as the basis o f Johann Strauss's P er
in Rom (1873). Loew enberg, 1028.

karneval

4 8 C am ille du L ocle (1 8 32-1903) was a collaborator with Antonio G hislanzoni (1824 -1 8 9 3 )
and G iuseppe Verdi (1813-1901) on the latter's A id a . The Decem ber 1871 prem iere o f
this w ork in Cairo w as delayed w h ile w aiting for the scenery and costum es to arrive
from Paris which was under se ig e by the Prussians and cut o ff from the rest o f the
world for som e time.
Du L ocle and Frangois-Joseph M6ry (1798-1865) had provided the
libretto for Verdi's Don C arlos w hich premiered in Paris on 11 March 1867. Porter,
(N ew G rove, s.v. "Verdi, Giuseppe"), 19:654-655.
4 9 0 r lic , 46.
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For Guiraud, much was riding on the success of P icco lin o . He was
already recognized by the press and his fellow musicians as one o f the most
promising composers of the new Ecole fran 9 aise, and expectations that
P ic c o lin o would establish new standards were high.

Journalists were

unanimous in anticipating that P iccolino would firmly place Guiraud's name
among those of the most important dramatic composers of the time.50

Piccolino opened on 11 April 1876. Mme Galli-Marid, the original
Carmen, performed brilliantly in the double role o f Martha and Piccolino, a
trouser role in which Martha disguises herself as a boy (Piccolino) in order
to land a position as an assistant to her long lost love, the painter Frdddric.
Paul Bernard, at the outset of his review of P ic c o lin o in the 16 April 1876
Revue et gazette m usicale. wonders who among the younger generation of
composers will step forward to continue the tradition of yesteryear's lyric
masters Meyerbeer, Rossini, Hdrold, Haldvy, and Auber.

P icco lin o . Bernard

observes, was the most important test yet of Guiraud's talents.

Guiraud, a

composer who had already established his credentials as a m aster in the art
of musical composition, was better endowed than other composers in his
melodic gifts, his ability to immerse himself in the "sentiment scdnique," and
his ease with formal clarity.

Guiraud, he continues, did not rely exclusively

on his obvious knowledge o f instrumentation as did so many of his
contemporaries.

There is no question that "the theater, which demands

above all else lucidity and an intimate knowledge of human feelings, has
become the natural direction of this charming and discerning composer."
W hatever the ultimate success of P icco lin o . "it is clear that the theater can
already count on M. Guiraud as one of its best composers."51

50Orlic, 46.
51 R evue et gazette m usicale (16 April 1876), 121.
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But Bernard questions P ic c o lin o 's success as opdra-comique.

Though

allowing the libretto "is spirited, amusing in its details, witty, and at times
ingenious," he wonders whether its overall character exhibits the simplicity
of style, cohesiveness, and unity so fundamental to every good opdracomique.

Bernard notes that the three acts of P icco lin o lack interconnection,

and that several interesting characters from the first act never reappear.
The "dramatic thread" winds its way through an unusual series of situations
and events including the menage o f the artist's studio, carnival celebrations,
American tourists, and a babbling Italian inn-keeper.5 2

As for the music itself, Bernard describes the score as "strongly
meritorious" and says that Guiraud demonstrates a "trained hand" and
"melodic temperament" from the first notes o f the overture.

The overture

contains a fughetta in the style o f a tarentella which Bernard finds of
particular interest.

Except for a short phrase which "creeps slyly" into the

overture's final allegro sounding like something that "escaped from the
Bouffes-Parisiens," the overture provides "an elegant and enjoyable portico
to pass through."

Bernard compares the overture to swimming in a "wide-

open stream, pure and healthy" where one need not fear bumping into any
unexpected boulders nor becoming entangled in any hidden weeds.
"Nevertheless," Bernard continues, "and this is my only reproach, there is

52R evue et gazette m usicale (16 April 1876), 121. Bernard refers to "English tourists"
w hile the libretto calls for American tourists (piano vocal score, 8 3 -8 4 ).
The stage
directions printed in M aurice Grau's French Opera C om pany libretto o f P ic c o lin o (2527) read, "An American fam ily . . . com es down the road, their guide books under their
arms and their parasols over their heads. . . .
The beggars, m um bling and begging,
stretch out their hands to the Am ericans. . . . The tourists com e in silently w hile the
chorus is sin gin g.
The guide drives back the beggars, w h ile the travellers at the front
o f the stage face the public and turn their backs to all that the guide is describing to
them and on ly lift their ey es from their guide books to turn the leaves o f same."
The
only lines the A m ericans interject during the guide's d escrip tion s are an occa sio n a l
"Ah! oh, yes.
Beautiful!"
The stage directions continue, "The guide continues on his
way, all the tourists follow . . . without having looked at anything."
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perhaps' something missing, something rousing and invigorating.

The

general shading is satisfying; yet one would like to encounter more often
that impulse that jum ps across the footlights and strikes the listener
squarely in the breast and lifts him, dazzled to the height of enthusiasm.
This work is pleasing, but leaves one a bit cold."53

Other critics agreed with Bernard.
of real value."

L’art musical of P ic c o lin o : "a work

H. Marcello, La chronique musicale. o f Piccolino’s "Sorrente,

Sorrente": "a real find, a pure ray of poetry and feeling.

One is always

certain to thrill the public by recreating, through the artifices of the art, the
singular rhythm and the exotic coloring of popular Italian songs"; and of
Guiraud's style: "a well developed dramatic instinct, an exacting sense of
proportion and a considerable skill at his craft, that suggests a future master
of the stage."

Ernest Reyer, Journal des dgbats. of Guiraud: "He is an

excellent harmonist and handles the orchestra with great skill."54

P ic c o lin o was presented a total of 49 times in 1876.

When it was

revived at the Opdra-Comique on 30 September, the enthusiasm with which
it was received equalled that of its April premiere.

Near the end of October,

Guiraud traveled to Brussels where he had been invited to oversee
rehearsals of P ic c o lin o at the Monnaie.

The opera was presented there on 12

November 1876, at the Hague in December 1876, in M arseilles on 4 March
1877, and in Geneva on 24 April 1883.

Piccolino was translated into

Hungarian (premiere, Budapest 1878), English (Dublin, 4 January 1879;
London, 29 January, 1, 7, and 12 February 1879; Edinburgh, 3 September

5 3 R evue et gazette m usicale (16 April 1876), 122.
5 4 A ll citations in this paragraph are quoted in Favre, 32-34; L'art m usical ( 20 April
1876), 122; La chronioue m usicale (1 May 1876); Journal des ddhats (16 April 1876).
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1879), and Swedish (Stockholm, 1882).55 A production of Piccolino by
Grau's traveling French Troupe came to the Americas.

These performances,

in French, were staged in Buenos Aires (20 November 1881), New Orleans
(23 December 1881), and Mexico City (28 January 1882).

The part of

M artha-Piccolino was played by Paolo-Mari6, Galli-Marid's sister.

The

"Amusement" column of the 24 December 1881 Daily Picayune gives this
assessment of the New Orleans performance:
The Grau French Opera Company gave for the first tim e in N ew
Orleans, at the Grand Opera House last night, the com ic opera o f
P ic c o lin o .
The m usic o f this opera, w hich includes several pretty
airs, is by Mr. E. Guiraud, a native o f this city.
The book is by
Sardou and M ittier [sic], and as a com edy is quite funny. The satire
on a party o f American tourists who are seein g the sights by
looking at guide books . . . is enjoyable. The opera had a long run
in Paris, but is o f a nature not likely to becom e popular on this side.
Les noces d 'O livette w ill be sung at the m atinee today. This evening
the troupe w ill g iv e its farew ell perform ance, when Paul et
V ir g in ie w ill b e produced with Paola Marid as M eala.5 6

An amusing comment found in the "Musical Medley" column o f the 24
December 1881 W eekly P icayune, reads, "Grau's ear-rending orchestra must
be the cause of our trouble with South America."57

In August 1876, Guiraud traveled to Bayreuth to attend the
inauguration of the Festspielhaus where W agner conducted the first
complete performance of P e r Ring des Nibeluneen.

Guiraud's countrymen in

5 5 Num ber o f perform ances found in Preston's citation (1 6 ) o f Noiil & Stou ilig's
"Annales du Th&itre et de la Musique" o f 1876; Orlic, 47; Loewenberg, 1052-1053; The
date o f the B russels perform ance is given as 4 N ovem ber in Loewenberg; for further
inform ation about the E nglish perform ances see the review in the 30 January 1879
T im es (8) and a letter from the opera's translator appearing in the 3 February 1879
Tim es (8).
5 6 Loew enberg, 1052; D aily P icayun e (24 December 1881), 2. Paul et V irgine (1 876) was
com posed by V ictor Massd.
How coincidental that Guiraud's second opera to be staged in
his native city w ould also share the bill with a work by Massd, the man he w ould one
day succeed as professor o f com position at the Paris C onservatoire. Guiraud's D a v id was
presented along with M assd’s G a la th d e on 14 April 1853 at the Thdatre d ’Orldans.
5 7 W ee k ly

P icayu n e quote cited in Preston's notes, 22.
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attendance at this performance included Vincent d'Indy, Camille SaintSagns, Charles-Marie Widor, Augusta Holmes, and Camille Benoit.

Guiraud

shared his impressions o f the event in a letter to the publisher Heugel:
Mon

cher M onsieur H eugel,

W idor has asked me to give you som e information on the last two
works o f Wagner's tetralogy.
S ie g f r ie d was less appreciated than
the two operas which preceded it. The first act is long, and in my
opinion con tains o n ly on e outstanding m om ent, nam ely S ieg fried 's
aria as he forges his sword. The second act is even less interesting.
The third ends with a superb love duet, albeit too long. A s for
G fltte r d a m m e r u n g . the first two acts are dreadfully boring.
There
are som e beautiful things in the third act: the death o f Siegfried
and the funeral march that follow s.
The act begins with a pretty
trio o f nymphs on the Rhine.
W ithout this third act,
G O tterd am m eru n g w ould have been a disaster. Mmc Materna
(Brunehilde) is superb.
Mr. Schlosser, in an ep isod ic role, show ed
much talent. The tenor who played the role o f Siegfried in the two
operas is w retched. W agner appeared after G titte r d a m m m e r u n g
and, addressing the public, said, "We have shown you what w e can
do, and if you support us, w e w ill finally have an art!"
I w ould be very obliged to you for not printing these accounts
which I have given you, and I beg you, dear M onsieur H eugel, to
accept m y sincere b est w ishes.
E. Guiraud58

Guiraud returned to Bayreuth in July 1882 for the premiere of
P a rs ifa l.

He wrote from Bayreuth a letter (addressee unknown, dated 31

July 1882) filled with personal observations, many of a much less formal
nature than found in his 1876 letter to Heugel.
Chbre

M adame,

In the m idst o f fanatics, dilettantes and minor talents
("m usicastres et m usicules") from all countries w ho are here,
surrounded by all these people wearing felt hats, big round g la sses,
and dirty fingernails, I feel the need to take refuge by chatting
with you as reasonably as 1 can having escaped from these
hallucinating m asses.
So I heard P a r sifa l yesterday.
B efore
sharing my im pressions with you, I must put them together, thus
profiting from this free moment in which I no longer have the
wagn6riens at my heels.
If you only knew how terrible these
people are!
Here, on e would be taken away if one w ere imprudent
enough to v oice the least criticism .
Enthusiasm itse lf is forbidden;

58Bibliothbque N ationale, Lettre no. 5.
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or at least one is not permitted to show anything less during the
p e r fo r m a n c e : ecstasy alone is tolerated. I m ust confess to you w ho
are not a wagndrienne, that I was som ew hat ecstatic over the
beautiful p assages o f the first order in this work which reveal the
great m usician.
In the first act, a m ystic scen e o f the Knights o f
the Grail; in the second, a scene o f w om en, adorably pretty,
en grossin gly charm ing.
A fter this a b so lu te ly rem arkable scen e,
there is a "grand duo d'amour" which seem ed long and rambling to
m e, but w hich entranced the people with the big round g la sses and
dirty fingernails.
I have too little con fid en ce in the feelin g s these
people are capable o f . . . to make too big a deal o f their opinion,
which, unless proven otherw ise, I b elieve to be perfectly
incom petent.
T he third act, without con taining features as striking
as in the first tw o acts, seem s to me how ever more sustained and
com plete on the w hole.
I was in the m iddle o f my letter when som eone came and
disturbed me. I wasn't able to take it up again, and the second
performance is about to begin.
These days, my dear Madame, I have
only the time to send my best wishes to all o f you.
Ernest

G uiraud5 9

On 11 November 1876, Guiraud was honored with the distinction of
being named Professor o f Harmony and Accompaniment for the female
students at the Paris Conservatoire, replacing the late Edouard Baptiste in
that post.

This appointment would mark a turning point in Guiraud's life; his

focus would now shift from the composition of his own works to the
instruction of others, including Claude Debussy and Paul Dukas.60

5 9 B iblioth bq ue

N ationale,

Lettre

no. 12.

60Orlic, 47.
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CHAPTER 6

PROFESSOR OF HARMONY

On 9 November 1876 Antoine-Edouard Batiste, professor of harmony
and accompaniment for women at the Paris Conservatoire, died.
later, Guiraud was appointed to succeed him in that position.

Two days

The classes

that he inherited were certainly not among the best trained at the
Conservatoire.

The "Recompenses des 616ves de Ernest Guiraud au

Conservatoire" lists no prize winners for 1876 but states, "The classes o f
harmony and accompaniment that he had taken over were so weak that no
prize was given that year"; for 1877 we find simply "Idem 1876."1

Guiraud's appointment to the faculty of the Paris Conservatoire serves
as further confirmation of the growing esteem with which he was held by
the Parisian musical establishment as well as the musical public.

His

popularity had been earned and established by a string of successes, most
notably his Suite d'orchestre and most recently P ic c o lin o .

Such prominence

in the musical community began to make larger demands on Guiraud's time,
demands which increasingly placed his name before the public but which
diminished the time available to him for composition.

1 Information regarding the date o f Guiraud's appointm ent is from the "Etat M ensuel
des Traitements" (A rchives N ationales, 37aj/47. 37aj/48.).
T his docum ent also inform s
us o f the amount o f Guiraud's salary from the Conservatoire.
He received 100 francs a
month for the first tw o months o f his em ploym ent (D ecem ber 1876-January 1877), and
125 francs m onthly (1500 francs annually) from February 1877 to October 1878.

85
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Nd doubt Bizet's death the preceding year weighed heavily on Guiraud,
forcing him to undergo a difficult period of adjustment that affected both his
personal and professional life.

Guiraud, whose lethargic nature was widely

acknowledged, must sorely have missed the encouragement he had come to
rely upon from his constant companion of more than fifteen years.
Immediately after Bizet's death in June 1875, Guiraud was able to immerse
himself in the preparation of the recitatives for the Viennese production of
C arm en .' a labor of love and devotion.

The following spring the Op6ra-

Comique produced P ic c o lin o . his most successful opera and the last work
that he had been able to play for and discuss with Bizet.

It would be nearly

six years before Guiraud would see his next complete opera presented to the
Parisian public.2

Besides his teaching responsibilities, Guiraud received a growing
number of requests to assist in the adjudication of numerous competitions,
to serve on various committees, and to make personal appearances as the
conductor of his own works.

Guiraud’s name appeared on the juries of the

Conservatoire's Concours d’harmonie (1873) and its Concours d'harmonie et
accompagnement (1874), the competition at the Gaitd (1875), the
Acaddmie's Prix de Rome competition (1876, 1877), the second Concours
Cressent (1876), and the Conservatoire’s piano competition (1877).3

2 For further in sigh t into the friendship betw een Guiraud and B izet see the exchange
o f letters between Charles Pigot and Guiraud in the preface (v -ix ) to Pigot's G e o r g e s
B izet e t son oeuvre (1886), letters in which Pigot offers the dedication o f the book to
G u irau d .
3 Guiraud's fellow jurists were a distinguished lot indeed. From the 13 July 1873 R e v u e
et gazette m usicale (222) w e learn that Am broise Thomas, Barbereau, D elib es, and
D uvernoy served w ith Guiraud on the panel for the Conservatoire's Concours
d'harmonie; the 4 A ugust 1874 Le mdnestrel announced A. Thom as, B enoist, B azille, C.
Colin, D eldevez, T. Dubois, and H. Potier as Guiraud's fellow jurors; the 27 June 1875
R evue et gazette m usicale (206) lists Thom as, de Vaucorbeil, Massd, Reyer, D elibes,
Gautier, Joncibres, Guiraud, and Sem et as jurists for the opdra-com ique com petition o f
the Thddtre de la Gaitd; w e learn from the 12 March 1876 R evue et gazette m usicale (86)
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The revival of interest in instrumental music by living French
composers that began after the Franco-Prussian War continued unabated.
Even the conservative Soci6t6 des Concerts du Conservatoire began to
present works by contem porary Frenchmen; programs during 1876 included
Reyer's S igurd, and Saint-Saens's Le rouet d'Qmphale. But it was the newer
organizations led by Pasdeloup, Colonne, and others that really made room
on their programs for the French musicians.4

The prominent role given music at the 1878 Exposition Universelle
further nurtured this flowering of musical activity by native French
composers.

The Commissioner General of the Exposition, J. B. Krantz,

proposed that musical functions be allocated a sum of 250,000 francs during
the Exposition and that a committee be formed to plan them.

As a member

of that committee, Guiraud helped select new works for organ and for
chamber groups.5

The city of Paris established the Concours Municipale de

that besides Guiraud, the Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts elected M assenet, D elib es, and
Gautier as adjunct mem bers o f the Prix de Rome jury; the 9 July 1876 R evu e et gazette
m u s ic a le (222) inform s us that the jury for the second Cressent com petition consisted
o f D ubois, M assenet, Guiraud, Lenepveu, Gautier, D elibes, de Leuven, Corm on, and de
Lapommeraye; the jury for the preliminary round o f the 1877 Prix de R om e
com petition (Thom as, B azin, Reber, Gounod, R eyer, Sem et, Guiraud, and D ubois) is
announced in 20 May 1877 R evue et gazette m usicale (158); the first page o f the 29 July
1877 Revue et gazette m usicale lists Thomas, D elioux, D ubois, Duvernoy, F issot, Guiraud,
Jadll, Lacom be, and P feiffer as jurists o f the Conservatoire's piano com petition.
(M armontel's student, Claude D ebussy, tied for second prize.)
4Orlic, 48-49.
5R evue et gazette m usicale o f 19 August 1877 (259-261) and o f 11 N ovem ber 1877 (358);
Orlic, 49.
No doubt the French Exposition U niverselle o f 1867 was inspired by London's
1851 Crystal Palace Exhibition, the world's first effort on such a large sca le.
The
French began to m ount these universal exh ib its every 11 years.
The E xposition
Universelle o f 1878 (set to open May 1 at the Champ de Mars) was, in part, a means for
France to prove to the rest o f the world that it had indeed survived and m anaged to put
behind the national tragedies o f the defeat by the Prussians and the Com m une.
The
next Exposition U n iverselle in 1889 coincided with the centenary o f the French
Revolution.
See Brody, Chapter 4.
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l'Exposition, offering a prize of 10,000 francs to the best symphonic choral
work by a French composer.

In addition, the first prize included the

performance of the winning composition on the Exposition’s inaugural
program at the newly constructed Trocadero concert hall.

The jury for this

competition included among its twenty members Guiraud, Gounod,
M assenet, Colonne, Delibes, Franck, and Saint-Saens.6 The Op6ra held
several "soirdes de gala," designed to honor important personages in Paris at
the time.

The Opdra-Comique enjoyed its greatest successes during this

period with productions of Meyerbeer's L'dtoile du nord and Reyer's L a
statu e .

From 15 to 20 May, some of the world's most famous conductors

took turns conducting an eighty-piece orchestra in the garden o f the
Tuileries.

In addition, important French and foreign conductors participated

in programs at the Trocadero.

This outpouring of musical activity during the

1878 Exposition Universelle had lasting effects on the musical life of Paris
and France.

Symphonic music reached a larger public and resulted in a

sustained interest in hearing instrumental music which, in turn, provided
continuing opportunities for French musicians to have their work heard.7

During the summer of the Exposition Universelle, Guiraud was himself
the recipient of a distinguished award.

The following notice appears in the

23 June 1878 edition of Revue et gazette musicale:

6R evue et gazette m usicale (17 February 1878), 52; Orlic, 4 9 -5 0 . After five ballots none
o f the tw en ty-five com p ositions being considered received the sim ple majority needed
to win first prize. On the next ballot a tie was declared between Theodore Dubois's
Paradis perdu and Benjamin Godard's T a s s e . Three important features o f the Parisian
landscape w ere inaugurated as part o f the 1878 Exposition: the Champ de Mars,
l'A venue de l'Op6ra, and the Trocadero.
The 4500-seat concert hall o f the Trocadero,
inspired by London's Albert Hall, opened on June 3 to favorable press reaction.
The
V iennese critic Hanslick attended the Exposition as did Franz L iszt who was named
honorary president o f the jury for m usic.
7Orlic, 51.
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The prize o f 3000 francs founded by M. Monbinne for the author o f
the best "oeuvre lyrique" presented during the past tw o years was
awarded for the first tim e by the Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts.
The
winner is M . Ernest Guiraud, author o f P ic c o lin o . MM. Guiraud and
Saint-Sadns were nominated for the prize; the outcom e o f the vote
w as as follow s: 18 for M. Guiraud, 10 for M. Saint-Sadns.8

According to the minutes of the Acad6mie des Beaux-Arts, which
administered the award, the work that P icco lin o bested was Saint-Sadns's
Timbre d'argent.9

On 6 August 1878, several weeks after the Prix Monbinne, Guiraud
received yet another honor during the distribution of prizes at the Paris
Conservatoire.

Toward the end of his address before the assemblage that

included the entire faculty and student body of the Conservatoire plus
several governmental ministers and other dignitaries, M. Bardoux, Ministre
de 1'Instruction Publique des Cultes et des Beaux-Arts announced,
I w ould lik e to have been able to affirm the homage public opinion
pays to the professors o f this great school by decorating several o f
them.
If it hasn't been p ossib le yet for me to realize that am bition,
at least I bring (in the m eantim e) to a former student o f the
C onservatoire, to a winner o f the Grand Prix de Rome, to a young
master o f , the modern sch ool, and one w ho is among your ranks as
w ell, a token o f the interest that the Government o f the R epublic

8R evu e..et gazette m usicale (23 June 1878), 199.
9The "Extraits des com ptes-rcndu de 1'Academie des Beaux-Arts" reports that on 19 July
1876, Eugdne Lecom te and Leon D elaville-L c-R oulx pledged the sum o f 1500 francs
annually to estab lish a prize in the name o f M. T hdodore-N icolas-M arie M onbinne, who
had died on 21 March 1875. This prize was to be given every other year to the
com poser o f the opdra-com ique judged the best to have premiered during the
preceding tw o years.
In the absence o f an "opdra-comique remarquable," the prize
could then be awarded to the com poser o f an instrumental work (w ith or without
voice), with preference given to a religious work. There was no age lim it.
The only
criterion for consideration w as that the contestant be French.
In the even t that the
m embers o f the A caddm ie found that the libretto itse lf had contributed sign ifican tly to
the success o f the work, then at least one-third o f the prize m oney should be awarded
to its author (or, for a text other than that o f an opdra-comique, at least one-fourth of
the m oney).
T hese minutes appear at the end o f the 1878 annual report o f the
Acaddmie des Beaux-A rts.
Favre states incorrectly that the Prix M onbinne was given
for the best sym phonic work.
The monetary sign ifican ce o f the award can be better
appreciated when one realizes that 3000 francs was a sum tw ice Guiraud's annual
salary from the C onservatoire at the time o f the award.
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bears for the m usical art, when it is respected and placed high. W e
have named C hevalier o f the Legion o f Honor the author o f
P ic c o lin o . M. Guiraud. And it has been our intention to honor the
C onservatoire by proclaim ing his name in this very

h a ll.10

Guiraud's teaching responsibilities, his commitment to serving on
various boards and juries, and the opportunities which he took to conduct
his own compositions seem to have robbed him o f the time he might
otherwise have spent composing.

At any rate, the frequency of his output

began to decline in 1876, the date of his appointment to the faculty o f the
Conservatoire.

The remainder of this chapter deals with the few works

composed between 1876 and 1882.

In 1877, Choudens published the m&odie, "Rose."

The song, dedicated

to Monsieur Simon-Max, is a musical setting of a poem by Paul de Choudens,
the publisher's son.

On a program on 6 January 1878 by the Concert

Cressonnois at Porte Saint Martin we find Guiraud's orchestration of
Schumann's "C'est l'heure du mystfere."11

On 17 May 1878 the members of Cercle Artistique, a club to which
Guiraud belonged, presented an opdra-comique in 2 acts, Nina Zom bi, a
collaborative effort of the organization's members.

Based on the libretto by

the Cercle's president, Paul Tillier, the musical setting was the result of
contributions made by Guiraud, Ch. de B6riot, Coedbs, d'Estribaud, A.
Duvernoy, Ducoing, Ferrand, V. Jonci&res, Mansour, and Saint-Saens.

(11 August 1878), 249-250.
^ O r lic , 53; "C'est l'heure du mystbre" is the French translation o f the first words o f
Schumann's "Mondnacht," the fifth song o f his L ie d e r k r e is . op. 39.
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Guiraud's contribution was a m61odie that appeared in the second act, "J'ai
su lire dans votre £me"; it was published in Le journal de musique.12

After P ic c o lin o . Guiraud's next serious effort at writing for the stage
was the opera Le feu, based on a text by Edmond Gondinet.

It was neither

published nor presented in its entirety, and only performances of selections
from the work have been documented.

In all probability, Le feu was never

completed; of this score only the ballet music, "Danse persane," remains.13

On 11 February 1879, Guiraud conducted fragments o f Le feu on a
program that was part of a highly successful series of "concert-promenades"
at the Hippodrome, a series organized by the conductor Vizentini.

In

addition to the selections from Guiraud's Le feu, the program included
Bizet's overture P a trie . Faurg's chorus "Djinns," and Saint-Sagns’s
performance of his Le deluge and Danse m acabre.

Vizentini conducted the

Bizet overture as well as several selections by Wagner.

About Le feu, the

reviewer for the Revue et gazette musicale wrote,
There were som e nice touches in the selection s from F e u . M.
Guiraud’s unpublished opera (no doubt one w ill find a more
suitable title for this work: Les P arsis. for exam ple); a song o f war
sung by Mlle Stuckld, a pretty interm ezzo, and a grand scen e o f
invocation give a good idea o f the score. M. Guiraud was acclaim ed
and called back after the performance o f these p ie c e s.14

12Orlic, 53; Le journal de m usique. 1878 (No. 104).
13Favre, 43. This is the only source to mention a librettist. Favre im plies that it was
the death o f Gondinet in 1888 that prevented the opera from being com pleted.
According to Loew enberg, G ondinet wrote the libretti for D elibes's Le roi l'a dit (1 8 7 3 ),
Jean de N iv elle (1880 in conjunction with P. G ille), and L a k m d (1883, also in
conjunction with G ille). Durand published "Danse persane" in 1880.
14R evue et gazette m usicale (16 February 1879), 53-54.
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Fragments of Le feu appeared again on programs of the Concerts du
ChStelet (9 March 1879), the Cercle de la rue Saint-Arnaud (23 December
1879), and the Concerts Populaires de Lille (11 January 1880).

A review in

the 25 January 1880 Revue et gazette musicale reports that some o f the
same extracts presented at the Hippodrome were heard again under
Pasdeloup’s direction—an orchestral introduction, a recitative and aria, and a
chorus during which the sultan Valmika exhorts his soldiers before taking
up arms against the Parsis.

While the critic appreciated the energy o f the

orchestration and the chorale, he found the aria "not lacking a certain
v u lg a rity ." 15

Guiraud never finished this opera.

The Le mdnestrel of 24 December

1882 mentions a list of works by various composers, including Le feu, that
exist in a more or less finished state.

The 10 May 1885 issue of this same

journal reports the presentation of selections from Le feu at the Concert de
l’Union Artistique on 5 May 1885: "Parts of F e u . Guiraud's opera long
overdue for publication, have impressed us by the .nagisterial spaciousness
("l'ampleur magistrale") of the arias and the beautiful sonorities of the
c h o ru ses."16

At the last of the Concerts Populaires on 11 April 1880, Pasdeloup
invited seven composers to conduct their own works.

The Revue et gazette

m u sicale (18 April 1880) found Guiraud's "Danse persane" the most
interesting work on the concert, which included Vincent d'Indy's "Mort de
W allenstein," Gounod's Larghetto from his Symphony in E-flat and the
"Marche funfcbre d’une marionnette," and selections from Delibes's S v lv ia :

15R evue et gazette m usicale (16 February 1879), 53-54.
16Orlic, 54; Le

mSnestrel article quoted by Orlic.
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Special mention needs to be made o f Guiraud's "Danse persane"
w hich is, w ithout contradiction, the m ost rem arkable work heard
on this concert, and which the com poser directed very w ell; a little
less long, it certainly w ould have been repeated.17

This same work was mentioned favorably in Le m ^nestrel o f 9 June
1880, which attributed to the piece "an exotic character" and found it "at
times delicate, at times brilliant."

The "Danse persane" began, in fact, to

rival "Carnaval" as Guiraud's most popular instrumental work.

It appeared

again on programs conducted by Colonne at the CM telet (7 November), by
Pasdeloup (1881, 1883), and at the Salle des Fetes du Trocadbro under the
auspices of the Association Artistique (6 June 1889).

Like "Carnaval," it was

transcribed for several instrum ental combinations including m ilitary band
and piano duet.18

Guiraud's name today is best recognized for his contributions to wellknown operas after their composers' deaths—first Bizet's C a rm e n , and then
Offenbach's Les contes d'Hoffm ann.

Whereas Guiraud's work with C arm en

consisted primarily of setting spoken dialogue to music, his connection with
H offm ann was the completion of the score as well as its orchestration.

17Orlic, 52; R evue et gazette m usicale (18 April 1880), 125.
18Orlic, 53; 9 June 1880 Le m gnestrel article quoted by Orlic. There is som e confusion as
to exactly when "Danse persane" premiered.
A s O rlic sees it, the perform ance o f
"Danse persane" on 2 May 1880 at the Concert B esselibvre was advertised as a premiere
o f the work, but the p iece had been programmed several w eeks earlier, on 11 April, on
Pasdeloup’s last Concerts Populaires o f the season.
S in ce the only work announced as a
prem iere at this April perform ance was "La pastorale" o f B oised effre, an even earlier
presentation o f "Danse persane" is im plied.
In fact, there is som e confusion whether
"Danse persane" was not the sam e p iece as the "Air de Ballet" that had been performed
six years earlier, on 6 D ecem ber 1874, on a program in the Concert du Ch&telet series.
The 6 Decem ber 1874 article in Le m Snestrel is cited by Orlic, 53. W hatever the date o f
its debut, Favre (43) su ggests that perform ances o f "Danse persane" continued into the
twentieth century.
He w rites, "Only som e instrumental m usic, known under the title
"Danse persane" and "Air de ballet" and often played on concerts sin ce its publication
by Durand in 1880, rem ains o f this unfinished score."
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Jacques Offenbach died on 5 October 1880, leaving several works
unfinished including Les contes d'Hoffm ann. an op6ra-comique with which
he hoped to establish his reputation as a composer capable o f writing music
more substantial than the operettas for which he was so well known.

Two

years earlier, while composition of the work was still in progress, the opera's
cast had been decided upon and vocal scores distributed.

When the ThSStre

de la Gait6-Lyrique (the intended site of the work's premiere) declared
bankruptcy in 1878, Offenbach was forced to find a new house for
H o ffm a n n .

Perhaps it was just this purpose that led him to invite the rival

producers Jauner (of Vienna's Ringtheater) and Carvalho (of the Op6raComique) to a private concert on 18 May 1879 at which he presented
excerpts from the opera and discussed the formal structure o f the work.
Soloists and chorus were accompanied by piano and harmonium and were
conducted by "the bankrupt theater director" V inzentini.19

Both Jauner and

Carvalho offered to produce the work, but Offenbach (who had long been
anxious to achieve a solid success at the Opdra-Comique) quickly accepted
Carvalho's bid.20

Carvalho's acceptance of the work for production at the Op6raComique necessitated such accommodations as resetting the role of
Hoffmann for a tenor rather than a baritone and the role of Niklaus for
soprano rather than a mezzo, and replacing the recitatives with spoken
dialogue.

In addition, the roles o f the four women (Olympia, Antonia,

Giulietta, and Stella) originally written for a "soprano lirico spinto" needed to
be tailored to the particular talents o f the coloratura soprano engaged by the

19Oeser, x; Faris, 190.
20Faris, 190.
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Opdra-Comique, Addle Issac, who had come to Offenbach's attention through
her recent success as Julliette in Gounod's Romdo et Julliette.21

Offenbach, extremely ill and crippled with gout, wrote to his daughter
in August 1880 of his heavy work schedule for the coming weeks.

He had to

compose the third act of La belle lurette as well as tend to the orchestration
for the entire operetta; in addition he was faced with the need to compose
the finale of H o ffm a n n 's fourth act, the entire fifth act, and the orchestration
of the entire work.

By the time of his death on 5 October, Offenbach had

managed to com plete La belle lurette. but not the work on H o ffm a n n .22

Two weeks later, misleading press reports suggested that the score
was very close to completion and that little remained to be done in order to
finish the work.

The press had been led to believe, and thus reported, that

the premiere of H o ffm an n was delayed by difficulties in the workshop
rather than the need to complete Offenbach's unfinished score.23

An article

in the 19 October 1880 Le m^nestrel stated incorrectly, "Happily, the
complete rehearsal score exists at the Op6ra-Comique.
complete some of the unfinished orchestration."24

A friendly hand will

Andrd Martinet,

Offenbach's first biographer, helped perpetuate the erroneous belief that the
composer had completed the vocal score "to the last chord."25

2 1 Oeser, x-xi.
O ffenbach permitted Jules Barbier, w ho collaborated on the libretto with
M ichel Carrd, to reset the recitatives as spoken dialogue.
Oeser w rites, "That way he
(O ffenbach) also saved h im self the trouble o f com posing the recitatives which were as
y et u nfinished."
2 2 Ibid., xi.
23 Ib id .
24Le_ mSnestrel (19 October 1880) article quoted in Orlic, 55.
250 e se r , xi.
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In fact, when Offenbach died, substantial portions of the opera were
left unfinished.

Saint-SaSns touched on the extent of Guiraud's contribution

when he wrote, "If Les contes d'Hoffmann manifests a trained hand, it is
that of Guiraud who, charged with completing the unfinished score, was
occupied in many places with remedying the author's m istakes."26 In his
critical edition of H offm ann. Fritz Oeser states that Offenbach had yet to
finish the finale o f the fourth act and a duet between Hoffmann and Stella in
the last act when he died.27

In his recent biography o f Offenbach,

Alexander Faris informs us that Guiraud finished the last two acts of
H offm ann and orchestrated almost all of the work (Offenbach having only
"made a start" on the orchestration).

Faris also claims that, although

Offenbach had abandoned his plans for composing recitatives when
production was shifted to the Op6ra-Comique, Guiraud completed and
restored them at a later date.28

Offenbach's family, influenced by the considered opinions of Carvalho
and Auguste-Jacques Offenbach (recognized as an authority on his father's
music), made the decision to ask Guiraud to complete the composition of the
unfinished score.

Guiraud was reluctant to accept the fam ily’s offer at first

but, after Auguste's personal intervention, acquiesced on the condition that
he be given only the score of H o ffm an n —not any of Offenbach’s other
manuscripts pertinent to the opera.

Guiraud wished to be spared the fate of

Fromenthal Hal6vy and Adolphe Adam who, having had access to LouisJoseph-Ferdinand Harold's papers while orchestrating that late composer's

2 6 Saint-Sa6ns, 302 (quoted in Orlic, 55).
270 e se r , xi.
28Faris, 195, 203, 207.
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L u d o v ic . were rumored to have stolen ideas from the unpublished material
of the deceased musician.29

Guiraud, as be worked on bringing about a musical realization of what
he perceived to be Offenbach’s intentions, found himself in the position of
having to accommodate Carvalho's structural concepts o f H o ffm an n as well.
After the general rehearsal, Carvalho decided to delete the entire fourth act
(the Venice act) against Barbier's vigorous objections, necessitating, among
other changes, the transfer of the famous "Barcarolle" to the third act.30
Despite the alterations and additions by various hands, Les contes
d'H offm ann nevertheless achieved a resounding success at the Op6raComique where, in 1881 alone, it was staged more than a hundred times.31

1882 saw the presentation of Guiraud's new opdra-comique in three
acts, G alante aventure.

The production of this work was, in a way, the result

of a promise made to Guiraud by the Op6ra-Comique in 1878, a promise that
for various reasons was never kept—to restage P icco lin o with the original
cast of Galli-Mari6, Petel, and Barnolt.

In 1880, Guiraud had agreed to the

delay of P ic c o lin o 's revival in order that Delibes's Jean de Nivelle might be
presented.

By the time the next opportunity for the revival o f P ic c o lin o

presented itself, Guiraud was busy at work finishing the score of Les contes
d'H o ffm an n . The revival of Piccolino had been postponed so long that, by

29Faris, 195.
3 0 Oeser, xii. T he "Barcarolle" had appeared as "Song o f the Goblins" in O ffenbach’s
R h e in n ix e n (1864), an opera-ballet, where it also proved to be one o f the work's most
popular p ie c e s.
3 1 Loewenberg, 1088. For more detail on the evolution o f H o ffm a n n se e Fritz Oeser's
critical edition o f The T ales o f Hoffmann and its com panion study A R eport: another
valuable source o f information is Alexander Faris's Jacques O ffen b ach (1 8 8 -2 2 1 ).
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1882, Guiraud must have been more interested in the staging of his newest
dram atic w ork.32

Adolphe Julien touches on the long delay of G alante aventure:
It has been alm ost two years, if not longer, that w e have talked
about G alan te aven ture and sin ce the appearance o f this opdracom ique w as announced as being im m inent.
Has it been the
crowded repertoire or the prolonged su ccess o f som e o f the new
works that has prevented M. C arvalho from fu lfillin g his prom ise
any sooner? . . . For having waited, the work has gained a better
cast and a more appreciative public. . . . This is M. Guiraud's only
com pensation for the heroic sacrifice he m ade when asked, last
year, to yield his turn to Offenbach's posthum ous score, and then to
orchestrate L es con tes d'Hoffm ann h im self and help tailor it to
their needs, thus delaying his own opera.
How few m usicians
w ould have done the sam e!33

G alante aventure (a high-spirited amorous intrigue) is set to a libretto
by Louis Davyl and Armand Sylvestre.

It was revised several times during

rehearsals as, in its original form, it seemed too free and risqud for the stage
of the Opdra-Comique.

Julien scoffs at the librettists for not taking another

look at the libretto during the series of delays in order, at least, to find a
title that would be less shocking and more appropriate to a presenta..on of
the Opdra-Comique.

Jules Danbd conducted Galante aventure when it

opened on 23 March 1882.

In spite of the production’s fine cast and the

quality of its overall design, the opera received only fifteen performances.34

320 r lic , 56.
3 3 Julien,

303-3 0 4 .

3 4 0 r lic , 56; Julien, 304; information on Danbd from the piano/vocal score.
This same
score lists the cast as Talazac (Bois-Baudry), Mme B ilb a u t-V a u ch elet (A rm ande de
N arsay), Mme C hevalier (G ilberte), and Mme D upuis (Isabeau).
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The premiere of G alante

aventure had been eagerly anticipated by the

pu b lic.35 H. Moreno, critic for Le m dnestrel. writes that these high
expectations were well justified as the score was "greeted with unanimous
bravos" for the composer and the interpreters.

Moreno finds G a lan te

aventure an "elegant score" that, with few exceptions, avoids the need to
sound "m odern."36

Claiming that Guiraud intended to write an "opdra-

comique" rather than a "drame lyrique," Moreno compliments the style of
Galante aventure for its resemblance to that of Auber in Diamants de la
couronne (1840) and Domino noir (1837), works composed more than forty
years earlier.37

Adolphe Julien agrees with such a comparison, but interprets the
similarity differently.

After describing Guiraud as "an artist as

distinguished as he is modest" and giving him credit for having an
admirable grasp of his craft and a solidly founded knowledge in all the
resources of his art, Julien opines that Guiraud lacks originality in his
melodic invention and accuses him of stealing ideas from "all over the
place":
He v acillates from right to left, som etim es writing a graceful piece
in the style o f an Auber op6ra-com ique, som etim es a grand finale
in the Italian style, at other times rom ances and love ducts based on

3 5 H. Moreno's review (Le m dnestrcl o f 26 March 1882, 131) begins, "G alante aventure
had been the topic o f conversation for som e days, and the latest reports m aking their
way from backstage to the street spoke m ost favorably o f both the libretto and the
sc o re ."
3 6 A lthough M oreno takes satisfaction in Guiraud's avoidance o f m odernism s, he
cautions his readers not to interpret this observation as meaning that Guiraud is not a
modern musician.
A s evidence that Guiraud is a com poser o f the new sch o o l, he cites
the score's colorfu l harm onies and orchestral son orities, although he finds them
overblow n at tim es. M oreno's main excep tions to the score's su ccessfu l avoidance o f
the need to sound modern are the finale o f the second act and the duet o f the third
betw een M me Narsay and B ois-B audry.
3 7 Le mdnestrel (26 March 1882), 131-132.
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a G ounodesque form ula, or certain couplets that are not unlike
L e c o c q .38

Both Julien and Moreno praise the first act's introduction and chorus,
the women's trio "Je pars, adieu," Isabeau's couplets "Ah! mon mari," and the
poet Vigile's serenade "Toi la plus chfere."

From the second act, Julien cites

the songs and dances of the soldiers' camp and Vigile's aria "Mentir! c'est le
seul bien" in honor of deceit; Moreno states that the finale of this act was
greeted with such acclamation that it had to be repeated.

Both reviewers

commend the third act's entr'acte (Moreno wished that it too had been
repeated); Moreno also cites Bois-Baudry's "jolie et mdlodieuse" cavatina and
the "grand duo passionn6" between Mme Narsay and Bois-Baudry.39

Moreno must have enjoyed the opera enough to hear it again within a
week of the opening performance.

He reports in the next issue o f the L e

m d n e stre l:
A t the Op6ra-Comique, the score o f G alante aventure im proves with
each new hearing.
The first receipts w ould indicate a series o f
lucrative evenings.
The interpreters o f M. Ernest Guiraud are now
in full p ossession o f their roles, and all indications are that the
author o f P ic c o lin o is on his way to a new success at the Salle
Favart.
H is friends, and he has many of them , are celebrating with
h im .4 0

It is ironic that Guiraud's last opera, a work that enjoyed both critical
and popular success, held the stage for only fifteen performances.

3 8 Ju lien ,

307 -3 0 8 .

3 9 Ibid., 308-309; Le m dnesircl (26 March 1882), 131-132.
40Le

m 6nestrel (2 April 1882), 139.
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CHAPTER 7

PROFESSOR OF COMPOSITION

The ten-year period following the production o f G alante

aventure

was a time during which Guiraud's output as a com poser slackened even
further.

W hereas G uiraud could, between 1872 and 1882, take pride in

the composition o f three operas (M adame T urlupin [1872], P ic c o lin o
[1876], and G alante

aventure [1882]) and his contributions to the

com pletion o f two o f France's most enduringly popular works (C a rm e n
[1875] and Contes

d'H offm ann [1881]), he would not finish another opera

by the time of his death in 1892.

In fairness to Guiraud, he did not

abandon his efforts in writing for the stage, for his name appears in
association with no few er than four librettos during this time.

He seemed

always to be at work on one opera or another but could never quite see
any o f them through to production and publication.

He did publish

several instrum ental works, the most im portant o f which was a second
orchestral suite; but in stark contrast to the enthusiastic reception that
greeted his 1872 suite and catapulted his name into the galaxy o f France's
m ost revered composers, this second suite received scant press notice.

Again, it seems to have been Guiraud's professorial activities that
contributed significantly to the further slow ing o f his com positional pace.
Indeed, with his appointm ent to the position o f professor of com position

101
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in 1880, Guiraud's academic responsibilities and thus the demands on his
time increased considerably.1

D uring the last weeks o f 1883, an event took place that would
dramatically affect Guiraud's personal life: the birth, on 12 December, o f
his daughter Addle, named after his mother who had died when he was
twelve.

There is no indication that

anything been discovered about the

Guiraud ever m arried, nor has
identity o f the child's mother.

Addle

was raised as a boarder in Auteuil on rue Fontaine in the 16th
arrondissem ent of Paris, w here G uiraud visited her every Sunday.
G uiraud and Addle spent their vacations together at the home of a Mme
Ulmann,

Addle's godmother and the

widow o f the painter Benjamin

U lm ann

(1829-1884)—a friend o f Guiraud's since their time together

at

the V illa Medici (Ulmann won the Prix de Rome in painting in 1859, the
same year that Guiraud received his).2

^ n the search for other p o ssib le explanations for Guiraud's failure to com p lete any
operatic w orks after G ala n te a v e n tu r e . another factor w orth con sid erin g is the
evolu tion during this period o f the genre with w hich Guiraud felt m ost com fortable,
the opdra-com ique.
The enorm ous in flu en ce o f W agner during the latter h alf o f the
nineteen th century w as d ifficu lt if not im possible to esca p e, ev e n by his w ould-be
detractors.
T he m o v em en t. aw ay from the lighter librettos and "numbers" o f the
op 6ra-com iqu e toward works p resen tin g more serious p lo ts and a less segm ented
u nfolding o f the m usic m ight have proved d ifficu lt adjustm ents for Guiraud to m ake.
The serio u sn ess o f C a r m e n 's p lot w a s, in part, responsible for the eight-year d elay
in its accep tan ce by Parisian au d ien ces (w hen it w as revived there in April 1883).
O f the in flu en ce o f W agner, Grout (4 9 7 ) writes that W agner reached his peak o f
popularity in Paris during the 1880s: "It is som etim es d ifficu lt to d ecide what is to be
called im itation o f W agner and what was sim ply acceptance o f new ideas, such as the
abolition o f form al separate arias and recitatives."
Grout c ite s Chabrier, C hausson,
and D 'lndy as the three French com p osers m ost stron gly in flu en ced by W agner
from both a literary and m usical standpoint.
See Brody, 2 2 .
2 O rlic, l h (handw ritten p ages from O rlic's unfinished m onograph are indicated by
the su ffix "h"). Orlic is the only source that m entions the birth o f Adfele. It is
assum ed that inform ation con cern in g this personal sid e o f Guiraud's life w as
gleaned b y O rlic from con versations he had with Henri B u sser, a student o f
Guiraud's, and from Adfcle h erself.
W hen O rlic’s m onograph w as in progress, around
1950, B usser w as a professor at the Paris Conservatoire and a lso a m em ber o f the
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As Guiraud's fame grew, so did the number o f invitations he
received to serve on the boards o f various organizations.

In 1879 he was

named to a commission that oversaw the instruction o f vocal music in the
prim ary schools o f Paris; on 21 February 1880 he becam e vice-president
o f the Comitd de la Soci6t6 des Compositeurs dram atiques;3 in January
1881 he served as a member o f the Comitd Artistique o f the Folies
Berg&res; in February 1881 he was elected vice-president o f the SocidtS
des C om positeurs;4 on 23 April he was appointed c o m m issa ire o f the
Socidtd des A uteurs et Com positeurs dram atiques;5 in 1881 he served on a
board that was established to examine the possibilities o f starting a new
Op6ra P o p u laire;6 in February 1883 he was named a jurg

suppldm entaire

for the Prix de Rome competition; the following month he was elected to
the vice-presidency of the SociStd des Com positeurs de m usique;7 in 1884
he was appointed to a commission to oversee the quality o f musical
instruction at various provincial conservatoires;8 Guiraud served as vice
Institut.
Addle Guiraud-Damart was liv in g in Paris at this tim e.
S he had three
daughters o f her ow n and several grandchildren (O rlic, lh , n .l ) .
3 Orlic, 51.

Lbo D elib es presided over this com m ittee as president.

4 Ibid., 5 5 -5 6 .
Guiraud joined G ounod, M assenet, D elib es, S a in t-S aen s, and Joncidres
on the F olies Bergdres com m ittee; Le m bnestrel o f 27 February 1881 announced the
fo llo w in g officers o f the Socibtb des C om positeurs: Joncidres, president; Guiraud,
M em brbe, D e lib e s, and G uilm ant as co -v ic e-p r esid e n ts.
5 Ibid. L e m bnestrel o f 2 4 A pril 1881 listed four new literary "com m issaires" and
Guiraud as the o n ly n ew ly elected m usician.
6 Ibid.
This com m ission con sisted o f the m em bers o f the C o n seil M unicipal o f the city
o f Paris, Guiraud, Joncidres, and Membrbe.
7 Ibid., 57.
P alad ilh e and Benjam in Godard w ere also nam ed supplem entary jurists
for the Prix de R om e com petition.
8 Ibid., 4h.
The m inister o f Beaux-A rts established a com m ittee o f six in charge o f
o v er se ein g the m u sica l in stru ction at the p ro v in cia l co n serv a to ires in L yon ,
T ou lou se, A vign on, le Havre, N ancy, A ix , D onai, R oubaix, St. E tienn e, and
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president o f the Socidtd des Compositeurs de M usique from 1885-1889;9
from 1887-1888 he was a member of the jury o f a composition contest
sponsored by the city council o f Paris.10

His reputation firmly established, Guiraud began to avail him self o f
an increasing number o f opportunities to perform his own compositions.
He conducted the Entr'acte from P icco lin o and the ever-popular "Carnaval"
at Angers on 4 November 1877;11 he was invited back the following
N ovem ber to conduct his Suite d'orchestre;12 in Paris, on 7 June 1879, he
conducted yet another perform ance o f the ubiquitous "Carnaval" on a
concert given at the Op6ra as a benefit for the flood victims o f Szegedin,
H u n g a ry .13

V alen cien n es.
T he other m em bers o f the com m ittee (under the authority o f Ernest
R eyer w ho had been appointed Inspecteur G6n6ral) w ere D u b o is, L enepveu,
Joncidres, H. Mardchal, and C anoby.
O rlic quotes an article from L e m dnestrel o f 8
June 1 8 8 4 that su ggests Guiraud's lethargy m ust certainly h ave b een the stu ff o f
legen d.
The quote, speaking o f the n ew ly appointed in sp ectors, reads: "One is a little
astonished to see Guiraud, w h o se in d olen ce is proverbial, take part in such a m anner
as w ell as pursuing his officia l duties. H ow w ill he be able to tear h im self aw ay from
a passion ate d iscu ssion about the theater . . . to attend a m eetin g o f the com m ittee?”
9 O rlic, 9h.
V ictorien Jonci&res served as president o f the S oci6t6 des C om positeurs de
M usique from 1885-1886.
S aint-Saens w as president from 1 8 8 7 -1 8 8 9 .
I °Ib id ., 19h, n. 1.
o rc h e stra .

This com petition was for a work u sin g vo ca l so lo ists, chorus, and

II Ibid., 51.
T his concert w as presented under the au spices o f the A sso cia tio n
A rtistique d'A ngers, a concert series established by Jules Bordier in 1875.
On the
sam e program M assen et con d ucted h is "Les Erinnyes" and Joncidres perform ed h is
S v m p h o n ie
r o m a n tiq u e .
12Ib id., 5 2 .
T his program included perform ances by D u b o is ("Scbnes
sym p h on iq u es" ), Joncidres (overtu re to D im itr i and the march from D ernier
P f l W e l ) , and Godard (S v m p h o n ie p o th iq u e ).

iour d e

13I b id .
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The people of Angers must have been quite taken with Guiraud and
his music, for they organized a festival honoring him and Victorin de
Joncidres.

The ceremonies and concert took place on 1 February 1880;

they were repeated the next day in Nantes.

In addition to selections from

Le feu. G uiraud conducted the "Andante" and "Carnaval" from his suite
and the "Valse" from G re tn a -G re e n : the "Valse" was repeated by popular
demand.

On 28 April 1881, G uiraud accompanied the harpist A lp h o n se

Hasselmans at a concert at the Salle Gaveau.

On June 16, he joined other

composers (Saint-Saens, Joncidres, Duvernoy, and Salvayre) in conducting
their own com positions at a highly successful concert at the G rand-H otel.14

G uiraud's activities as a perform er would continue throughout the
decade.

On 31 May 1884, he took part in the "farewell" concert for the

retiring Pasdeloup.

Many o f France's most prominent musicians

14OrIic, 51-52; source o f the S alle Gaveau and Grand-Hfitel concerts, O rlic, 56.
A lphonse H asselm an s (1 8 4 5 -1 9 1 2 ) was born in B elgiu m w here he becam e harpist for
the Thdatre d e la M onnaie.
F ollow in g a series o f su ccessfu l concerts in Paris in 1877,
he performed w ith the orchestras o f the Paris C onservatoire, the Op6ra, and the
Opdra-Comique.
H e join ed the faculty o f the Paris C onservatoire in 1884.
H asselm ans's so n L ouis served on the L ouisiana State U niversity m usic facu lty 19361948. B est know as a conductor, L ouis H asselm an w as also a fin e c e llist (he had
studied co m p osition with M assenet and c e llo with D elsart at the Paris C onservatoire);
he toured w ith the Capet Quartet from 1893-1909.
Prior to his p osition in Baton
R ouge, he held con d uctin g posts w ith the Lam oureux C oncerts, O pdra-C om ique in
Paris, M ontreal Opera, M arseilles C oncerts C lassiqu es, C hicago Opera, and the
M etropolitan Opera in N ew York. Aber (N ew G rove, s.v ." H a sselm a n s,
A lp h o n se/L o u is" ), 8 :2 9 4 .
O b viou sly, Guiraud's m usic also appeared on programs in w hich he did not
participate as a perform er h im self.
A num ber o f concerts that w ere important in
estab lish in g Guiraud's reputation as a lea d in g m em ber o f the E c o le fran faise should
be m entioned.
In March 1878, his nam e appears on a program presented by the
A ssociation A rtistiq ue at Rouen.
D irected by C olonne, this particular concert was
intended to presen t, for the first tim e there, works by com posers o f the n o u v elle
dcole; p ieces by Guiraud, B erlioz, Saint-Saens, B izet, D elib es, and M assenet appeared
on the program (O rlic, 5 2 ).
During the first w eek o f February 1882, Albert V izentini conducted a concert,
h alf o f w hich w as dedicated to m usic o f the R ussian com posers T chaikovsk y and
G linka, w hile the other h a lf con sisted o f w orks o f the E cole frangaise— in clu d in g a
work by Guiraud.
A lbert V izentini, at this tim e, w as presenting m ore than six
perform ances a w eek at the ThdStre-Italien, including new operas as w ell as
sym ph onic con certs (O rlic, 57).
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participated in this celebration in honor o f the man who had played such
an im portant role in setting the course of French music during the second
half o f the nineteenth century and who had played a large part in placing
Guiraud's name before the public.

This concert at the Trocadero was an

enormous success, raising some 125,000 francs for Pasdeloup's
retirement.

Le m dnestrel of 25 May 1884 announced the participation at

the concert o f Pasdeloup himself, Colonne, Gounod, Massenet, Reyer, SaintSaens, Delibes, Guiraud, and Joncidres.

The composers each conducted

their own w orks.15

In January 1885, the director of Geneva's Nouveau Thdatre, a M.
Gravidre, organized a festival in Guiraud's honor.

On 14 January 1885,

G uiraud was warmly received by the Swiss audience when he conducted
his Suite d'orchestre, along with selections from his operas Le feu.
P ic c o lin o . and G alante aventure.16

W ith a growing number of successful conducting engagements
behind him, Guiraud decided to try for the conductor's position with the
Socidtd des Concerts du Conservatoire upon the retirem ent in 1885 o f
Edouard-M arie-Ernest Deldevez.

The three other candidates were Jules

Danbd, Jules Garcin, and Benjamin Godard.

Danbd had been the conductor

o f the Opdra-Comique since 1877; Garcin, who had been a professor o f
violin at the Conservatoire since 1875, was already affiliated with the
Socidtd des Concerts as that orchestra's solo violinist, and was also the solo
violinist in the O ptra's orchestra, where he had becom e an assistant

15O rlic,

lh -3 h .

16Ibid., 8h.
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conductor in 1871.

On the fourth ballot Garcin was elected, receiving 59

votes to G uiraud's 39.

Danbd, having withdrawn his name in favor

of

Garcin, was given the post of assistant conductor.17

W hatever damage Guiraud's ego might have suffered due to his
failure to secure the conductor's position with the Socidtd des Concerts, it
must have been ameliorated by the offers he began to receive from the
Op6ra to conduct for that organization.

It seems strange that, having

expressed an interest in finding a more perm anent conducting position, he
did not accept a position with this prestigious institution.

Perhaps it was

nothing more than a manifestation o f Guiraud's natural indecisiveness or a
reluctance on his part to become involved in a political situation with
which he felt uncomfortable.

But, w hatever the reason, he avoided

committing him self until the beginning o f 1887, when he decided to
refuse the position in order to be able to dedicate him self entirely to
com posing and teaching.18

On 27 January 1888, former students o f Antoine-Frangois
M armontel gave a banquet in his honor.19

Marmontel, then 72, had

retired from the Conservatoire in 1887 after almost 40
professor of piano there.

years as a

He was honored again at a special concert given

17Orlic, 8h-9h.
Jules A uguste Garcin (1 8 3 0 -1 8 9 6 ) w as also named c h ie f conductor o f
the OpSra in 1885. Charlton (N ew G rove, s.v. "Garcin, Jules"), 7:158.
Jules DanbS (18 4 0 -1 9 0 5 ) served as the second director o f the C onservatoire
concerts until 1892.
H e w ould rem ain conductor at the O p6ra-Com ique until 1898; he
also conducted at the ThSatre Lyrique 18 9 9 -1 9 0 5 ( B a k e r 's ! .
18O rlic,

18h-19h.

19A m ong the students attending w ere Guiraud, P lan ts, C ohen, P a la d ilh e, and D ubois
(O rlic, 20h ).
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on the 11 May at the Salle Pleyel.

On this program, a piece written

especially for the occasion by J. Cohen for 4 pianos and 8 pianists, was
perform ed by Cohen, Duvernoy, Fissot, Dimmer, Paladilhe, Guiraud, C.
Bellaique, and G. Pierre.20

On 25 May 1891, a M. Koszul—director o f the conservatoire at
Roubaix, presented a Festival G uiraud in that city.

Included among the

works that Guiraud conducted were his first Suite d'orchestre, G re tn a G re en . "Danse persane," the romance from M adam e T u rlu p in . the serenade
from G alante aventure. the m&odie "Berceuse" for soprano, selections
from P ic c o lin o . and his famous "Carnaval."

The perform ance was a great

su ccess.21

On 25 April 1892, Guiraud conducted a concert o f the Socidtd des
Concerts Populaires de Valenciennes.

This program, dedicated entirely to

his own compositions, included the overture "Arteweld," "Danse persane,"
first Suite d'orchestre, selections from P icco lin o . and the two "Romances

2 0 O rlic, 20h -21h ; Charlton (N ew G r o v e, s.v. "Marmontel, A n to in e Francois"), 11:693694. M arm ontel joined the faculty at the C onservatoire in 1837 as an instructor o f
so lfeg g io .
It w as not until 1848 that he succeeded his form er piano teacher,
Zimm ermann, as a member o f the piano faculty there. O rlic (2 0 n ) rem inds us that
M arm ontel had
know n Ernest's
father, Jean-Baptiste Guiraud.
A ccord ing to O rlic,
Ernest w as one o f Marmontel's best loved pupils.
M arm ontel's warm tribute to
Guiraud in the form o f a biographical essay, written in 1888, affirm s this fact.
It was
M arm ontel w ho recom m ended D eb u ssy to Madame von M eek, T chaikovsky's
patroness, w ho w as looking for a p ianist during the sum m ers w ho w ould be exp ected
to teach and perform .
2 1 O rlic, 30h -31h .
A ccording to O rlic, these works were perform ed "successivem ent"
w hich leads on e to wonder w hether the "Carnaval" that ended the program w as an
encore or
the program's last scheduled work.
N o doubt the "Carnaval" was
perform ed
as the fourth m ovem ent o f the suite w ith w hich the concert began; its
reappearance at the con clu sion o f the program m ight have b een as on e o f the
se le c tio n s from P i c c o l i n o . w here it is
used for the ballet in the opera's thirdact.
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sans paroles" for cello and piano.

G uiraud was well pleased with the

orchestra's ability, calling it "one o f the best o f the provinces."22

In addition to the many com m ittee appointm ents and perform ance
opportunities that made considerable demands on G uiraud's tim e during
this period, he was devoting much o f his attention to his teaching
responsibilities at the Paris Conservatoire.

In October 1878, after two

years as professor o f harmony and accom panim ent at the Conservatoire,
Guiraud's professorial duties had been stream lined when his course was
divided into two separate classes; G uiraud focused on the teaching o f
harmony, while Auguste-Ernest Bazille was placed in charge o f the class in
practical accom panim ent.

Then in N ovem ber 1880 the C onservatoire lost

the services of two o f its three professors o f composition, Napoldon-Henri
Reber through death and the ailing V ictor Massd through resignation.
G uiraud was appointed to join the rem aining professor o f com position,
Massenet, on 1 December; Delibes was named to fill the other vacancy in
January

1881.23

On 24 December 1880, Claude Debussy enrolled in Guiraud's
com position class.24 Debussy, a student at the Conservatoire for the
preceding eight years, had studied piano with A ntoine M arm ontel (1872-

220 r lic , 31h.
2 3 "Etat m ensuel d es traitem ents." A s noted ab ove, Guiraud replaced M ass6, w h o se
opera G a la th ^ e shared the bill with Guiraud's D a v id at the Th63tre d'Orldans on 14
April 1853.
A s P rofessor o f C om position, Guiraud's salary rose to 3 0 0 0 francs
a n n u a lly .
2 4 Tw o months earlier, D eb ussy had returned to Paris fo llo w in g the end o f h is second
summ er's em p loy in the services o f Madame von M eek (L ock sp eiser, 1:56).
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1 8 7 7 );25 theory with Albert Lavignac (1873-1876);26 harmony with Em ile
D urand

(1877-1880);27 and practical accom panim ent with A uguste-Ernest

B azille (1879-1880).28

D ebussy's classmates in Guiraud's class (inherited ju st weeks earlier
from Mass6) were not exceptional.

Why, it might well be asked, would

Debussy choose to join such "undistinguished" students in the class of a
professor whose skills in teaching composition were untested?29

C ertainly, Guiraud's reputation as a successful com poser were well
established by this time.

He had also been teaching at the Conservatoire

2 5 L ock sp eiser, 1:25.
D ebussy's reb ellio u s nature w as apparent early on; he often
quarreled w ith the exa ctin g and m eticu lo u s dictates o f M arm ontel's m eth o d o lo g y .
W hen D eb u ssy le ft Marmontel's c la ss in 1877, he w as awarded o n ly a "second prix de
piano," granted m ore for his m usician ship than for his v irtu o sity .
M arm ontel said
about D eb u ssy, "He doesn't like the p iano very m uch, but he m ost certainly lo v e s
m usic” (E m m anuel, 14-15).
Em m anuel (1 4 ) describes Guiraud as the man w ho w ould
later "hatch" or "bring out" ("faire d clore le m usicien") the m u sicia n .
2 6 L ockspeiser, 1:31-32.
It was L avignac who introduced D eb u ssy to the m usic o f
W agner.
D eb ussy's studies with L avignac laid a so lid foundation, enabling him to
w in the first p rize in solffcge.
L avignac's course was still in u se at the C onservatoire
at the tim e L ock sp eiser published h is work on D ebussy in 1962.
L avignac was the
editor o f E n cvclop d d ie de la m usique et dictionnaire du C onservatoire from 1913
until his death in 1916, a work w hich L ockspeiser describes as "the fin est o f the
French m u sica l w orks o f re fere n c e.”
2 7 Ibid., 3 3 .
Em m anuel described Durand as "the m ost feeb le o f pedagogues" and as a
man w ho lik ed "neither m usic, teachin g, nor his students."
P edantic to a fault,
in sistin g o n en d le ss d rills o f standard p rogression s and m odu latory procedures,
Durand in spired D eb u ssy on ly "to rack his brains" find in g w ays to sid e-step the
sam e old routines. N eed less to say, Durand soon cam e to think o f D ebussy as a rebel
(E m m an uel, 1 7 -1 8 ).
2 8 Em m anuel, 18-20; L ockspeiser, 1:33.
B azille's course stressed the integration o f
m ultiple sk ills .
Students were exp ected to provide a four-part realization o f a
figured b ass at sight; to im provise an accom panim ent (in clu d in g m odulation) to a
g iven vocal lin e after on ly a few m inu tes study; to sight-read a p iece, in m anuscript,
o f m oderate d ifficu lty; to transpose su ch a p iece at sight; and to sight-read an
orchestral score at the piano.
D eb u ssy w on the Premier Prix in 1880.
29L o c k sp e iser ,

1:56-57;
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since 1876 and was known for the skills he brought to that discipline by
the members o f the Conservatoire comm unity.

Em m anuel describes

Guiraud as "a charm ing man, at once a discerning artist and informed
judge, but whose incurable indolence prom ised his students an unlimited
freedom at the same time it eroded his own capacity for production, one
that rem ained alm ost untapped." It was G uiraud’s relaxed and flexible
attitude, perhaps more than any other factor, that attracted Debussy to his
class rather than to M assenet's.

Although M assenet was w idely regarded

as the Conservatoire's most respected professor o f com position, he was
also known to exact a rigorous discipline from his students.30

Guiraud, in his first official report as professor o f composition,
described his four students (Melanie Bonis, Eugene Piffaretti, Paul Jeannin,
and Debussy) as "a sorry lot."

He found Debussy intelligent but noted his

"strange character" and observed that he "needs to be kept in check."

Two

years later Guiraud continued to regard Debussy's talent with more
suspicion than enthusiasm , commenting that D ebussy "writes music
c lu m s ily ." 31

Debussy entered the Prix de Rome com petition three times

before he succeeded in winning the Grand Prix in 1884 with his cantata
L 'enfant prodigue.

In 1882, he had failed even to gain admittance to the

competition; the following year he won second prize for his cantata L e
g la d ia te u r.

30E m m anu el,
3 lo c k s p e is e r ,

In all likelihood, his success in 1884 was due in part to

2 0 -2 1 .
1:57.
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G uiraud's efforts to persuade him to adopt a course o f greater m oderation
as he set about the task o f composing L 'enfant p ro d ig u e.32

By the end of Debussy's time as a pensioner at the Villa M edici in
Rome, a warm friendship had developed betw een G uiraud and his former
student.

Lockspeiser w rites, "Like Bizet, D ebussy became greatly attached

to this unpractical but w arm -hearted m usician.

They frequently dined

out or enjoyed a game o f billiards together, and before long Debussy
found in him an eager listener to the novel theories with which he was
beginning to wrestle on harmony, rhythm, and the function o f the music
d ra m a ." 33

In October 1889 M aurice Emmanuel, another student o f G uiraud, sat
in on a conversation betw een Debussy and Guiraud, and took notes o f the

3 2 0 r lic , 6h-7h.
Indeed, in the 1884 adm ission exam in ation D eb u ssy had fared no
better than fourth after L eroux, Rend, and Kaiser; h e p laced ahead only o f
M assenet's student M issa.
A fter the initial vote by the m usic section o f the A caddm ie
des B eaux-A rts, D ebussy cou ld count on ly S aint-Saens, R eyer, and Guiraud in h is
favor.
The other m usicians found D ebussy's cantata o n the flow ery side and its
form al structure too free.
T he n ext day when all sectio n s o f the Beaux-A rts m et, the
sculptors and architects w ere im m ediately taken w ith D eb u ssy's sty le.
In the end it
w as G ounod who shifted the balance in D ebussy's favor after Guiraud's co n v in cin g
argum ents in D eb ussy's d efen se. Leroux, K aiser, and M issa w ere students o f
M assenet's; Rend studied w ith D elib es.
D ebussy w as the accom panist for the choral
so c ie ty C oncordia o f w hich G ounod w as president.
3 3 L ock sp eiser, 1:57-58.
T o gain
a better p erspective
o n the sh iftin g cultural
currents that surrounded D eb u ssy
when he w as form ulating h is n ew
theories, it is
h elp fu l to note that when th e O p d r a celebrated the 5 0 0 th perform ance o f G o u n o d 's
F a u s t in 1887. D ebussy w as in R om e com posing Le printem ps an d La d a m o is e lle
d lu e . R evolutionary ideas w ere sw eep in g through a ll art form s.
M ore than ten
years earlier M onet had introduced the sty le o f p ain tin g that cam e to be dubbed
"Im pressionism ."
The S y m b o lists w ere in full b lo o m , scorn in g the m aterialism o f
their ep och and searching for w ays to co n v ey the in ex p ressib le in their poetry.
T h e S ym b olist m ovem ent ow ed m uch to the m usic o f W agner.
The young generation,
look in g for a new m eans o f exp ression , rallied around W agner's focu s on the u se o f
sym bol in his m usic, to T r is ta n (1863) and P a r sifa l (1 8 8 2 ) in particular (O rlic, 9hllh ).
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d is c u s s io n .34

This was, no doubt, an extremely stim ulating period in

Debussy's life for, during the summer of 1889, he had heard P a rs ifa l.
M e is te rs in p e t. and T rista n in Bayreuth and attended the Exposition
Universelle in Paris where he was exposed to the Javanese gamelan,
Chinese theater, and other Oriental arts that would prove such an
im portant influence on him .35

While these conversations provide a

fascinating insight into D ebussy's musical thinking in its formative stages,
they also provide insight into G uiraud's personality and teaching style.

Debussy was, during this period, an ardent cham pion o f Wagner's
music; Guiraud, on the other hand, was known to have many reservations
about W agner's style.

It was about this same time that Guiraud began

work on Louis Gallet's libretto, F rddggonde (a fact that Paul Dukas claims
Guiraud had kept from his students) which would contain Guiraud's m ost
substantial incorporation o f many o f Wagner's stylistic traits.

When, in

the course o f their conversation, Guiraud challenges Debussy to defend his
belief in the virtue of various W agnerian tenets, his questions can be seen
as those o f a devil's advocate rather than an opponent o f the Wagnerian
style.

34Though o ffic ia lly a student o f D elib es, M aurice Emmanuel (1 8 6 2 -1 9 3 8 ) began to
work w ith Guiraud surreptitiously.
D elib es, who did not share his student's interest
in using the an cient m odes, refused Em m anuel perm ission to enter the Prix de R om e.
Em m anuel b ecam e professor o f m usic history at the C onservatoire.
O rledge ( N e w
G r o v e , s.v . "Emmanuel, M aurice"), 6:154; Ho6r6e, 140-141.
35Lockspeiser, 1:115.
W hile a pensioner at the V illa M edici, D eb u ssy had the
opportunity to hear L iszt perform .
L ock sp eiser sp eculates that D eb u ssy m ight have
heard L iszt's harm onically advanced p ie c e s such as "Nuages gris," "B agatelle sans
tonalitd," or "La lugubre gon d ola” (L o ck sp eiser, 1:83).
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As Emmanuel recalls it, Guiraud was astonished not so much by
Debussy's love for Wagner's music as by the fact that Debussy viewed
W agner's innovations as being solidly rooted in classical tradition.

As

Debussy defends his position, it becomes apparent that his aesthetic ideals
that, years later, would lead to the composition o f Pelldas et M dlisande
were already well into their form ative stages.

Lockspeiser refers to

Debussy's ideas, expressed in these conversations, as his "manifesto on
harmony" that is "probably the first conscious renunciation o f tonality in
favor o f an harmonic ambivalence, though Liszt's "Bagatelle sans tonalitd"
dates from four years earlier."36

With Debussy's success in winning the Prix de Rome in 1884,
Guiraud's class began to attract the Conservatoire's m ore rebellious and
innovative students.

Although Debussy would becom e Guiraud's most

celebrated student, several other members of G uiraud’s class went on to
make significant contributions o f their own to the profession.

Andrd Gddalge (1856-1926) became an im portant theorist,
composer, and pedagogue.

His TraitS de la fugue, published in 1901,

became the definitive text on that subject.

GtSdalge, who was an assistant

to both Guiraud and M assenet, became professor o f counterpoint and

36L ock sp eiser, 6 0 -6 1 .
L ockspeiser (1 :2 0 4 -2 0 8 ) provides an E n g lish translation o f
E m m anuel’s notes; he also gives (1 :6 0 -6 1 ) an ex cellen t sum m ation o f the points
d iscu ssed in the m ore technical o f the tw o conversations recorded by Em m anuel.
Ho6r6e (L 'avant scfene. 1 40-145) p rovid es a literal transcription (w ith com m entary)
o f Em m anuel's n otes.
S ee M aurice Em m anuel's reco llectio n o f the con versation in
his P ellgas et M Slisande, 30-36. On on e hand, Emmanuel's account o f the
conversations fills in many details on ly sketched in his n otebook .
O n the other, it
should be rem em bered that his reco llectio n o f the talks took p lace m ore than thirty
years after the fact and is presented in the context o f a work w h ose primary intent
is to dem onstrate D ebussy's evolu tion towards the co m p osition o f P e llS a s .
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fugue at the Paris Conservatoire in 1905 where his students included
Ravel, Enesco, M ilhaud, and Honneger.37

Paul Dukas (1865-1935) studied com position w ith G uiraud and
received a First Prize in Counterpoint and Fugue in 1886 and a Second
Prix de Rome in 1888.

Dukas, who taught orchestration (1910-1913) and

composition (from 1928) at the Conservatoire, is perhaps best
rem em bered for his symphonic poem L ’apprenti

sorcier (1897), the ballet

La p£ri (1912), and the opera Ariane et Barbe-bleu (1907).3 8

According to Henri Busser,39 Eric Satie attended some o f Guiraud's
classes after having been introduced (w ith high recom m endations) to
G uiraud by D ebussy.

Lockspeiser suspects that Satie's "Trois morceaux en

forme de poire" (besides "pear," p o ire can be translated as either "sucker"
or "dupe") m ight have been written as a disrespectfully m ischievous
response to some words o f advice Guiraud had offered Satie pertaining to
fo rm .40

37Louvier (N ew

G rove, s.v . "Gddalge, Andrd"), 7:213.

3 8 Hopkins (N ew G rove, s.v. "Dukas, Paul"), 5:690-692.
See L ockspeiser (1:57-58) for
an anecdote by Dukas about Guiraud. It is Dukas whom Suint-Saens asked to
orchestrate the first three acts o f F r d d d g o n d e . the opera Guiraud w as w orking on at
the tim e o f his death.
3 9 H enri-Paul B u sser (1 8 7 2 -1 9 7 3 ), a student o f Guiraud at the C onservatoire, won the
Grand Prix de R om e in 1893. He conducted at the Opdra-Comique (from 1902) and the
Opdra (from 1905 until his resignation in 1937; he w ould resum e h is d uties there in
1947),
H e w as a professor o f com position at the Paris C onservatoire from 1931-1948.
In 1947 he becam e president o f the Acaddm ie des Beaux-Arts.
It w as B usser who
supervised the 1933 revision o f Guiraud's Traitd pratique d 'in stru m en ta tio n . Busser
shared h is rem in iscen ces about Guiraud w ith Branks O rlic during the latter's
preparation o f h is work on Guiraud. Hodrde (N ew G ro v e, s.v. "Busser, H enri”), 3:512.
4 0 L ockspeiser, 1:146-147.
In his work on S atie, A lan G illm or states that Satie's
attendance in G uiraud’s class cannot be p o sitiv e ly substantiated, 12; G illm or refutes
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The A m erican com poser Charles M artin L oeffler (1861-1935)
studied with Guiraud and the violinist M assart, and was a m ember o f
Pasdeloup's orchestra.

W hen he m oved to the United States in 1881, he

played under Damrosch and joined the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
rem aining a member o f that organization until 1903 when he resigned in
order to devote him self to teaching and com position.41

Amid his com m ittee appointments, his conducting, and his teaching
o f these years, what was Guiraud's activity as a composer?

At the very

least, he seems to have m aintained his connections with the directors of
the Opdra-Comique and the Opdra, for in 1882 the Opdra-Comique asked
him to compose C hevalier d'H arm ental (based on the novel by Alexandre
Dumas) and in 1883 the Opdra offered him the libretto M o n talte by MM.
Dennery and Gallet, a grand opera in five acts.

N either work was ever

com pleted, and in the absence of any m anuscripts, we cannot be certain
how much if any music was ever composed o f these works.42

Questions about when the Opdra planned to schedule M o n ta lte
appeared in the article announcing the commission.

In Le m dnestrel o f 9

the theory that "Trois m orceaux en form e de poire" w as intended as a slig h t to
Guiraud, 126.
4 l Sm ith (N ew G rove, s.v. "Loeffler, Charles Martin"), 11:123.
A m ong Guiraud's other
students w ere A lberto W illiam s and S y lv io Lazzari.
In addition, the "R ecom penses
d es Elfeves de Ernest Guiraud au Conservatoire" lists the fo llo w in g fem ale students:
C otta, Sorbier, T heroine, B urton, C hretien, L efran^ois, L ange, V ernaut, Baudeau,
d'O bigny, G onthier, Prestat, Jaeger, and D epecker; the sam e source g iv e s the
fo llo w in g m ale students: Andrd B loch (Grand Prix de R om e, 1893), R adeglia, B achelet,
Jem ain, G onthier, A ndres, L utz, M aurel, and R oux.
4 2 0 r lic , 19h, 57. On 14 April 1883, Carvalho invited Guiraud to sit in on the dress
rehearsal o f D elibes's L ak m d at the Opdra-Comique.
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December 1883 we read, "It is to M. Ernest Guiraud . . . that M. Vaucorbeil
has entrusted the care of writing the score for M o n ta lte . the new grand
opera in five acts o f MM. Dennery and Gallet.

But then for which period!

No doubt after M. Salvayre's L 'eg m o n t and M. Massenet's Le cid."43

As for C hevalier d'H arm ental. Favre cites a letter from Guiraud to
A lexandre Dumas fils about problems he was having with the librettist
Armand D'Artois.

M ore than six years after the Opdra-Comique had

entrusted the com position o f the score to him, Guiraud wrote from Paris
on 10 October 1888:
M on Cher M aitre, I can offer you no m ore o f the n ew s about our
dear C h e v a lie r that I had promised.
D 'A rtois has been aw ay from
Paris and I hadn't seen him . . . until yesterday even in g when w e
had a long talk. He did not seem inclined to seek out a
collaborator.
H e asked for my thoughts; I spared him nothing,
stressin g that the character o f his verse w as not m usical
enough, that he w as inexperienced w hen it cam e to the form o f
the p iec es, and [com plaining] about the general ex e cu tio n .4 4

D'Artois assured Guiraud that he would be able to finish the libretto
in a satisfactory manner and said that he would go to Barbier for help
should he feel it necessary.
success

Guiraud held out little hope for D'Artois's

and anxiously awaited his new setting of the first scene.

one year later the 15 September 1889

Almost

edition o f Le m gnestrel reported

G uiraud's intention to abandon his work on C hevalier d'H arm ental.
supposedly in order to devote his efforts to the completion of M o n ta lte .

^ A r t ic l e quoted in Orlic, 19h. In a footnote Orlic tells us that E a m o n t w as presented
at the Op6ra-Comique in 1886 and Le cid was given at the Op6ra in 1885.
4 4 Letter (B ibl. Nat., n.a.fr. 2 4 6 3 8 , fol 163) quoted in Favre, 4 4 -4 5 .
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Orlic suggests that there had even been a third work "in progress," a work
under way since 1879 entitled Etienne M arcel.45

But the coup de grace to Guiraud's involvement with C h e v a lie r
d 'H a rm e n ta l may well have been the disastrous fire at the Op6ra-Comique
on 25 May 1887, which destroyed the second Salle Favart (home o f the
Opdra-Comique), killing more than one hundred people, including many of
the m usicians.46

Although Guiraud had difficulties during this period in bringing any
large scale vocal com positions to completion and production, he did
manage a few contributions of a more modest scope.

As with his earlier

work in Nina Zom bi, he participated in two more collaborative efforts, the
operettes Le Baron F ric k 47 to which he contributed a single scene (along
with eight other composers), and Cent moins un.48 in which no fewer than

4 5 Favre, 44-45; O rlic, 23h (in clu d in g Le

m dnestrel q uote).

4 6 0 r lic , 17h-18h.
The director, Carvalho, was quick to set up the com pany in
tem porary quarters at the P lace du Chtltclct in the hall form erly used by the
Thddtre-Lyrique.
Charged w ith n eg lig e n c e, C arvalho served tim e in prison until h is
acquittal in 1891.
Carvalho then resumed his duties at the Opdra-Com ique until his
death in 1897. Rosenthal (N ew G rove, s.v. "Carvalho, Ldon"), 3:842.
4 7 L e Baron Frick premiered

19 D ecem ber 1885.

Guiraud's contribution w as the

cou p let "Romance de Phdbus." The entry for Le Baron Frick (B N Vm 5 3024) in the
card catalogu e at the B ibliothdque N ationalc lists the com p osers, in addition to
Guiraud, as D uvernoy, Thomd, W orm ser, Broutin, Joncidres, Chaum et, P feiffer, de
Bdriot, and Ferrand.
Orlic m entions in his catalogue o f Guiraud's works (13) that L e
Baron Frick is based on a libretto by Ernest Dcprd and C harles C lairville, and
inform s us that the C ercle A rtistique et Litteraire p ub lished the work in Paris in
1887.
4 8 Cent m oins un was produced in March 1888. Orlic quotes the Le m dnestrel (1 April
1 888) review w hich calls this three-act operctte "a work full o f m ovem ent and
spirit." Cent m oins un ach ieved on ly a m odest su ccess at best. The other com posers
w ere M assenet, D elib es, D u b ois, Joncidres, Chabricr, d 'lndy, Piernd, L ecocq, and
C h au sson (O rlic, 22h ).
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ten composers had a hand.

He also published two mdlodies, "Berceuse"

and "La Pervenche" in 1884.49

D urand published several instrum ental com positions of G uiraud's
during this period: "Caprice" for violin with either an orchestral or piano
accom panim ent (1884);50 "Allegro de Concert" for piano (1885), a work
composed specifically for that year's competition for female pianists at the
Paris C onservatoire;51 Seconde suite d'orchestre (1886), consisting o f four
movements ("Petite marche," "Divertissement," "Reverie," and "Finale");52

4 9 Both so n gs w ere published by Durand, Schoenew erk & C ie. and both were
dedicated "h M ad em oiselle E lise Chabrier.” The text o f "Berceuse" w as a poem by
Jacques Norm and.
"La Pervenche" w as set to a poem by A . de Lamartine.
50 O rlic, 4h -5h .
The "Caprice" con sists o f two m ovem ents, an "Andante" in C Major
and an "allegro appassionato" in A m inor, and bears the d ed ication
son ami P.
Sarasate."
Sarasate performed the "Caprice” at a concert on 7 M arch 1887. Orlic
speculates that the "Andante" by Guiraud that Sarasate had perform ed at a m ass at
Notre D am e for the A ssociation des A rtistes M usiciens on 25 March 1884 was, in fact,
the first m ovem en t o f the "Caprice."
51 Ibid., 9h.
T he "Allegro de Concert" w as used again as the required com p osition in
the w om en's con tests in 1891 and 1897.
Guiraud's "A llegro de Concert" found itself in
ex c ellen t com pany as evidenced by the required con test w orks for other years.
The
years 1 8 8 0 -1 9 0 0 provide an idea o f the caliber o f co m p o sitio n ch o sen for these
c o n c o u r s . In 1880: Chopin's "Allegro de Concert," op. 46; 1881: Chopin's Ballade in G
m inor, op. 23; 1882: Schumann's Sonata in G minor; 1883: Saint-Saens's Concerto in G
minor; 1884: Chopin's Sonata in B minor; 1885: Guiraud’s "A llegro de Concert"; 1886:
C hopin’s C oncerto in F minor; 1887: Schubert's Fantasy in C, op. 15; 1888: Chopin's
C oncerto in E minor; 1889: Chopin's "Allegro de Concert," op. 46; 1890: Saint-Saens's
C oncerto in G minor; 1891: Guiraud's "Allegro de Concert"; 1892: Chopin’s Ballade in G
m inor, op. 23; 1893: Chopin's C oncerto in F minor; 1894: M endelssohn's "Variations
sdrieuses” in D minor; 1895: C hopin's "Allegro de Concert"; 1896: Schumann's
"Camaval," op. 9; 1897: Guiraud's "Allegro de Concert"; 1898: Bach's Fugue in G m inor
and Chopin's B allade in F; 1899: Haydn's Variations in F m inor and Liszt's R hapsodie
N o. 13 in A minor; 1900: Bach's Prelude and Fugue in C# and Chopin's Concerto in F
m inor (L e _ C onservatoire N a tio n a l. 5 8 9 ).
5 2 0 r lic ,

16h.

The publication o f this su ite w ent practically unnoticed in the press.
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the symphonic poem Chasse fantastique (1887);53 "Deux Romances sans
paroles" for cello and piano (1887);54 and Scherzo for piano (1890).55

In 1889, Guiraud was putting the finishing touches on his T raitd
pratique

d 'instrum entation that D urand & Schoenewerk w ould publish the

following year.

This work (in the 1933 edition, revised by Guiraud’s
.

-

-

*

student H enri Busser) was still being used at the Paris Conservatoire as
late as 1950.

Orlic finds Guiraud's Traitd pratique d'instrum entation a

reflection o f its author's qualities o f logic and clarity and says that it was
welcomed by both press and public as one o f the best works o f its kind.
In his forew ord, Guiraud states his intentions "to present the most
important ideas of the art of orchestration and gradually to lead both
students and am ateurs alike, who are interested in perfecting their

5 3 0 r lic , 16h-17h.
C h a sse fan ta stiq u e w as first performed on a program o f the
C oncerts Lam oureux on 6 February 1887 and again on a program o f the C oncert du
C ercle de l’U n ion A rtisque.
"Chasse fantastique" is review ed favorably as a work
that is "interesting, clev erly orchestrated, o f a beautiful allure" (L e m d n estrel. 13
February 1 8 8 7 ) anti "a grand and legitim ate su ccess . . . written by the hand o f a
master" (L e m d n estrel. 10 April 1887).
Both com m ents from L e m dnestrel are quoted
in Orlic.
C h a sse fan tastiq u e is one o f the few works o f Guiraud to have been
recorded.
Jorge M ester conducts the L o u isv ille Orchestra (L o u isv ille L S -7 4 3 ).
This
recording is review ed by O liver D aniel in the Septem ber 1975 issu e o f S tereo R e v ie w .
80-81.
"If the m usic seem s to be m ore than a little rem iniscent o f that o f Dukas,"
D aniel w rites, "the reason is quite sim ple: w e are fam iliar with the m usic o f Dukas
b ecause it has been lucky enough to find a place in the standard repertoire— b u t
Guiraud w as Dukas' teacher.
H is rip-snorting H u n t was based on a passage from
V ictor H ugo's 'The Legend o f the H andsom e Pdcopin and the B eautiful Bauldour,' and
the L o u isv ille recording m akes a very strong case for this n eg le cted com poser's
rediscovery. . . ." Favre (51) describes the work as a "tableau d escrip tif vivant et
c o lo r6 ."
54 T he p ieces, entitled "Mdlancolie" and "Scherzando," are dedicated "it m on ami
Delsart."
T h ese works were virtually ignored by the press; they appear on a
program d ed icated ex c lu siv e ly to Guiraud’s m usic at V alen cien n es o n 25 A pril 1892,
conducted by Guiraud h im self (O rlic, 17h).
^3Orlic, 27h. This short work is dedicated to Mlle M adeleine Jaeger w ho, according to
the "R ecom penses des 61fcves de Ernest Guiraud au Conservatoire," w as awarded a
Premier A c c e ssit in C ounterpoint and Fugue in 1890 and a Prem ier Prix in the same
cla ss the fo llo w in g year.
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training, to get more out o f their readings o f the works o f our eminent
p re d e c e s s o rs ." 56

The work is a comprehensive treatment o f the subject

and closes with an anthology o f ninety orchestral exam ples excerpted
from Auber, Beethoven, Berlioz, Bizet, Brahms, Cherubini, Delibes, Gevaert,
Gluck, Gounod, Haldvy, Haydn, Harold, Joncidres, Lalo, Lully, Massenet,
Mdhul, M endelssohn, M eyerbeer, M onteverdi, M ozart, Paladilhe, Rameau,
Reyer, Rossini, Saint-Saens, Schubert, A. Thomas, Verdi, W agner, and
W eber.

G uiraud's T raits

pratique

d'instrum entation was in fact the first

French work on orchestration to discuss W agner's m usic.57

Not only did

Guiraud cite examples from Die W alkure. M eiste rsin g er. L o h e n g rin .
T a n n h a u s e r. and T ris ta n , but he honored W agner's music by culminating
the appendix, which presents a survey o f three hundred years of
orchestral writing, with the final scene from G o tte rd U m m e ru n g . For
Guiraud to have given W agner such a prominent position in his treatise
represents a considerable shift in attitude from his less than enthusiastic
reaction to the 1876 premiere of the Ring cycle at Bayreuth.

In fact

W agner's influence on French musicians, at its peak in the 1880s, was to
have an obvious impact on Guiraud himself, as reflected in his opera
F rd d d g o n d e . which dealt with the legendary characters of A ustrasia and
Neustria, ruled respectively by the queens Brunhilda and Fr6ddgonde.
(Guiraud and Louis Gallet, the librettist, gave serious consideration to
naming the work B ru n h ild e .)

The use of continuous music, rather than

sectional numbers, and the generous use o f chromaticism in this five-act

5 6 0 r lic , 22h -23h ; Guiraud, "Avant-Propos" o f h is Traitd
57 L ock sp eiser,

pratique

d 'in stru m en tation .

1:57.
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opera represent an evolutionary departure for Guiraud.

Begun in the last

years o f the decade, at the same time Guiraud was working on his T ra itd .
F rdd d g o n d e bore strong W agnerian associations in subject m atter as well
as in com positional techniques.

On 21 M arch 1891, Guiraud was honored with France's greatest
honor, one that represented that country's ultim ate gesture o f
professional

recognition—election to membership in the Institute of

France's Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts.

M embership in this exclusive

organization was limited by charter to a fixed number.

The Acaddmie des

Beaux-Arts, only one branch of the Institute, was made up o f forty
members, six o f whom were musicians.

New members were elected by

the membership only upon the death o f one o f its members.

Guiraud was

elected to fill the seat that became vacant with the death o f Delibes in
January

1891.58

As was custom ary, Guiraud paid tribute to the man he succeeded
when he delivered his "Notice sur la vie et les oeuvres de Ldo Delibes" to
the members o f the Institut de France on 2 April 1892.

Delibes and

Guiraud, indeed, had become good friends over the years, having shared
as contem poraries the difficulties of establishing them selves and the

5 8 0 r lic , 27h -28h . A t a m eeting o f the A caddm ie on 7 March, four candidates for
D elib es's p osition em erged: Guiraud, Joncidres, Paladilhe, and E m ile P cssard.
When
the m usician m em bers o f the Acaddm ie voted on the 14th o f March, Guiraud was in
first place fo llo w ed by a tie betw een Joncidres and P aladilhe.
W hen the entire
m em bership o f the A caddm ie m et on 21 M arch, Guiraud was elected on the first
ballot with a vote o f 25 to Paladilhe's 8 and Joncidre's 1.
Orlic (55, 7h-8h) informs us that Guiraud had attempted tw ice before to gain
m em bership to the A caddm ie, first in 1880 to fill the seat vacated as a result o f Henri
Reber's death on 2 4 N ovem ber o f that year (Guiraud and D elib es placed second to
Saint-Saens) and then in 1884 to fill the seat vacated by the death o f V ictor Massd on
5 July 1884 (Guiraud placed second to D elib es).
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satisfaction of initial successes at about the same time, Delibes with
C o p p e lia in 1870 and Guiraud with Suite d'orchestre and M a d a m e
T u rlu p in two years later.

Guiraud had been one o f the pallbearers at

D elibes's funeral.59

When he died, Delibes had left an unfinished opdra-comique, K a ssv a .
The task o f completing the orchestration was first entrusted to Guiraud,
although it was M assenet who would eventually com plete it.

An article

appearing in Le m dnestrel suggested that because the work had to be
com pleted quickly (Carvalho wanted it to open the season at the Op6raC om ique), G uiraud—then hard at work on F rd d d g o n d e—asked M assenet to
take over work on the project.60

Louis Gallet had first asked Saint-Saens to take on the composition
of his libretto F r6 d 6 g o n d e .
G uiraud to Gallet.

Saint-Saens declined but recommended

Guiraud, who had been interested in the subject all

along, was delighted with the offer.61
o f the libretto was fully developed.

When he accepted, only the first act

Gallet had finished that act by 15

December 1889; he would not finish the fifth and last act until 22 January
1892.

Guiraud began w ork immediately, and

59 0 r l ic ,

27h -28h .

60Le

.espite his well established

m dnestrel (6 D ecem ber 1891) quoted by Orlic, 29h-30h.

61 O rlic, 23h-24h.
Orlic
cites L ou is Gullet's article "Frdddgonde" from
the 11
D ecem ber 1895 issue o f
Le journal: Favre (45) says that G allet's libretto was based on
A u gu stin Thierry's 1840
p u b licatio n Rdcits des tem ps m d ro v in g ien s. A ccording to
Orlic, the offer was made to Guiraud at som e point betw een 8 O ctober 1889, the date o f
Saint-Saens' last letter to G allet before leaving for the Canary Islands, and Guiraud’s
letter to G allet o f 2 0 D ecem ber 1889. Orlic (24h, n. 3) cites a p assage from Dandelot's
La vie et l'oeuvre de Saint-Saens (117) in which Saint-Saens opera, A s c a n io . is
d iscussed. A s c a n io was scheduled for the Opdra on 21 March 1890. During SaintS aen s's ab sen ce, Guiraud a ssiste d with the preparations.
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reputation for lethargy, he seemed to be constantly pressuring Gallet for
the next installm ent.62

Guiraud, who had no new operas to his credit since G alante

aventure

in 1882, saw in F rd d d g o n d e the opportunity to establish a firmer
reputation as a dramatic composer.

Not only would F rg d d g o n d e be his

first work on such a grand scale and subject, it w ould be his first opera to
appear on the stage of the Opera.

For all of his enthusiasm in writing

F r^d d g o n d e. this composer of lighter fare such as P ic c o lin o and M ad am e
T u rlu p in found considerable challenge in musically portraying the wild
barbarians and savage themes of F re d g g o n d e .

W agner's influence on

Guiraud's style is apparent in the work's continuous m usical flow and in a
chromaticism that is more pervasive than can be found in any o f
G uiraud's earlier work.63
During the period that Guiraud worked on F rg d d g o n d e. he purchased
a small house— which he named "Brunhilda"—on the beach at Wimereaux
(on the English Channel near Boulogne).

There he devoted his summers to

work on the opera, inspired by the sea and the proxim ity o f his librettist,

6 2 Gallet's article on F rd d d p o n d e in La journal is quoted by O rlic, 24h-25h. A letter
from Guiraud to G allet, dated 2 2 D ecem ber 1890, reads, "Cher am i, This Thursday,
Christmas D ay!
I see that it is necessary for me to take charge o f the work, business,
and pleasure.
Can one ask for anything more? . . .
I have alm ost finished our second
act."
Speaking o f the battle scen e, Guiraud continues, "The b attle lin es have been
drawn; all that rem ains is the assault. It is not going too badly."
6 3 0 r lic (25h -26h ) quotes an observation m ade by G allet in h is article on Frdddgonde
that provides a glim p se o f Guiraud at work: "How many tim es at our Thursday
session s . . . did he play the first pages o f the com position w ith great enthusiasm ,
then p u llin g h im s e lf together, fo cu sin g o n certain p a ss a g e s, p erp etu ally blam ing
h im self and fearing that he had not done w ell enough, jum ping up from the table
during lunch and running to the piano, speaking a phrase out lou d, harping on a
certain effec t, and even at the m om ent o f his departure . . . in sistin g still,
con scien tiou s and apprehensive, 'Truthfully?
Are you sa tisfied ?
T ell m e if there is
som ething that strikes you, that pleases you, all right?' "
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who also owned property in the area.64

During the academic year,

however, he continued teaching at the Conservatoire.

It was at the

Conservatoire, on Friday afternoon, 6 May 1892, that he died suddenly
just after finishing a class.65

On Tuesday 10 May, a large crowd assembled at the Eglise de la
Trinitd for Guiraud's funeral service.

(It was from this same church that

G uiraud's friend, G eorges Bizet, had been buried seventeen years earlier.)
Guiraud’s uncle Louis Croisilles, in his role as chief mourner, headed the
funeral proceedings.

The musical part o f the service was prepared by

Antonin M armontel (friend o f Guiraud's and son o f Antoine) and Em ile
Bouich&re, the m aitre de chapelle of the Trinitd.66

Jules Danbd, conductor o f the Opdra-Comique, and other musicians
who had been interpreters of Guiraud's work (including Sarasate,

6 4 G allet article "Frdddgonde" quoted in Orlic, 26h -27h . A bout Guiraud's life at
W im ereaux, G allet w rites, "He w orked there, and ab o v e all, he day-dream ed there,
ly in g in the sand . . . contem plating for lon g stretches the changing sea." N e a r i n g
the com pletion o f the third act, Guiraud wrote G allet in D ecem ber 1891, "I w ill see
you tomorrow, Thursday.
N o?
I w ill play for yo u the entrance and the paternal
words o f Pretextat, and I hope that you w ill not find the good bishop too unw orthy o f
the respect that our Sainte E glise holds for him."
6 5 0 r lic , 32h. Guiraud had ju st finished a class and had gone to the o ffic e o f the
Secretary o f the C on servatoire, E m ile R 6ty, to d isc u ss arrangem ents co n cern in g his
students' (B lo ch and B u sser) entrance into their lo g e s for that year's Prix de R om e
com p etition.
D uring the cou rse o f their con versation , Rdty noticed that Guiraud
seem ed to be su ffocatin g and saw him go into a spasm w hich turned his head
com p letely around.
Rdty hurried to Guiraud's sid e, but he w as already dead. O r lic
reports (27h) that w hen Guiraud's c lo se friends w en t to his apartment on rue
P igalle, they found the m anuscript o f F r d d d g o n d e on h is piano su g g estin g that
Guiraud had been w orking on this score before h e le ft for the C onservatoire on that,
h is last, day. Guiraud died with F r d d d g o n d e unfinished. In 1895 it was com p leted by
S aint-Saens (w ho w rote the last two acts) and Paul
D ukas (w ho orchestrated the first
three acts com posed by Guiraud); it was staged at the Opdra on 18 D ecem ber 1895.
6 6 Ib id .,

3 3 h -3 4 h .
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Alexandre Taskin, and A lexandre Guilmant) perform ed at the funeral.
The service began with the "Petite marche" from the Deuxi&me suite
d’orchestre.

Alexandre Guilmant, organist at the Trinitd, played the

Entr'acte from P ic c o lin o . After the K v rie . Sarasate played Svendsen’s
"Andante."

Alexandre Taskin, baritone, sang the words o f the "Pie Jesu"

set to the music o f the pastor's arioso in P ic c o lin o .

Then, following the

orchestra's perform ance of the "Andante" from the Deuxi&me Suite, the
Trinitd's soprano soloist (Denayer) sang the Agnus Dei set to the music of
the aria "II me disait" from P ic c o lin o .

Following Thdodore Dubois's L ib era

m e. in which the "Tremens" for baritone solo was sung by M. Caron o f the
Opdra, the service concluded with Chopin's "Marche fundbre."

The funeral

procession departed the Trinitd at one-thirty for the m arch to PdreLachaise cemetery.

The pallbearers were H. Roujon (representing the

government in his capacity as D irector of Beaux-Arts), M assenet
(representing the professors at the Conservatoire), C arvalho (D irector of
the Opdra-Comique), Paul Dubois (representing the members o f the
Acaddmie), Joncidres (representing the Socidtd des auteurs et
com positeurs dram atiques), Gddalge (representing G uiraud's students at
the Conservatoire), and Marmontel.

M assenet, Dubois, Joncidres, Gddalge,

and Roujon delivered eulogies at the graveside.67

6 7 "Les Ob&sques d'Ernest Guiraud," Le miSnestrel (15 May 1892): 157-158; Orlic, 33h34h.
M assenet's eu logy appears in full in the edition o f L e m dn estrel m en tio n ed
above.
Other tributes to Guiraud include those o f Arthur P ougin, Le m dnestrel (8
M ay 1892): 148; Jules R uclle, L'art m usical (15 May 1892); Paul D ubois, "Fun6railles de
M. Guiraud," Institut de France publication (1 0 May 1892); and E m ile P aladilhe,
"N otice sur Ernest Guiraud," Institut de France publication (read to the m em bers o f
the Institut at the m eeting on 28 January 1893).
Guiraud's obituary appeared in the
N ew York T im es (8 M ay 1892); in N ew Orleans, an article by Jacques St. Cere (Paris
correspondent for the N ew York Herald) appears in the T im es D em o cra t (1 0 May
1 8 9 2 ):3 .
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M assenet spoke of Guiraud's skill as a sym phonist and lyric
composer, mentioning the qualities of "grace" found in P ic c o lin o . and
"fantaisie" in G retn a-G reen —qualities "so French" w hich Guiraud
"constantly strove to communicate to his students."

Touching on a more

personal note, M assenet asked, "Indeed, has there ever been anyone on
this earth as profoundly good as Guiraud, always devoted, always ready to
lend a hand, even to his enem ies—if he ever had any?"68

In his tribute to Guiraud, Paul Dubois observed, "If death has
prevented Guiraud from revealing the full measure o f his talent, he leaves
behind a sufficient number o f beautiful works for us to appreciate the
enormity o f his loss."

Dubois continues, "The works o f the artist reflect

the nature o f the man. Guiraud personified both rectitude and devotion.
His friends called him 'le bon Guiraud'; never was an epithet better
d e s e rv e d ." 69

A lthough Guiraud is best remembered today as the man who
provided the recitatives for C a r m e n , as the orchestrator o f Les contes
d 'H o ffm a n n . and as Debussy's professor of com position at the Paris
Conservatoire, his contemporaries knew him as the com poser o f P ic c o lin o .
G re tn a -G re e n , and "Carnaval," as a professor at the Conservatoire, and as a
member o f the Academie des Beaux-Arts o f the Institut de France.
Indeed, by the time of his death in 1892, Guiraud had become one of
France's m ost highly respected musical figures.

He was renowned for his

accomplishments both as com poser and teacher, and his reputation as a

68L e m dnestrel (15 May 1892), 158.
69D ubois, 3-4.
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kind and good-hearted man was consistently mentioned by alm ost
everyone who knew and wrote about him, including many o f France's
most celebrated m usicians.70

7 0 A s the author o f T raitg

p ratiqu e

d 'in strum en tation

(an

orchestration

textbook

revised several tim es after its initial publication in 1890— m ost recen tly in 1933),
Guiraud's nam e w ould rem ain fam iliar to several generations o f m u sic students in
F ran ce.
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CATALOGUE OF WORKS*

LIBRARIES
BN = Biblioth&que Nationale
BC = Bibliothfcque de Conservatoire**
BO = Bibliothfcque de I'Opdra

WORKS FOR THEATER***

1. D avid (Alexandre Soumet and F61icien Mallefille)
Opera (one act); Theatre d'Orldans (14 April 1853).
lost: 1853
2. E n . prison (Chaigneau and Boverat)
Op6ra-comique (one act); Th6atre-Lyrique (5 March 1869).
Composed prior to Guiraud's departure for Rome (January
1860).
lost: c.1859
3. Gli avventurieri (librettist unknown)
Italian opera-buffa (one act).
Guiraud's second envoi from Rome.
BN (Ms. 8291): 1862
4. Sylvie (Jules Adenis and Jules Rostaing)
Opdra-comique (one act); Opdra-Comique (11 May 1864).
Henry Lemoine: piano score (L. Soumis), 1864; orchestral parts,
1864; "morceaux ddtachds" (voice and piano), 1864.

*T his catalogu e represents a com pilation o f inform ation gathered from libraries in
Paris (Bibliothdque N ationale,
Bibliothdque de C onservatoire,
Bibliothdque de
l'Opdra),
Branks O rlic's unfinished monograph and catalogu e (Bibliothfcque de
l'lnstitut de M usicologie, Universitd de Paris), The N ational Union C atalogue, and
from an exam ination o f many o f the scores them selves.
**M any o f the holdings o f the Bibliothdque de C onservatoire are now housed at the
Biblioth& que N ation ale.
***N am es o f librettists and transcribers are parenthesized.
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5. La coupe du roi de Thuld (Louis Gallet and Edouard Blau)
Opdra (three acts).
Submitted to competition sponsored by the Opdra.
lost: 1869
6. S te lla (librettist unknown)
Opdra-comique (two acts).
Mentioned in Guiraud's letter of 11 January 1870.
lost: before 1870
7. E u b a rin (librettist unknown)
Opdra-comique (one act).
Mentioned in Guiraud's letter of 11 January 1870.
lost: before 1870
8. Le kobold (Charles Nuitter and Louis Gallet)
Opdra-comique (one act); Opdra-Comique (2 July 1870).
BC (Ms. 6089-6096): 1870
9. M adame Turlupin (Eugdne Cormon and Charles Grandvallet)
Opdra-comique (two acts); Thdatre Athdnde (23 November 1872).
Piano score (Ldon Martin): Ldon Escudier, 1872; Louis Gregh,
1888; in Italian (with recitatives): Escudier, 1873;
"morceaux ddtachds" (voice and piano): Escudier, 1873;
Gregh, 1888. Autographs: "Romance" and "Air de bouton
d’or," -BC (MS 6779).
10. G retna Green (Charles N uitter and Louis Mdrante [choreographer])
Ballet (one act); Opdra (5 May 1873).
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano score (Guiraud), 1873; orchestral
score, 1873; autograph (four-page fragment; music not in
piano score), BO (Res. 111).
11. P iccolino (Victorien Sardou and Charles Nuitter)
Opdra-comique (three acts); Opdra-Comique (11 April 1876).
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano score (Guiraud), 1876; "morceaux
ddtachds," 1876; orchestral score and parts, 1877; arranged
for piano solo, 1877.
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12. Nina Zombi (Paul Tillier)
Opdra-comique (two acts); premiered 20 May 1878.
Collaborative effort by ten composers; Guiraud's mdlodie
"J'ai su lire dans votre time" published in Le Journal de
m u siq u e : 1878, No.104; other contributors were Charles de
Bdriot, Coedds, A. Duvernoy, Ducoing, d'Estribaud, Ferrand,
V. Joncidres, Mansour, and Saint-Sadns.
1878
13. Lg. Jfcu
Unpublished fragments of Le Feu performed in 1879.
Only the instrumental "Danse Persane" (#22) remains of this
w o rk .
1879
14. Galante aventure (Louis Davyl and Armand Silvestre)
Opdra-comique (three acts); Opdra-Comique (23 March 1882).
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano score (Auguste Bazille), 1882;
"morceaux ddtachds" for voice and piano, 1882.
15. Le Baron Frick (Ernest Deprd and Charles Clairville)
Operette (one act); premiered 19 December 1885.
Collaborative effort; Guiraud contributed fourth scene's
"Romance de Phdbus"; other composers were A. Duvernoy,
Thomd, Wormser, Broutin, Joncidres, Chaumet, Pfeiffer, de
Bdriot, and Ferrand.
Cercle Artistique et Litteraire: 1887
16. Cent moins un
T hree-act review .
Collaborative effort by Guiraud, Massenet, Delibes, Dubois,
Joncidres, Chabrier, d'Indy, Piernd, Lecocq, Chausson.
March 1888
17. Frdddgonde (Louis Gallet)
Opdra (five acts); Opdra (18 December 1895).
Guiraud died before finishing this work; Saint-Sadns wrote
the last two acts and Paul Dukas orchestrated the first three.
Paul Dupont: piano score (Alfred Bachelet), 1895; "morceaux
ddtachds" for voice and piano, 1896.
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WORKS FOR ORCHESTRA

18. Ouverture
lost: September 1863
Part of Guiraud's third envoi from Rome.
19. Premifcre suite d'orchestre
1. Prdlude
2. Intermezzo
3. Andante
4. Camaval
Durand et Schoenewerk: orchestral parts, n.d.
Dedicated to Jules Pasdeloup who premiered the suite on
January 28 1872.
20. Ouverture de Concert, "Artevelde," op. 10
Durand et Schoenewerk: orchestral score and parts, 1882.
Dedicated to Bizet; first published in Guiraud's four hand
arrangement for piano (1874).
21. Danse persane (air de ballet)
Durand et Schoenewerk: orchestral score and parts, 1880;
transcribed by Guiraud for piano four hands, 1880; autograph,
BC (Ms 7320).
Taken from the opera Le feu.
22. Deuxidme suite d'orchestre
1. Petite marche
2. Divertissement
3. Rdverie
4. Final
Durand et Schoenewerk: orchestral score, 1886.
23. Chasse fantastique (podme symphonique)
Durand et Schoenewerk: orchestral score, n.d.
Premiered on February 6 1887; transcribed by Guiraud for
piano four hands.
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24. "Caprice" for violin and orchestra (or piano)
Durand et Schoenewerk: orchestral score, 1884; piano
accompaniment, 1884; Carl Fischer: piano accompaniment,
1925.
Dedicated to Sarasate.

WORKS FOR VOICEfSt AND ORCHESTRA

25. Oue I'amitte. que l'hvmen vous rassemble (M. de Jouy)
Cantata for chorus and orchestra written for the preliminary round
of Prix de Rome competition.
BN (Ms. 16615): 1859
26. Baiazet et le ioueur de flute (Edouard Monnais)
Cantata for orchestra, chorus, and soloists; the work with
which Guiraud won the Prix de Rome.
BN (Ms. 9324): 1859
27. Grande messe solennelle
For orchestra and chorus submitted as Guiraud's first envoi
from Rome.
BC (Ms. 8094): 1860
28. Noces de Promethge
Cantata for orchestra, chorus, and soloists; submitted to
1867 Exposition Universelle competition.
lost: 1867

CHAMBER MUSIC
29. Fugue
BN (Ms. 16614): 1859
Four-voice fugue written for the preliminary round of
Prix de Rome competition; bears no instrumental
designation.
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30. "Deux Romances sans paroles" (for cello and piano)
1. Mdlancolie
2. Scherzando
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1887
Dedicated to Delsart.

KEYBOARD WORKS (for piano unless specified otherwise)

31. Premiere sonate pour piano, op. 1
Heugel: 1857
Four movements; dedicated to Antoine Marmontel.
32. "Aragonaise: Morceau de salon"
Leduc: 1858
Dedicated to Auguste Barbereau.
33. "Allegretto pour piano"
autograph: 1870
Contained in the Album d'autographes de Ester Haldvv et
Genvifeve Bizet. BN (Res. Vma. ms. 858); signed "E. Guiraud"
and dedicated "h Madame Genevieve Bizet, Hommage bien
affectueux."
34. "Allegro de Concert"
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1885
W ritten for piano competition at the Conservatoire.
35. Scherzo
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1890
Dedicated to M,le Madeleine Jaeger.
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36. "Rosine—Valse"
BN (Ms. 6099): n.d.
Although signed "E. Guiraud," the words "par Eugene
Guiraud" appear on title page.
37. "Meditation" (for harmonium)
Durand: 1911
Work appears in "L'organiste," (Cons. S .l).

SONGS WITH PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT

38. "L'espdrance" (Mme Lamadon)
Cachau k Pau: 1855
Dedicated to M1,e Larriu.
39. "Mignonne" (Ronsard)
Choudens: 1866
Dedicated to Mme Carvalho.
40. "Sdrdnade de Ruy-Blas" (Victor Hugo)
Choudens: 1869
Dedicated to Mme Ange Chabrier.
41. "Trop tard" (Albert Delpit)
Le Journal de musique (No. 29): 1876
42. "Rose" (Paul de Choudens)
Choudens p£re et fils: 1877
Dedicated to M. Simon-Max.
43. "D'oh venez-vous?" (Alphonse de Lamartine)
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1879; autograph, BC (MS 6779).
Dedicated to Mlle Elise Chabrier.
44. "Berceuse" (Jacques Normand)
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1884
Dedicated to M^e Elise Chabrier.
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45. "La pervenche" (Alphonse de Lamartine)
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1884
Dedicated to M lle Elise Chabrier.
46. "Crdpuscule" (Albert M6rat)
Heugel: 1892; autograph, BC (MS 6097).

47. "Chanson k boire" (Mme Marie Barbier)
J. Hetzel: 1893
Mdlodie found in Marie Barbier's Les contes blancs:
dedicated "h Madame Marie Barbier, hommage de son tout
d6vou6 E. Guiraud."
48. "La servante au grand coeur" (Charles Baudelaire)
Paul Dupont: 1896
Dedicated to Mme Yveling Rambaud.
49. "Adieu Suzon"
Enoch: n.d., lost.
Listed in the "Repertoire d'Ernest Guiraud" at the Soci6t6 des
Auteurs et Compositeurs.
50. "Sans amour" (Lucien Pat6)
Enoch: Found in Album du G aulois. 1885 (Library of Congress,
M l. A69G3).
Listed in the "Repertoire d'Ernest Guiraud" at the Societe des
Auteurs et Compositeurs.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

51. Traite pratique d'instrum entation
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1890, 1892, 1919, 1933.
1933 edition revised by Henri Biisser and published by
Durand & Cie.
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52. Notice sur la vie et les oeuvres de L6o Delibes.
Firm in-D idot: 1889
Tribute read to the members of the Institut de France on 2
April 1892.
53. Three reviews for Le M oniteur of the first performance of Wagner's
R ing at Bayreuth.
August 1876 (according to Brody, 47).

GUIRAUD'S ARRANGEMENTS OF HIS OWN WORKS

Chasse fantastique (pofcme symphonique)
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano four hands, 1887.
"Danse persane" (air de ballet)
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano four hands, 1880.
Deuxifcme suite d'orchestre
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano four hands, 1886.
G retna-G reen
"Valse du •colin-maillard"
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano four hands, 1886, 1892.
Ouverture de Concert, "Artevelde," op. 10
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano four hands, 1874.
Piccolino
"O uverture"
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano four hands, 1876, 1877.
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Premibre suite d'orchestre
Durand et Schoenewerk: piano four hands, 1872; "Carnaval" for
piano solo, 1877.

ARRANGEMENTS OF GUIRAUD'S WORKS BY OTHERS

DANSE PERSANE
Barnier, Theodore.
1891.
Lack, Theodore.
Mouton, H.

Transcribed for military band.

Transcribed for piano.

Evette et Scaeffer:

Durand et Schoenewerk: 1885.

Transcribed for small orchestra.

Durand: 1911.

DEUXIEME SUITE D'ORCHESTRE
Latz, Claude.
Mouton, H.

Transcribed for band.

Durand: 1938.

Transcribed for small orchestra.

Durand: 1912.

FREDEGONDE
Sandrd, Gustave.

Selections for piano, 1896.

GALANTE AVENT! IRE
Bazille, A. "Entr'acte" transcribed for piano.
1882.

Durand et Schoenewerk:

"Le Capitaine Bois-Baudry" arranged for "choeur pour 2 voix bgales,"
Durand: 1914.
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De Honfort, B.

"Polka" for piano.

De Vilbac, Renaud.
1882.

Durand et Schoenewerk: 1882.

four hand arrangement.

Durand et Schoenewerk:

________ . "Entr'acte" transcribed for piano, four hands.
Schoenewerk: 1882.
Marx, H.
Mouton, H.
________ .

"Quadrille" for piano.

Durand et

Durand et Schoenewerk: 1882.

Arranged for piano trio.

Durand & Fils: 1920.

"Fantaisie" arranged for orchestra.

Durand: 1936.

Neustedt, Charles.

Transcription for piano.

Paris: 1882.

Waldteufel, Emile.
1882.

"Suite de Vaises" for piano.

Durand et Schoenewerk:

GRETNA-GREEN
Chic, Ldon.

"Scdne et Valse" for military band.

Goumas: 1883.

De Bozi, Harold. Transcription of G retna-G reen for accordion. From Les
Chefs-d'oeuvre de la musique transcrits pour accorddon. vol. 3, p.
10. Durand & Fils: 1946.
Derdgnaucourt, O. "Polka-Mazurkas" for piano. Durand et Schoenewerk:
1873; orchestrated by E. Deransart, Paris: 1873
Mouton, H.

"Scdne et Valse" for small orchestra.

Neustedt, Charles.
Waldteufel, E.

"Fantaisie brillante" for piano.

"Valse" for piano.

Durand: 1910.
Paris: 1873.

Durand et Schoenewerk: 1873.
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MADAME TURLUPIN
Arban, J. B.
________ .

"Polka" for piano.
"Quadrille" for piano.

Chapelier, F.
1917.
Cramer.

Escudier: 1873
Ldon Escudier: 1873.

"Entr’acte" arranged for orchestra.

"Choisis de mdlodies" for piano.

De Lauzieres, A.
1873.
De Vilbac, Renaud.
Gregh: 1882
Deransart, E.

Rouert et Lerolle:

Paris: 1873.

Italian translation with recitatives.

Ldon Escudier:

"Deux Suites" arranged for four hands.

"Valse" for piano.

Ldon Escudier: 1873.

Foare, Charles. "Ouverture" arranged for military band.
Schaeffer, 1900.
Magnus, D.

"Fantaisie de salon" for piano.

Martin, Ldon.

Louis

"Sept morceaux ddtachds."

________ . "Cinq morceaux ddtachds."

Evette et

Paris: 1873, 1888.
Escudier: 1873.

Louis Gregh: 1888.

________ . "Ouverture, Entr'acte, Romance and choeur de la retraite."
Louis Gregh: 1888.
________ .

"Ouverture" for piano.

Escudier: 1873.

________ .

"Entr'acte" transcribed for

piano. Ldon Escudier: 1873.

________ . "Romance et choeur de la retraite" arranged for piano.
Escudier: 1873.
Marx, H.
________ .

"Quadrille" for piano.

Ldon Escudier: 1873.

"Quadrille" for orchestra.

Lafleur Aimd:

1873.
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Ourdine, Hans.
1917.

"Ouverture" arranged for orchestra.

Rummel, Joseph.
1873.

Rouart et Lerolle:

"M adame Turlupin. mosaiques pour piano."

Paris:

PICCOLINO
Arban.

"Quadrille brillant" for piano.

Durand et Schoenewerk: 1878.

________ . "Quadrille brillant" for piano four hands.
Schoenewerk: 1876.
Battmann, J. S. "Sorrentine de P icco lin o ."
piano. Paris: 1876.

Durand et

Transcription ("facile") for

Brdmond, F. "Cavatine" transcribed for horn or cello and piano.
Durand & Fils: 1893.
Cramer.

"Bouquet de mdlodies" for piano.

De Vilbac, Renaud.
1876.

Paris: 1876.

Two suites for four hands.

Durand et Schoenewerk:

Deransart, E. "Quadrille brillant" for piano four hands.
Schoenewerk: 1876.
________ .

"Quadrille brillant" for piano.

________ . "Suite de Vaises" for piano.
1876.
Durand & Fils: n.p.
________ .

Durand et

Durand et Schoenewerk: 1876.
Durand et Schoenewerk:

"Mdlodrame" for violin or mandoline solo.

"Sorrentine" for solo voice.

Foare, Charles. "Ouverture" arranged for military band.
Schaeffer: 1900.

Evette &
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Gariboldi. "Airs choisis" transcribed for violin, flute, or cornet solo.
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1877.
Herman, Adolphe. "Fantaisie" for violin and piano, op. 180.
Schoenewerk: 1876.
Lafleurance, L.
1895.
Lamm, A.

Durand et

"Mdlodrame" transcribed for flute and piano.

"Melodrame" for cello and piano.

Durand:

Durand & Fils: 1895.

Lefort, A. "Melodrame" for violin and piano.
1888; Boston: O. Ditson Co., 1913.

Durand et Schoenewerk:

Lemaitre, Paul. "Sorrentine de Piccolino" transcribed for violin and
piano. Durand & Fils: 1900.
Mouton, H.

"Fantaisie" for small orchestra.

Durand & Fils:1911.

________ . Overture transcribed for-orchestra.
1923.

Durand et Schoenewerk:

________ • Trio for piano, violin, and cello (or with clarinet or double
bass). Durand: 1911.
Neustedt, Charles.
________ .

Transcription for piano.

Paris: 1876.

"Sorrentine: improvisations pour piano." Paris:

Ourdine, Hans.
1917.
Rogues, Ldon.
1876.

"Ouverture" arranged for orchestra. Rouert

"Polka, Mazurka" for piano.

1876.
et Lerolle:

Durand et Schoenewerk:

Wolff, Edouard. "Reminiscences de Piccolino" for piano four hands.
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1876.

PREMIERE SUITE D'ORCHESTRE
Chic, Ldon.

"Carnival" transcribed for military band.

P. Gouma: 1884.
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Lack, Thdodore. "Carnaval" arranged for two pianos.
Schoenewerk: 1883.

Durand et

Mouton, H. "Carnival" transcribed for small orchestra.
Schoenewerk: 1909.

Durand et

Steiger, Charles. "Carnival" arranged for two pianos eight hands.
Durand et Schoenewerk: 1886.

SYLVIE
Croisez, A.

"Souvenir de S v lv ie " for piano.

Paris: 1864.

De Vilbac, Renaud and Adolphe Blanc. "Beautds de Sylvie" arranged for
piano and violin. Henry Lemoine: 1864.
________ . "Beautds de Sylvie"
Lemoine: 1864.
Mdtra, Olivier.

arranged for piano four hands.

"Quadrille" for piano.

Henry

Henry Lemoine: 1864.

Soumis, L. "Morceaux ddtachds" for voice and piano.
1864.

Henry Lemoine:

GUIRAUD'S ARRANGEMENTS OF WORKS BY OTHERS

Mendelssohn, Felix.

"Chanson de printemps" arranged for orchestra.
V

Reyer, Ernest. S alam b o . piano score reduced by Guiraud and Hector
Salomon. Choudens: 1892.
Saint-Saens, Camille. Piano four hand arrangements o f symphonic poems
Le rou.et d'Omphale. op. 31; Phaeton, op. 39; Danse M acabre, op. 40
(also arranged for two pianos, eight hands); and La ieunese
d'H ercule. op.50. Durand & Fils.
________ .

Samson et Dalila. "Bacchanale et air de ballet."
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________ .

"Hymn

________ .

Suite pour orchestre, arranged for piano four hands.

k

Victor Hugo" arranged for piano four hands.

Schumann, Robert. "Mondnacht" (fifth song of the L ied erk reis. op. 39)
arranged for orchestra. Orlic (53) mentions 6 January 1878
performance on program of the Concert Cressonnois at Porte Saint
M artin.
Wagner, Richard. T an n h aiiser. "Bacchanale" arranged for piano solo and
piano four hands. Durand & Fils: 1874.
Weber, Carl.

"Ouverture d'O b e ro n " arranged for two pianos.
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Chasse fantastique
Louisville Orchestra: First Edition Records. Louisville Orchestra
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conductor. 33 1/3 rpm.
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